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FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
By:  Dan Brunner

Dan Brunner

i hope everyone who attended the clinic
enjoyed themselves. We received great feed-
back regarding the return of “badger Practice
saturday”. bob berezowitz and our dedicated
clinic committee continue to solicit input
from our membership regarding clinic speak-
ers and topics.  as always, some of the best
sessions are the ones that feature our own out-
standing coaches!! Wisconsin hs football
need not take a “back seat” to anyone when it
comes to football Knowledge or innovative
approaches to improving our great game! Our
clinic bashes provided great opportunities to
socialize and pick the brains of some outstand-
ing clinicians.  Thanks to Jerry Golembiewski
and his crew for running 2 great raffles! hall
of fame chair, John hoch, along with his wife,
shelly and assisted by charna Kelsey, put on
a 1st class hOf banquet to cap off the clinic.

The clinic committee has already begun
preparation for our next annual Get-Together,
april 2, 3, & 4, 2020. We will keep you posted
as plans are finalized.   

ALL-STAR GAME BANQUET
AND GAMES  

This year’s all-star Game banquet will be
on friday, July 19th at the Oshkosh convention
center.  The banquet will feature a presentation
by children’s hospital of Wisconsin as well as
honoring our 6 all-star Teams. i highly recom-
mend attending this event. Tickets are $30. if
you would like to attend, send me an email and
i will have a registration form sent to you.  

The Games will be played at uW-Oshkosh
Titan stadium on saturday, July 20th. The 8-
man game is at 10 am, Division 4-7 game is at
1:30 pm, and the Division 1-3 game is at 5 pm.
Your membership card gets you complimen-
tary admission. Game chair, Doug sarver, de-
serves special thanks for making this a premier
Wfca event!

This year’s small and large school games
will be televised on fox sports Wisconsin
(same channel that does the brewer Games).
We are very excited about this increased expo-
sure for one of our signature events!

WFCA GRANT PROGRAM
The Wfca has just completed the first of

what is intended to be an annual award program
benefiting football Programs throughout the
state.  a special thanks to chair Tom swittel
and his committee for the work they put in.
This program is another example of why the
Wfca continues to be the besT football
coaches association in the nation.  as with all
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programs, there are some bugs to work out.  We
will make sure that everyone understands the
Grant parameters and criteria, to make sure
every program has an opportunity to benefit at
some point moving forward.  

WISCONSIN YOUTH 
FOOTBALL ALLIANCE

The Wfca, working with usa fb, Wiaa,
and the Packers are addressing another major
concern of our members. That is trying to es-
tablish “suggested guidelines” or best practices
for the Youth fb Programs statewide. We have
already had 2 meetings with leaders of some of
the larger youth football programs from around
the state. The leaders we met with are very
much in favor of forming a Wi Youth fb al-
liance as part of the Wfca.  Our next meeting
will be november 3rd at the Wiaa Offices in
stevens Point. Please get me the contact info of
your youth football league commissioner.

CONCLUSION
as we approach a new football season,

many programs add new coaches to their staffs
and some coaches, head and assistants, might
not have attended the clinic.  We need to reach
out to all of them to become members of the
Wfca. The benefits are listed in this publica-
tion. complimentary badger home Game Tick-
ets and $2,000,000 liability insurance coverage
(increased this year) are just 2 of them. Please
get your Youth Programs to join as well. Please
continue to promote all the positive attributes
associated with the sport of football!   

THANK YOU TO OUR WFCA CORPORATE SPONSORS
WHO SO GENEROUSLY SUPPORT FOOTBALL IN WISCONSIN.

SUPPORT THEM BY USING THEIR PRODUCTS AND SERVICES WHENEVER POSSIBLE.
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WFCA MENTORING MANUAL ORDER FORM
MAIL CHECK OR MONEY ORDER PAYABLE TO:
Wisconsin Football Coaches Association 

C/O Dan Brunner
1499 Golden Dr.

Hubertus, WI 53033

Please send _______ book/s @ $10.00/Book =  $____________
SEND BOOKS TO:  ____________________________________

_____________________________________
_____________________________________

YOU MAY ALSO ORDER ONLINE USING A CREDIT CARD AT:
http://www.wifca.org/page/show/1210876-mentor-manual

Contact Dan Brunner if you have questions  •  Email: Danielmbrunner@gmail.com  •  Phone: 414-429-3139
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FROM THE PRESIDENT
By:  Doug Sarver,  Athletic Director, St. Francis High School 

Doug Sarver
hello Wfca members, i would like to thank
the membership, district reps and executive
board for the opportunity to serve as the Wfca
President the last two years. On July 20th at all-
star weekend John hoch (lancaster) will take
over and serve his second term as President.
John will continue to bring a strong work ethic
and a passion for serving the Wfca. Tony
biolo (Wisconsin rapids) will also start a sec-
ond term as President elect and also continue
his passion of serving this great organization.
The Wfca is in good hands for the next few
years but will need some of our younger mem-
bers especially those that serve as region reps
who have the drive to lead this organization to
step up and accept the responsibility to serve on
the executive board in the future.

Reminders
July 20th is the 2019 Wfca all-star Games
benefiting children’s hospitals of Wisconsin.

starting on July 13th 224 players and 40
coaches will report to the campuses of uW-
Whitewater and uW-Oshkosh to participate in
one of the greatest experiences of their lives. six
days of preparation will end with three games
at Titan stadium in Oshkosh on July 20th.  for
more information go to: www.chw.org/Wfca
eight-man game  – 10:00 am
D4-7 small school game – 1:30 pm
D1-3 large school game – 5:00 pm

Traditional Start Date
equipment issue – august 5th
1st Practice – august 6th

Football Only Conferences
at the December 2017 Wiaa/Wfca foot-

ball advisory meeting the Wfca executive
board accepted the challenge of working on a
plan to bring statewide uniformity to the num-
ber of conference schools and the number of
conference games in Wisconsin high school
football. The committee at the time had the en-
vious task of taking 52 conferences and 394
eleven man football schools and create this ob-
jective. several meetings and drafts later the
first released plan came out July 20th of 2018.
schools were then able to communicate any
questions or concerns with their placement to
the Wiaa and Wfca committee. On Decem-
ber 1st of 2018, eighteen new schools declared
to play eight player football. any new coop pro-
grams that had to declare by february 1st 2019
were also included. Once these declarations
were confirmed the Wiaa/Wfca met on feb-
ruary 6th  2019 and re-structured the plan mak-
ing adjustments to conferences and regions that
may have been affected. shortly thereafter
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some changes were needed in the northeast
where menominee indian hs indicated they
were going back to eleven man football. The
final plan of 376 schools in 49 conferences went
to the Wiaa board of control for first approval
on march 1st 2019. 

This unprecedented opportunity for the
Wfca to partner with the Wiaa in re-structur-
ing a statewide football only conference plan is
something that was needed in the best interest of
Wisconsin high school football. anytime you
tackle such a large challenge there will be ques-
tions and concerns from your membership. less
than 10% of schools have indicated concerns and
most of these schools have indicated that they
agree with the concept and support the objective
but they disagree with their placement. We have
looked at all concerns trying to make subtle
changes where we could without creating more
issues. The Wfca is very proud of working with
a membership that whether they agree disagree
or are somewhere in between has been very pro-
fessional and respectful of the process and the ob-
jective of bringing statewide uniformity.  

in april the Wiaa board of control met for
a final vote on the football Only Plan. They
heard any concerns from schools before voting
unanimous to accept the plan.

The newly formed Wiaa re-alignment task
force will have procedures in place to receive
requests from schools  that would like relief or
a conference change going forward. These re-
quests can be made in 2021 for the 2022 season.
The task force will also handle any adjustments
before 2021 that may be caused, such as schools
dropping football or entering a coop agreement.

respectfully, Wfca executive board
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THE WFCA ANNOUNCES 2019 GRANT RECIPIENTS
By:  Tom Swittel, Editor and Director of Communications 

Tom Swittel

last march, the Wisconsin football
coaches association rolled out the Wfca
Grant program at the spring clinic.  as a re-
minder, the purpose of the Wfca Grant is to
supplement high school football budgets with
an emphasis on the health and well-being of
the students participating in state high school
programs. The Wfca Grant is designed to
enhance programs beyond what a typical
budget will cover. elements such as player
safety, injury prevention, and concussion pro-
tocol are examples of items the Wfca would
entertain and apply weight to in determining
recipients of a Wfca Grant. The Grant is not
intended for normal budgetary items such as:
coach’s salaries, equipment reconditioning,
game uniforms, and regular equipment
needed to play (helmets, shoulder pads, gir-
dles, etc.), to name a few.  

any high school program can apply for the
WGca Grant as long as the head coach is a
member of the Wfca.  significance will be
applied to schools with a yearly or three-year
average budget under $3,000.  The maximum
dollar amount awarded for a Grant is $3,000.

a total of 64 schools applied for a Wfca
Grant this first year.  Of those 64 schools, 42
schools were deemed “eligible” for the Grant.
This meant the items requested on their Grant
application both “supplemented” and “en-
hanced” their football budget beyond what it
typically covered.

2019 WFCA GRANTS AWARDED
School Request(s) Cost

Potosi 2.48 inch Tackle Wheels, 2 - 54 inch Tackle Wheels, 3 Pop Up Dummies $2,825.00
Bruce Ice Machine $2,500.00
Abbottsford Guardian Caps, 48 inch Tackle Ring $3,000.00
Grantsburg 2 - 48 inch Tackle Rings $600.00
Cochrane-Fountain City 3 Tackle Mats $3,000.00
Beloit Memorial Pro 3 Solutions $3,000.00
Brodhead Dummies, Medium Tackle Wheel, Small Tackle Wheet $3,000.00
Stratford Sideline Capes $3,000.00
Athens Tackling Mats, Tackling Wheels, Guardian Caps $2,800.00
Pittsville 5 Blocking Sled Pads $1,900.00
Greenwood Guardian Caps, Hand Pads, Tackle Dummies, etc. $2,996.00
Lancaster AED $1,000.00
Janesville Parker Pro 3 Solutions $3,000.00
Luck Sideline Capes $2,750.00
Marathon 2 Pop Up Dummies, 2 Tackling Wheels $1,850.00
Weyauwega-Fremont Helmet Fit System $2,200.00
Oakfield Tackling Crash Pad only $1,175.00
Beloit Turner MVP Mobile Tackle Dummy $3,000.00
Milwaukee King Lineman Chute $3,000.00
Sheboygan North 10 Coaches USA Football Certification $100.00
Mercer Butternut Tackling Wheel, 6 Step Overs, Arm Pads $2,089.00
Manawa Sideline Capes $2,990.00
Madison LaFollette 20 Tackle Bar Harnesses $930.21
Milwaukee Ronald Reagan Pop Up Tackle Maker $1,476.00
Milwaukee Riverside 2 Man Blocking Sled, Chute $3,000.00
Desoto 3 Shadowman Dummies, 4 Dozen Scrimmage Vests $2,419.83
Oshkosh West 10 Guardian Caps $400.00
Appleton West Training Chute $2,400.00
Royall Tackling Wheet and Dummies $1,695.00
Wauwatosa West Pro 3 Solutions $2,700.00
Kenosha Tremper Pro 3 Solutions $3,000.00
Nekoosa Mobile Hydration System, Pop Up Dummy, Pass and Snap System $2,979.97

Necedah
Portable Water Chiller, Gel Max Mouthguards, Guardians, Rib Protectors,

$2,289.00Deluxe Helmet Pump
Clayton Pop Up Dummies, 20 Sideline Capes $2,995.00
St. Francis AED $2,000.00
Blair Taylor 3 Tackling Wheels, Stand Up Dummies, Body Shields $2,889.00
Riverdale Tackling Wheel $1,000.00
Barrow MVP Drive Tackling Dummy $3,000.00
Racine Horlick Pro 3 Solutions $3,000.00
Melrose-Mindoro Pop Up Dummy, Tackling Wheels $1,030.85
Brillion 2 AEDs, Gatorade Performance Packages $2,435.00
Delavan-Darien Tackling Wheel, Shortboard, Manshields, etc. $3,000.00
TOTAL                                                                                                                                                         $96,414.86

Originally, the total awarded by the Wfca
Grants was going to be capped at $60,000 in
this, the first year.  however, because of the
large number of schools that met the criteria for
the Grant and the Wfca’s desire to recognize
as many schools as possible this first year, a de-
cision was made by the Grant committee and
the Wfca executive board to honor all Grant
requests for “eligible” schools.  all schools that

met the Grant criteria received a Wfca Grant.
The Wfca awarded more than $96,000 in
Grants this first year!

The Wfca Grant committee members
were: matt binsfeld, Don Kendzior, steve
lyga, and Tom swittel.

The Wfca is proud to list the following
schools as the first class of Wfca Grant re-
cipients. congratulations! 

THANK YOU to all of you who so generously submitted articles for 
“The Point After II.”

If you do not see your article in this issue, please look for it in a future issue! 
Articles may be emailed to the WFCA office at office@wifca.org, or send paper copy to:

WFCA, PO Box 8, Poynette, WI 53955. Please include the title of the article, and the name, school 
and title of the author, along with the author’s photograph. Again, our thanks!
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FROM THE HALL OF FAME CHAIRMAN
By: John Hoch, Athletic Director and Head Football Coach, Lancaster HS, WFCA Hall of Fame Chairman

John Hoch
The 2019 Wfca clinic and hOf banquet

has come and gone. if you attended we hope all
enjoyed the experience at the clinic and ban-
quet.  it was another great class that entered our
Wfca hall of fame. i want to thank all of
those that helped/worked to make this hOf
banquet and weekend a success. a special
thanks to bill collar and Duane rogatzki for or-
ganizing the luncheon for the past hOf recipi-
ents and wives on friday. it is great to see many
coaches who have given a lot of their time to
their communities and Wfca organization. 

The 2020 hall of fame process has started
with selection of the 2020 class taking place in
June. remember any member of the Wisconsin
football coaches association may nominate a
deserving coach to the hOf committee. To
nominate a coach or other citation candidate for
the Wfca hall of fame, simply send his name
and address along with a paragraph explaining
why you think they should be inducted. send all
nominations to:  office@wifca.org or PO box
8, Poynette, Wi 53955. nomination Deadline is
may 1st!  no exceptions! 

i want to let you know that we had great
participation by our past hOf members in do-
nating to the Wfca hOf scholarship fund. We
had over 100 members donate at least $100
which help us get close to our goal of providing
a scholarship in the amount of $1000. We were
able to reach that goal with the help and hard
work of fund raising efforts by Jerry Golem-
blewski to provide over 24 scholarships. con-
gratulations Wfca donating hOf members.
You can make a donation for next year’s schol-
arship fund by sending your donation into the
Wfca Office, PO box 8, Poynette, Wi 53955
at this time.

as always i want to thank a two very im-
portant people that help make this event special.
charna and my wife shelly are always making
sure we are staying on task, being organized as
they want the hall of fame banquet event to be
a very special day for the families and individ-
uals inducted each year.

The Wfca is proud to announce the 
hall of fame class of 2020

HEAD COACHES
Joe LaBuda, Head Coach, Menomonie HS 

Kirk DeNoyer, Head Coach Wisconsin Lutheran HS 
Steve Rux, Head Football Coach, Waukesha West HS 

Dan St. Arnauld, Head Football Coach, Niagra/Brillion HS
HEAD/ASSISTANT COACHES

Steve Lyga, Head/Assistant Coach, Cochrane-Fountain City HS
Scott Statz, Head/Assistant Coach, Platteville HS

ASSISTANT COACHES
Tom Fugate, Assistant Football Coach, Homestead HS
Paul Martin, Assistant Football Coach, Waunakee HS
Bernie Schmidt, Assistant Football Coach, Cudahy HS
Mark Traun, Assistant Football Coach, Elk Mound HS

2020 award recipients 
NHSACA HALL OF FAME 

2020 football coaches from Wisconsin  
Dave Keel, Homestead HS

Bill Turnquist, West De Pere HS
DAVE MCCLAIN DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD

Brad Arnett, Nx Level
MARGE & DICK RUNDLE 

POSITIVE INFLUENCE OF COACHING AWARD
Chuck Raykovich, Chippewa Falls HS

2019-2020 WFCA HALL OF FAME 
SCHOLARSHIP DONATIONS

Thank you for your generosity year after year!

Mark Anderson $100.00
Robert Coy $100.00
Gregg Dufek $100.00
Rudy Gaddini $100.00
Harlan Gruber $100.00
John  Heinke $100.00
Doug Hjersjo $100.00
John Hoch $100.00

David Hochtritt $100.00
Richard Jones $100.00
John Koronkiewicz $100.00
Ed Krcmar $100.00
Carlos Kreibich $100.00
Gary Larsen $100.00
Michael Sexton $100.00
Robert Thomas $100.00
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FROM THE EDITOR 
By:  Tom Swittel, Editor and Director of Communications 

Tom Swittel

The world is always changing. Things
never stay the same. further proof of that will
come soon in the form of an online version
of The Point After II. 

after several years of discussion by the
Wfca executive board and the Wfca
board of Directors (region reps), a decision
has been made to make the Wfca’s staple
publication, The Point After II, available to
coaches online.  The change will come with
the fall edition of the magazine.

The decision to do so was not an easy
one. The Wfca executive board knows
that, for some, the idea of going online to
read The Point After II is not a pleasant one.
Our hope is those that feel this way will
warm up to the idea and eventually wean
themselves off of the printed version.  With
those coaches in mind, we will continue to

offer the printed version for a short period of
time.We’re confident those coaches will even-
tually get comfortable with reading it online.
Our guess, though, is the majority of our as-
sociation will seamlessly transition to the on-
line version. That is simply how most coaches
live their lives now, getting information via
the internet.

There are two main reasons the Wfca is
moving in this direction. The first is cost. The
Point after ii is not a money maker.  in fact,
The Point after ii has been a significant drain
on Wfca funds.  using the last two financial
years as an example, as reported in the Wfca
business meetings at the clinic, the Wfca
lost $28,567 in 2018 and $44,192 in 2017 on
the magazine.  That’s a total of $72,759 spent
on The Point After II the last two years. The
Wfca would much rather spend that money
on other worthwhile programs offered to our
membership. The Wfca Grant Program and
the all state program and banquet are just two
examples of where the Wfca could direct the
Point after ii money. There are other pro-
grams, as well.

a second reason for the change comes from
researching what other state associations are
doing with their newsletters. We found that al-
most all state associations we looked at had
an online newsletter and not a printed version
for their members. When asked, we found no
negative feedback reported by members re-
garding the online newsletter.

as of right now, i can’t give you the
specifics of how all of this is going to work.

i can tell you for sure The Point After II will
be housed on the Wfca website.  Dan brun-
ner (Wfca executive Director), Travis Wil-
son (Wsn and Wfca Website coordinator),
charna Kelsey (Wfca executive secretary),
and myself will be meeting in July to lay all
of this out.  We will communicate all pertinent
information regarding this by email.  Please
look for this in the near future.

so, there you have it.  This is a change
that has been in the works for some time
now.  The time is right to move forward with
this. The Wfca is confident this change will
be a positive one.

On another note, coming in July, look for
the following filmed Wfca spring clinic ses-
sions to be available on the Wfca website:
• bob bostad, university of Wisconsin in-

side linebackers coach
• John settle, university of Wisconsin run-

ning backs coach
• robert hackett, former badger sprinter

and ncaa champion, “Development of
a speed and strength Program”

• andy ryland, former Penn state line-
backer, “advanced shoulder Tackling”

• scott Peters, former nfl lineman, “O
and D skill Development of One-On-One
blocking lOs and engaging & Defeating
blocks”
Please feel free to contact me with any

thoughts or ideas you may have for The Point
After II. i can be reached via email:
tom@epochrecruiting.com or by my cell
phone: (414) 315-1131. 

FROM THE ARCHIVES
FOOTBALL:  DON’T PREACH TO THE CHOIR; 

PREACH TO THE COMMUNITY
By: Wade Labecki, Ed.D., Deputy Director, Wisconsin Interscholastic Athletic Association 

Reprinted from The Point After II, Summer 2014   

Wade Labecki

high school football is still a mainstay in
our schools and communities. Our athletes look
forward to the fall and the beginning of the foot-
ball season. along with our football players, the
rest of the student body will get involved at a
friday night football game. We have bands,
cheerleaders, and student fans all involved in
the games.

When the Wisaa schools joined the
Wiaa membership, the participation in foot-
ball increased by 900 athletes. from 2000 to
2007, the numbers of athletes participating in
football increased from 32,907 to 33,792.  but
beginning in 2008, the numbers have declined
to current level of 27,993 in 2013. more alarm-
ing is the fact that 9th grade participation has

gone from 10,746 down to 8,751 in 2013. it
begs the question as to why? Why are parents
reluctant to allow their children to play the
sport of football? (note: Participation is down
in other sports as well.)

interestingly, the associated Press reported
that “the number of players 8 years old or
younger has increased by 10.2 percent.” in ad-
dition, the aP reported that “football showed the
smallest decline, 5.4 percent…”. however, the
national sporting Good association reported
that “the largest drop in team sports took place
in tackle football. more than one-half of the de-
cline was within the 7-11 age group, and all of
the decline in that age group was from the in-
frequent (2-9 times) and occasional (10-49
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times) participants. There was an increase in
frequent (50+ times) participants aged 7-11.”  

since these reports differ, does it show that
children (and parents) who are successful early
stay with the sport, and those who are not suc-
cessful leave the sport? Does the battle cry
“being a part of the team” carry as much weight
as it once did if you are not on the field?  Or is
the declining enrollment in schools also leading
to declining participation?

as mark Twain stated: “The reports of my
demise have been greatly exaggerated.”

recent concerns about concussion certainly
have contributed to concerns that parents may
have about participation in the sport of football.
concussions are not a recent development.  The
Wiaa and nfhs have been providing head in-
jury and concussion information to coaches and
member schools for quite some time.  but the
education about concussions has gotten much
more accessible and visible to our athletes and
their families. That is not a bad thing. it is a
good thing.

injuries have decreased in the game of foot-
ball and deaths have dramatically decreased.
This is in direct relationship to better rule writ-
ing and better teaching of tackling and blocking
techniques. risk minimization must continue to
be at the forefront of our sport in order to con-
tinue offering such a great educational opportu-
nity to our student-athletes.

high school sports in general -- and football
in particular -- have never been safer.  from ath-
lete training and conditioning to advancements
in protective equipment; from safety driven
changes to playing rules; and to the knowledge
and awareness of injury - both prevention, as
well as treatment, football safety has improved
tremendously. We acknowledge injury -- some-
times serious injury – may occur. We will con-
tinue to search for changes and improvements
in all of the areas above.  but reality is that this
generation has opportunity for safer participa-
tion in high school sport than any generation
that has preceded it.

as far as high school football goes, it is
safest that it has ever been.  at the nfhs level,
we continue to review and modify playing rules
to promote player safety. at the Wiaa, we have
made significant strides throughout our en-
Tire history with regard to athlete safety. ed-
ucation-based football has never been safer than
it is today – that’s true whether we are talking
about heads, necks, and the rest of young ath-
letes’ bodies. it’s the result of the thoughtful,
careful and cautious rules making, educating
coaches who teach proper tackling and blocking
techniques, and officiating to reduce risk. foot-
ball is safer as we quickly evaluate and refer in-
juries to more educated and capable health care
professionals.

The nfhs football rules committee is
continuing the effort by defining “Defenseless
Player” and “Targeting.” a defenseless player

is defined as: “a player who, because of his/her
physical position and focus of concentration, is
especially vulnerable to injury.” Targeting is de-
fined as: “an act of taking aim and initiating
contact to an opponent above the shoulders with
the helmet, forearm, hand, fist, elbow or shoul-
ders.” The foul states: “no player or nonplayer
shall target an opponent.”

Targeting an opponent is unnecessary and
the rule must be enforced to minimize the risk
of injury in high school football. coaches must
reinforce the rule during practice and during the
game. call it out when you see it. in the nfhs
Points of emphasis for football this year,
changing the mindset is addressed and for good
reason. We cannot tolerate football players who
are playing the game to “take out” an opponent.
The POe states:

“The positive aspects of interscholastic par-
ticipation in the sport of football are many. in-
herently, these positive aspects have never
required a football player to stick his/her "hel-
met-in-the-numbers!" it has never been accept-
able to play with intent to “take out an
opponent.” Therefore, this type of mindset must
be addressed and removed from all phases of
the game by players, coaches and game offi-
cials. all stakeholders must understand that the
future of high school football will withstand the
head being removed from the game and it will
survive such a mindset change.” (nfhs 2014
football rules book, p. 93)

coaches must spend more time teaching
proper tackling and blocking techniques at all
levels. This means that we have to coach the
coaches as well. Varsity coaches must teach the
proper techniques to the nonvarsity and youth
coaches in their communities. another impor-
tant area:  concussion education for coaches. if
you haven’t completed the concussion courses,
you need to do so. Parents want to know that
you understand concussions and that you will
“take the head out of the game.”

coaches need to get out into the community
and be ready to outline the concussion preven-
tion program. We all know concussions can
happen. but how everyone responds is the im-
portant piece. have concerned parents talk to
current players and parents to hear how they
deal with the risks. but respect the decision of
parents or players who choose to wait.  every-
one has to make his or her own decision.  em-
power your athletic trainers and coaches to
prioritize risk minimization.  

Our messages, both the Wiaa and the
Wfca, have to be strong on the benefits of par-
ticipation. We need to be careful and evaluate
every message. When we think a message has a
positive spin and will help our sports, does close
examination conclude the message reinforces
the positive or does it create a negative? We
need to consider very thoughtfully:  What are
we trying to accomplish?  

The unintended consequences can and may
end up scaring away high school athletes from
the very sport we are trying to promote. and
this may be what is happening right now. We

need help in exhorting the benefits of partici-
pation. The benefits of participating in high
school sports these are just a few of the docu-
mented benefits.  
1) better graduation rates, 
2) better GPas, 
3) reduced truancy, 
4) reduced discipline referrals, 
5) better lifelong fitness attributes 
6) reduced teen pregnancy. 

in summary, high school football is the
safest that it has been since it was introduced to
schools over 115 years ago. The equipment is
the best ever, the rules the most protective ever
with risk minimization always a consideration,
and the coaches, officials, parents, and athlete
education is the best ever and most safety con-
scious ever.

Thinking of the Kenny chesney video for
his song “boys of fall,” the message had such
a positive and nostalgia-provoking theme.
Why? it is because football is special. it takes
courage to play football. football is not easy,
and the difficulty that comes along with getting
11 players to be successful on any single play
leads to camaraderie. have we ever thought
about how the physical demands and how the
game itself requires players to protect one an-
other from harm builds those deeper bonds?  it’s
difficult to express. but it must be expressed.
find a way. Of all the students we work with
throughout our careers, whether in the class-
room or on the field, who are the alumni that go
out of their way to come back to say hi? it’s a
good bet that they are probably your former
football players. football is special because of
the impact the sport and coaches have on peo-
ple’s lives.

Get the message out to your community that
football has never been safer.  Get the message
out that you and your staffs have concussion train-
ing and teach the proper techniques.  Get the mes-
sage out that football is special, but be able to
express how and why.  Don’t shy away when
someone decries football. rather, always take the
opportunity to provide the proper, positive re-
sponse.  start preaching to the community.

Thanks for taking the time to read this mes-
sage. The purpose of my message is not to upset
or criticize.  it’s meant to provide some thoughts
for discussion and deeper thinking about the fu-
ture of football at all levels.  

“The secret to winning
is constant, consistant 

management!”

--Tom Landry
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KIMBERLY FOOTBALL’S “PISTOL” OFFENSE
By: Steve Jones, Offensive Coordinator, Kimberly HS – Reprinted from The Point After II, Summer 2009

Steve Jones

There are two reasons why football teams
spread the field: To throw the ball and to run the
ball. Over the past few years our offensive phi-
losophy has been to run power football out of
various spread formations. in doing this we
have been able to make something very simple
look quite complicated as well as run the same
offense from the gun or under center. 

We chose to go from a classic “i formation”
to a spread offense for a number of reasons. We
felt that spreading the field put more stress on
the defense and opened up more running lanes.
it also provided us with more flexibility in our
formations and gave us the option of running
formations with or without tight ends. running
the spread allowed us to put more speed on the
field and gave us a more effective passing
game. The shotgun not only gave us a more
productive passing game, but we were also able
to utilize a running quarterback by implement-
ing a mixture of backside read plays and de-
signed quarterback runs. by running a mixture
of backside read plays, the tailback mesh
slowed down the backside defensive end and
backside linebackers. 

We ran various formations from the offset
shotgun in 2007. We went to “The Pistol” in 2008
because it gave us more balance in our forma-
tions and we felt it was harder to pick up on ten-
dencies. in “The Pistol,” the tailback is able to
run downhill, which fit our power running game.
This in turn provided us with a better play-action
game. having the tailback directly behind the
quarterback also allowed us to run our option
game more effective in either direction. 

We have six basic formations, in our of-
fense. We always attempt to have four vertical
threats in our offensive formations and we want
some type of motion on every play. in practice,
we work on every formation from the gun and
from under center. in “The Pistol,” our quarter-
back’s heels are at four yards from the center
and our tailback’s heels are at six yards. 

King and Queen Formation: 
in our “King” and “Queen” formations,

the fullback is a wing set to the tight end or
away from the tight end. This provides us with
a vertical threat and allows our fullback to get

to the flats very quickly while still giving us a
lead blocker. 

Big and Doubles Formation:

Our “big set” and “Doubles” formations
take our tight end off the field, typically putting
more speed on the field.

Ace Formation:

Our “ace” formation provides balance by
having a tight end and a wide receiver on each
side and gives us four vertical threats.

Pro Formation:

Our base run game is made up of typical “i
formation” blocking schemes (Power, iso, Trap
speed Option, etc.).

We have also included inside and outside
zone (stretch) to our base run game package.

We feel the run game philosophies of “The
Pistol” offense matches up very well with the
typical philosophies of the i-Pro run game. in
our Pistol offense, the running back is square to
the line of scrimmage, directly behind the quar-
terback, and is able to get downhill very quickly.
We also typically have a fullback and a tight end
in the game. 

Our passing game improved, in particular
our short passing game and our play action
passing game. since our quarterback is closer
to the center in “The Pistol,” the timing of the
short passing game matches up much better.
Our quarterback is now able to catch the snap,
grip it, and throw it on time. Our play action pass-
ing game also drastically improved. in “The Pis-
tol,” the tailback/quarterback mesh is very
conducive to any play action passing scheme. 

i would like to thank the Wfca for the op-
portunity to write this article. i hope that some of
the information in this article is valuable. if you
have any questions, feel free to contact me by
email atsjones@kimberly.k12.wi.us. 
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FROM THE ADMINISTRATOR
SUCCESS IS NOT AN INDIVIDUAL VENTURE
By: Matt Joynt, Superintendent of Schools, Mequon-Thiensville School District

Matt Joynt

in the mequon-Thiensville school District,
our board of education recognizes that everyone
has a stake in successful schools and that out-
standing student performance benefits the entire
community. as such, i ensure that when student
successes reach the state or national level, they
are recognized through the superintendent’s re-
port at our monthly board business meetings. The
students we recognize each month perform
across the District’s academic and co-curricular
settings and include athletes representing the
wide array of athletic opportunities hosted at
homestead high school.

This school year, at a november board
meeting, i invited representatives from the
homestead high school Division ii state
champion football Team, as well as the
school’s boys cross country individual state
champion to be recognized for their exemplary
achievements. at the meeting, i first introduced
the school district’s first-ever back-to-back
state cross country champion, to be acknowl-
edged for his prestigious accomplishments. i
provided details to the board and the commu-
nity of the young man’s championship race,
which was run in 15 minutes, 20 seconds and
was the ninth-fastest ever at the state meet. ad-
ditionally, i announced that he will run in col-
lege for the northern arizona university
lumberjacks, a school that has been crowned
ncaa national champions in men’s cross coun-
try for three straight years. Then, i invited him
and his coach to say a few words. i don’t know
what i expected to happen next, maybe for his
coach to speak on their behalf and thank the
school board for providing time to recognize
student-athletes at their meetings. but, that was-
n’t at all what happened.

Our state champion cross country runner
stood up from his seat and shared how grateful
he was to be recognized at the board meeting
with the football players in attendance. he re-
ferred to the football players as his teammates.

he spoke about the fact that as a senior, he and
his classmates on the football team had main-
tained a special bond as they grew older and fo-
cused more fully on their respective sports.
again, he referred to these classmates in the
football program as his teammates. he shared,
“every day after school, these guys would take
their pads and their helmets and go out on the
field for practice, and i would have my running
shoes and my short shorts out on the track and
do laps around their practice... i might not
know all of the details about football and they
probably don’t know all the details about run-
ning, but we both know the face of someone
that is working hard.”

regardless of the athletic program that they
were participating in, they were classmates with
goals. They were athletes with a common pur-
pose. They were high school teammates that on
the practice field and in competition, proudly
represented their community. he added, “they
[the football players] really inspired me to reach
my highest potential throughout the four years
when they were on the field, and i hope i showed
a level of inspiration to them when i was running
my laps.” at the board meeting, this young man
expressed his appreciation for his teammates in
the football program, who encouraged him
through their perseverance, to keep going and
run harder.

This relationship between our homestead
football Team and our school’s most accom-
plished cross country runner is one based on
respect. respect is a feeling of deep admiration
for someone elicited by their abilities, qualities,
or achievements. it is a quality that the leaders
of our athletic teams cultivate while developing
our student-athletes across programs, in the
classrooms, and across the community.

after the thoughtful remarks made by our
state champion cross country runner, i intro-
duced and recognized the football team for their
incredible state championship season. When
representatives from the team were provided the
opportunity to say a few words, it became very
clear that the respect between the two entities
was mutual. The players and coaches in atten-
dance at the meeting shared a similar story of
their four-year journey, not in the same sport, but
in the same stadium. The homestead high
school football team did what they set out to do
at the beginning of the season – win their sixth
Wiaa state championship. 

Though the numerous accomplishments of
our football team were the reason for their at-
tendance at the board meeting, what the ath-
letes took turns sharing with the board of
education was even more important. like their
teammate on the cross country team, the young

men who addressed the board shared stories
that reflected impressive values. They attrib-
uted their success and positive results to strong
relationships and mutual respect across sports
and within the school building. They described
how the team developed a family-oriented team
culture, participated in leadership training, and
acted on their strong desire to positively repre-
sent their community. Our homestead football
coaches’ long history of engaging student-ath-
letes to be selfless leaders, relationship
builders, and positive influencers had a great
deal to do with the team’s overall success. To
say the least, our school board members were
impressed. not just with the accomplishments
of the athletes that were in attendance at the
meeting, but with the fact that the students for
whom we were recognizing that night attrib-
uted their success to one another.

The impact student-athletes have on our
school community is one that cannot be meas-
ured. The role our coaches play in helping ath-
letes realize this impact and influence is vital.
We, as a community, were enthusiastic and
proud when our local football team won the
state championship this year, and when one of
our cross country runners did the same. but, it
is when these accomplishments, and the jour-
ney it took each athlete and coach to get there,
are described through the loving respect they
have for one another, that i am truly inspired.
not just by the achievements mastered, but by
our athletes’ realization that when you connect
with, contribute to, and benefit others, we ex-
perience success.

i am thankful to homestead high school’s
Offensive coordinator, coach Drake Zortman,
for asking me to share our story.

WFCA
Office
Contact us at:

608-635-7318
office@wifca.org

PO Box 8
Poynette, WI 53955

THANK YOU!
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THE CHOICE TO CO-OP FOR THE SAKE OF FOOTBALL 
By: Cody Schultz, Athletic Director, River Falls High School

Cody Schultz

first off, i would like to thank the Wfca
for allowing me to write this article to share my
thoughts on re-entering a co-op. secondly, i
would like to thank Jim bylsma, head coach of
cambria-friesland, for asking me to contribute
to the “The Point After II.” as a young coach,
i always would read “The Point After II” and
hoped that i would one day get the chance to
contribute to it, and thanks to Jim, i now have
that opportunity.

as i am writing this article, i am in the sec-
ond year of being the athletic Director and a
football coach for the fall river school District.
at this point in time, after being approached by
rio high school’s athletic director about forming
a football co-op, the rio and fall river boards
of education have voted to approve, with a rec-
ommendation from the administration, a football
co-op between the two school districts. When de-
ciding to enter this co-op, there were many things
the administration had to consider, and i look for-
ward to sharing some of the things we had to
think about in this article.
1) Numbers and Safety

fall river football has had two years of
great success, two conference championships in
a row, and one trip to level 4; one would think
with success like that, participation numbers
would be off the charts! unfortunately, that is
not the case. in 2017 and 2018, fall river had
two senior classes of football players in the
teens. This led to success and stability, but un-
fortunately, the grades below those classes are
lacking; if fall river was to do 2019 football on
our own, we would have 19-24 student-athletes.
Of those 19-24 student-athletes, 13 of them
would be freshman and sophomores. numbers
like that dictated joining forces with rio, who
will be providing around 14 student-athletes for
the high school program.

looking at those numbers, the administra-
tion also had to consider the safety of playing
football; 19-24, of which only 2 football players
would be over 200 pounds, consisting mostly of
underclassman, playing football at a varsity
level was something we did not think was safest
for our kids.

2) Player Development
although fall river has had teams over the

past two years of around 30 student-athletes or
so, we have still struggled to field a Junior Var-
sity team. Our hope is that by co-oping with
another program who has struggled to field a
JV team in the past years, together we will
have enough kids to play a JV schedule. This
will allow our players to develop at the right
level, rather than being forced into playing at
the varsity level, where they may not be ready
to play speed-wise, strength-wise, or knowl-
edge-wise.

Player development is also a large part of
practice. if a program has low numbers, 19-24
athletes on your team, the coaching staff may not
be able to run any team offense or team defense
portion because there may not be enough players
to field a “scout” team. The coaching staff then
also has to worry about how do they develop kids
at certain positions, such as defensive and offen-
sive line, without putting smaller, younger, inex-
perienced kids against larger, older, veteran
players. in situations like this, the younger ath-
letes are often wor-
ried about not getting
hurt and the older
players are not being
challenged; neither
athlete is getting any-
thing out of these
kinds of drills.

3) Being an Ad-
vocate For Football,
and Being a Good
Neighbor

hopefully, you
can tell so far, when
deciding to pursue
the co-op, here at fall
river we always had
the mind-set that we
have to do what is
best for our kids;
what will give them
the most enjoyment,
what will give them
the best success, and
what will be safest
for them. at the same
time, as administra-
tors and coaches, we
have to be stewards
and advocates for the
game of football
overall. right now,
unfortunately, the
game of football is
under attack due to
the media scrutiny of

brain injuries, specifically concussions. People
are starting to say football is “too violent” to play
or “too unsafe.” 

When rio approached us about the co-op,
one thing that crossed our minds is: how terri-
ble that there are some kids out there that might
not get the opportunity to play football. football
is already under attack and losing participants,
we have to do everything we can to make it
available for anyone who is interested in play-
ing. The life lessons you learn from football, the
friendships you make, the mentors you find...
that stuff lasts a lifetime; if co-oping allows kids
to experience all those benefits, then let’s do it! 

Thank you again to the Wfca and Jim
bylsma for allowing/asking me to write this ar-
ticle. i hope this shed a little light into the
thought process schools must consider as they
look to co-op. if anyone has any questions
about what our thought process was or has any
questions about the co-op process, please feel
free to reach out to me by email at: 
cschultz@fallriver.k12.wi.us.
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SPECIAL TEAMS
SWINGING MOMENTUM WITH THE SWINGING GATE 

By: Jeff Wallack, Head Football Coach, Saint Francis High School

Jeff Wallack

like most in our profession, i am one who
always looks to improve my coaching practice.
i am constantly looking at ways to make prac-
tice time more efficient and ways to keep it
“fun” for our kids who play this great sport. i
think that it is important for the coaching pro-
fession overall to be mindful of this and con-
tinue to proactively work with a growth
mindset approach. 

What this means is as coaches, we need to
be mindful of how we organize individual prac-
tices and what we exactly place value on.

for example, if you were to come observe
one of my typical practices, you would never
once see time spent on punt returns or see our
kids wearing full gear. 

in my world, spending time on punt return
is a waste of time. When friday night finally
comes around how punt return is practiced dur-
ing practice never translates to the game field.
usually it gets screwed up by somebody and
then you have one of your assistants going bal-
listic on the sideline. i don’t need that. 

another example is dressing in full gear. in
my opinion it’s another time waster. With the
new approach to tackling (seattle’s hawk tack-
ling, etc), you are able to practice the proper
techniques of tackling right away – so why
bother having your kids take that extra locker
room time getting fully dressed? 

Once we made those changes we found
extra practice time and as a staff we discussed
ways to use that time in a more valuable man-
ner. how could we add something that would
positively impact our program and be fun? We
decided to direct that additional time into devel-
oping the swinging gate for all of our scoring
conversions. We believed that through the de-
velopment of the ‘gate” it would do four spe-
cific things:

it would immediately be fun. Kids love get-
ting away from the norm. The swinging gate al-
lows that.  

it would increase our overall chances of
scoring points. Previous to the gate install our
conversion game was some years a crap shoot
based on the talent we had at placekicker.
based on averages we concluded that even if we
only covert 50% of our 2-point attempts over

the course of a nine game season it would still
statistically put us ahead in comparison to 1-
point kick attempts. 

it allowed our kids creativity and owner-
ship. in our “gate” system we put the decision
making on our kids.coming into each week we
typically will have four gate calls: line up and
kick the extra point, a run play, and typically 2
pass plays. They must understand based on de-
fensive alignment what we can do and can’t do.
it is on them.  

it forces opponents to dedicate practice
time. When teams prepare to play us i have to
believe that practice time is spent throughout
their practice week defending the gate. if they
don’t prepare…. awesome 2-points for us. if
they do prepare, fine we will attempt a 1 point
kick, etc.     

how you design your 2-point “gate” plays
and the alignment you want to use is up to you.
We have implemented rugby passes, jet read,
and speed option into our system. 

here’s a look at our success over the past
three seasons:

TDs 2PT 1PT Total
2018 39 6/10 23/29 29/39
2017 51 15/20 24/31 39/51
2016 38 13/13 21/25 34/38

if interested, please email me at coachwal-
lack@gmail.com i am always happy to share
what works for us and maybe get some insight
from you as well.  best of luck in fall ‘19! 

WHY THE SHIELD PUNT
By: Jeromie Voeltz, Assistant Football Coach, Spooner High School

let me begin by thanking the Wfca and
Josh fizel for the opportunity to write an article
in The Point After II. it is an honor and a privi-
lege to be a member of the greatest football as-
sociation in america.
Pre-shield punt years

for many years, we utilized a more “tradi-
tional” punt formation that used 5 linemen, ei-
ther 2 Tes or Wrs , 2 Wbs, 1 personal protector
and 1 punter. With this philosophy of punt, our
teams struggled minimizing the opposing teams
return yardage more than we liked. The biggest
area of concern for us was our inability to get
multiple people down field around the football.
We released our center and our gunners on the
snap, but delayed our other positions until the
ball was punted to minimize the chance of a
blocked punt. Often times this created a gap and
a coverage unit in two waves, both of which fa-
vored the punt return team.

Personnel of front seven
We substituted smaller, faster players that

were better served in open space. athletes that
fit this mold were more of your linebacker and
safety type of athletes. instantly, we gained
more speed on the field and because of our
splits, we were able to defend the width of the
field so much better. Our front seven needed to
be aggressive kids who could run and make
open field tackles. Their horizontal alignment
was 1 yard and their vertical alignment needs to
be their helmet at the long snappers hips. We
wanted them to have a square stance with their
hands in their “holsters”.

Footwork of front seven
We wanted all of our right and left personnel

to identify who to block (dip, rip and run). it
was important they block the defender that was
outside shade of them to head up the person
next to them, see diagram 2. They needed to
limit the number of free rushers that attacked
our punter. Our steps if we were on the left side
were taught this way. Your first step is with your
left foot laterally which will allow for the “ba-
nana” step on the second. The “banana” step is
designed for the right foot to get underneath you
allowing you to rip and run by your defender.
Your third step is a much more vertical step,
working to beat your defender on your way to
the ball. as a center your most important job is
to get the best snap of your life, then run down
and front the ball carrier. if you are  on the right
side of the formation you were taught this way.
Your first step is with your right foot laterally
which will allow for the “banana” step on the
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second. The “banana” step is designed for the
left foot to get underneath you allowing you to
rip and run by your defender. Your third step is
a much more vertical step, working to beat your
defender on your way to the ball.

Personnel of shield
The shield consisted of players who were ei-

ther our Ol or Dl athlete. They needed to be ag-
gressive kids who could eat up space. if they
were able to get down the field and assist us, that
was an added bonus but not a necessity. Their

vertical alignment was heels at 7 yards and 1
yard between s1 and s2 with s2 and s3 shoulder
to shoulder.

Footwork of shield
after the snap has cleared the shield, they

will need to take a diagonal step towards the
center. s1 will take a 45 degree step to the right
and s2 and s3 will take a 45 degree step to the
left. The coaching point here is to make sure that
the shoulders of the shield stay square eating up
as much space as we can. The shield never wants
to break apart and never should give up ground.
s1 and s3 will work a heel strike to the shoulder
pad of their opponent if they get an outside rush
and s2 will work on staying square, lowering
their body and striking the breastplate if he got
inside pressure. as part of the shield, they want
to make sure that they are accountable for both
“a” gaps and playside “b” gap.
Punter

Our punter’s heels are at 14 yards. he will
signal s2 when he is ready by showing his hands
and s2 will deliver the cadence. Our goal as a
team is to snap, catch and punt the ball in under
2.3 seconds. it is imperative that the punter is
vocal on the direction of the punt, “right-right”,
“left-left”, “middle-middle”.
Coverage Lanes

Once our front seven rip and run they are
working on fanning out and converging on the

returner. The center will set the coverage by try-
ing to front the returner. The left side of the punt
team will adjust their path based off the center
with l3 being the contain player.

The right side of the punt will adjust their
path based off the center with r3 being the con-
tain player. s1 and s3 will attempt to work
down the hashes while s2 and the punter are
our safety players.
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HIGH SCHOOL SPECIAL TEAMS CIRCUIT
By: Patrick Wagner, Head Football Coach, Milwaukee Riverside University High School

Patrick Wagner

how many times has a special team’s play
been a major factor in either your game plan-
ning or made a difference in your game? last
year in one of our games it was our extra point
team that struggled and we ended up losing the
game because of it. in other games our special
teams excelled and we scored touchdowns off
of punt returns and punt blocks.

special teams need to be treated just like of-
fense and defense. how often do special teams
take the field in a game to justify the amount of
time you spend on them during practice is of

course the question you have to answer. We have
had some games where we have been on kick re-
turn once and punt once. We have had games
where we are punting almost twice a quarter. Our
answer over time is to have a special teams cir-
cuit every day during two-a-days and then once
every other week. The circuit usually lasts 40
minutes during two a days and 30 minutes during
the regular season.

Our circuit is made up of seven drills: kick-
ing, long snapping, punt + field goal block, kick
and punt return block (on the run), punt and kick
return coverage (on the run), ball drills (catching
and fielding), field goal line work (stationary
block).  after the first week of two a days we will
separate the kickers and long snappers and they
end up having their own sessions. We usually
spend 5 minutes in each session and then four
minutes during the season.

each coach is responsible for one skill. We do
meet as an entire staff about special teams. at that
meeting we finalize what we want to do and what
is the most effective way to teach the skills. 

During the second week of two-a-days we
do start to introduce our special team sets: punt
and punt return are first because they happen the
most. extra point is next. Kick off and kick off
return are last. We do spend 20 minutes a day
on special teams. 

We have changed our special teams every
year just like we do our offense and defense. We
tweak what we do to fit what our players can
do. in the kicking game i’m paying a lot of at-
tention to what rugby is doing. i’m fortunate
enough to be able to watch a little of the inter-
national rugby games.  When you break down
the rugby kicking game there are some skills i
can teach all of my players to improve our spe-
cial teams game.

also, the way the rules of football have
changed and will continue to change will dictate
a lot of the return game especially on kickoffs. 

as far as personal philosophy i do keep
most of my offense out for punt and extra point
since it is an offensive play. i do keep most of
the defense out for punt return since a team can
easily transform and try to run a traditional of-
fensive play.  i also have a mix of my best play-
ers and some players who don’t start on kick off
and kick off return. Doing this gives some play-
ers a needed break if they are starters but it also
keeps my second string players in the game. in
most cases if i’m suiting a player up, i want him
to be able to contribute on the field and at least
have that player on one or both of those teams
will keep them focused.

DEFENSE
DEFENSE – BUILD IT WITH BUY IN!

By: Zach Wilderman - Defensive Coordinator and Defensive Backs Coach, Saint Mary’s Springs Academy 

Zach Wilderman

first, i would like to say thank you to the
Wfca for its continuous efforts to move our
sport forward year-in and year-out, and for this
opportunity to share this article with other
coaches. i would also like to thank coach bob
hyland, the head coach of smsa football, for
allowing me to coach the defense for the last 8
years at one of the most successful football pro-
grams in the state. To summarize our goal week-

in and week-out; we strive to dictate the game.
We do this by eliminating the biggest player
threats, eliminating a team’s top five run and
pass plays, and keeping teams reactive to what
we do out of our schemes. 

in our program we run multiple defenses,
we substitute multiple packages, and we play
multiple players. it is our hope throughout our
season we can develop 16-18 “starters”, and a
handful of scenario-based guys that can get onto
the field in situational football downs and dis-
tances. During games we tend to stay away
from wholesale substitutions. instead, we at-
tempt to give our younger guys opportunities to
play alongside a more veteran player. This al-
lows the young guys to be more confident and
gives them the opportunity to reassure their
thoughts on appropriate alignment and assign-
ment. Our positional principles do not change
based of what defense we are running.

We try to balance our defensive talent as
much as possible. if we have players who excel
in an area, we attempt to align them near an-
other player who tends to struggle in that same
area. To the same affect, often times we will sur-
round a weaker player with a stronger player on

each side. We emphasize team speed over team
size since we normally are not overwhelmingly
big. everyone on our defense will be a solid
tackler and will hit. from Day-1 they are told,
“if you aren’t willing to hit or sacrifice yourself
for the team, we will find someone who is.” We
stress toughness, aggressiveness, and playing
with violence. We strive to win the play, nothing
more. The end result will take care of itself if
we win the individual play. Our players are also
responsible for learning multiple positions (i.e.
– Olb will know mlb, c, and potentially s.
De will know T and Olb. etc.). Our defense is
also predicated on having layers. We like our
defense to hit in waves throughout the play and
the more layers to a defense you have, the more
waves of players you have attacking. although
at times this gives up an extra yard or two, it
prevents the homerun play from happening.

from a scouting standpoint, we may sound
a little unorthodox to how normal teams run
their system. We scout and do film study inde-
pendently from one another on saturday and
sunday during the day. Then on sunday night
we meet and share what ideas and concepts we
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saw through our scouting and what we believe
we should run against our opponents. as most
teams do, we scout formations, players, and sit-
uational tendencies. We stress finding their best
players in each skill set. We look for the best
man-on-man blocker, best pulling blocker, best
outside run threat, best inside run threat, biggest
passing threat. almost always this will supply us
with the best player in each position group
(Ol/Tes, rbs, and Wrs/Tes). Through our
meeting sunday night we come up with a mini-
mum of two different base defensive schemes
for each formation, which we will then alter with
stunts, slants, and blitzes.

During the week we have a day and a half to
implement our game plan. We also utilize our
scout defensive time to teach and coach guys on
our schemes and principles. being so versatile
ourselves defensively, most other teams that we
recreate in practice have a similar version of
something we run. being that many of our guys
play both ways, this a crucial and important time
for us to work with the back-ups and younger
players to get them up to speed on our schemes.
We joke somedays after practice that we do more
work as a defensive staff on our offensive practice
days, but it is somewhat true and that work pays
dividends in the future success of our program.

The last aspect of our program i want to
touch on is our belief in Player Ownership. en-

gage your players. We all think we do it, but we
don’t do it enough. Why? its scary. its scary to
trust players to make a call. Our defense wel-
comes it. We work endlessly with our guys to
develop that trust. We start off slow with a player
who hasn’t been through our system. We set the
boundaries. We let them know, if you see these
alignment/personnel groupings we want you to
auto-call to either this scheme a or scheme b.
its not a big choice because there are only two
options, but the point is the player is making that
decision and will 100% invest in that decision.
revisit those decisions later. ask him questions
on why he chose what he did, what he saw,
where his thought process was. after developing
a player for a year or two under a system of
choices and giving him ownership, they will
start to think like a coach. They will tell you, “if
they come out like this, i think we should do
this.” They will take that ownership and become
a coach on the field (it’ll backfire here and there,
but not nearly as much as you will be rewarded
by it). by playoff time our goal is for our players
to call the plays and adjustments on our walk-
through day. We are just there to guide and an-
swer questions. 

in closing, there are a couple of points i
would like to stress which i believe are ex-
tremely valuable and the reason for our suc-
cess; consistency in Principles, Versatility,

understanding the schematical and Personnel
weaknesses of your team, and Player Owner-
ship. i hope this article was insightful and you
can find something you can take from it. Thank
you for your time.
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TOP THREE DEFENSIVE DRILLS USED EVERY 
WEEK IN STRATFORD

By:  Jason Tubbs, Head Football Coach, Stratford High School

Jason Tubbs

first of all, i would like to thank the Wfca
for everything they do for the great sport of
football in the state of Wisconsin. i have been
the head football coach in stratford the past six
seasons taking over for cal Tackes. Previously,
i was cal’s D coordinator for ten seasons, and i
can’t thank him enough for the opportunity to
continue the tradition he started in stratford.
Game planning for each week’s opponent is
something all coaches deal with on a week to
week basis. formations, tendencies, and devel-
oping a plan to slow down a diverse offense can
and usually is very time consuming and a heavy
challenge. no matter our opponent, at stratford
we will do these 3 defensive tackling drills. in
general, these drills have been probably stolen,
throughout my 27 years of coaching, and
adapted to fit our schemes.  hopefully, you will
be able to adapt one to your coaching style or
incorporate them into your younger levels.  
Drill 1: Bite the Ball

This drill is our tackling progression drill.
The drill has three separate steps that are similar
but emphasize the head and neck staying up
through the tackle. by “biting the ball” the
player is conditioned to play heads up football.
some of my smaller players might “bite the
Knee” if the runner is much larger than the tack-
ler. all three steps are a two person drill with
one football. it’s important to point out that
being a good partner is important in this drill.
The ball carrier should stand shoulder width
apart with a ball in one arm and his other arm
parallel to the ground. in all three steps the
player should be in an athletic stance and biting
the ball with his facemask.

Step 1 – Hands Behind the Back: The de-
fender gets in his athletic stance with his hands
behind his back.  he should start about a yard
away and shuffle his feet to the ball carrier. his
mouth/mask should be on the nose of the foot-
ball.  his feet should be shoulder width with one

foot under the ball carrier’s belly button and the
other foot outside the ball carrier’s ball hand
side. The defender should take two to three
steps in and out three times on each arm side.
Then we usually switch the ball and have the
other player do step 1.

Step 2 – Grab Cloth: for this step the de-
fender starts in his athletic stance with his arms
hanging loosely at his side. step 2 is basically
the same as step 1, but the defender must drop
his hands below his knees right before contact
and then thrusts his arms and hands to the back
of the ball carrier’s jersey. The defender should
“grab cloth” on the back of their jersey.  again,
each player should do three reps on each side
and then switch with partner.  

Step 3  – Throw Hips: step 3 is basically
the same as step 2, but the defender will roll his
hips upward with contact. We do not go to the
ground at all on this drill. We emphasize lifting
the ball carrier off his feet and setting him down
near the same spot. again, three reps on each
side and switch partners.

This drill can be done inside in the gym if
weather is an issue. every rep needs to be done
correctly and focus on the head staying up on
the tackle.  
Drill 2: Across the Bow

This drill builds on the previous drill that
players know the basic fundamentals of tack-
ling. This drill is another drill that we do not
take the ball carrier to the ground. for this drill
you need an area large enough to sprint 10-20
yards. it can be done at 75% speed or you can
go 100% full sprint. We usually use four lines
for this drill. The lines are 5 yards apart from
one another. One side has footballs and the other
side is the tackler. On coach’s whistle, the ball
carrier takes off at a 45 degree angle. The de-
fender, who is starting in an athletic stance pur-
sues the ball carrier keeping the ball carrier a
half of a man behind him. The defender needs
to “bite the ball” and put his helmet “across the
bow” of the ball carrier.  his feet need to keep
moving on contact and drive the ball carrier
back towards the line he started. Players switch
lines to tackle each way and also become a ball
carrier. if players are getting good at the drill,
later in the year i add juke moves to keep the
defender slightly behind the ball carrier to pre-
vent cut backs. 

Drill 3: Shimmy 
This drill was totally stolen by us from the

badgers who used this term “shimmy” as their
feet breaking down before the tackle. by
breaking down your feet, then the ball carrier
has a harder time making a move on the de-
fender.  There are many times throughout the
season we identify miss tackles on film with:
should have shimmied. We break “shimmy”
into four different drills that can be done
within a 15 minute session. all four drills are
a non-contact drill that we use a hand shield
for the tackler.  

1.  Short Shimmy: This is the basic level of
the drill.  Players start 3 yards apart. The ball
carrier holds a hand shield and the tackler will
start in an athletic stance. On coach’s whistle,
the defender will take short choppy steps to-
wards the ball carrier. basically, he is “shim-
ming” towards the ball carrier.  

2. Sprint Shimmy: for this part of the drill,
start the defender at ten yards away from the
hand shield player. The defender sprints to the
ball carrier and as soon as he hits the final three
yards, shimmy, and tackle the hand shield.
stress the feet breaking down before contact.

3. Angle Shimmy: This part of the drill we
put the players back to 3 yards apart. instead
of shimming at the ball carrier, we direct the
players to shimmy 45 degrees to their left or
right, depending on the ball carrier’s move-
ment.  The defender is still using short choppy
steps but at an angle. make sure to stress
proper stance and keeping shoulders parallel
to the line of scrimmage.

4. Sprint Angle Shimmy: The last part of this
drill is combining step 2 and 3. move the play-
ers back to 10 yards and have them sprint.  as
he hits the last 3 yards the defender should step
either left or right with the hand shield and the
defender will tackle the bag (not the other
player). The defender will need to shimmy at a
45 degree angle to make the tackle.

i am sure a lot of teams are using these types
of drills or versions of these drills throughout
the season, but at stratford these 3 drills are
used weekly. i really like these drills at the be-
ginning of practice when my upperclassmen are
in the same lines with my middle school play-
ers.  it gives our older players a chance to teach
the drills to our younger players as well as get-
ting reps themselves to run the drills correctly.
if you need more instructions on these drills,
don’t hesitate to reach out to me. email:
jatubbs@gapps.stratford.k12.wi.us
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EXPLOSIVE HANDS AND FEET: A MUST 
FOR THE DEFENSIVE LINEMAN

By: Jake Schiff, Assistant Football Coach, UW-Stout

Jake Schiff

every defensive line coach knows the im-
portance of a great get off and the use of their
athlete’s hands when playing in the trenches.
following are two drills that we use to train a
great get off as well as the use of our players’
hands for every down play. 

Get offs: We use a very simple, yet, effec-
tive drill for teaching an explosive get off that

also promotes competition in our players. use
a player or a coach as an offensive lineman. On
each side of the offensive lineman have a defen-
sive player lined up 1-2 yards away. both de-
fensive players should key the offensive
lineman for movement. The offensive lineman
should begin a backpedal and as this occurs the
two defensive linemen are competing to see
who can get off the quickest and be the first to
touch the offensive lineman. This drill doesn’t
take a lot of space to do and is over usually
within 5-10 yards. We use this as a competitive
drill for our players and eventually have a con-
test each day to see who has the fastest get off
in the position group. We will also use this drill
before going to 1-on-1s versus our offensive
line to get into the mind-set of not only getting
off the ball but getting into a competitive atti-
tude that is extremely important to success.

hands: One drill we use to assure our defen-
sive linemen are using their hands to strike their
opponent as well as use correct footwork can be
done with a simple agility bag and a medicine
ball. We line up our defensive linemn with an
agility bag in between their feet to assure that

their first step is going vertical and not becoming
a false step or stepping underneath themselves.
next, we set a partner in front of them about 2-3
yards away from them. On a movement key the
defensive lineman in a stance fires out, being sure
to step vertically toward their partner and not on
top of or away from the bag between their feet.
as they fire out their partner should chest pass
the medicine ball that they are holding at the de-
fensive lineman. The defensive lineman should
fire their hands out and either catch or knock
down the medicine ball. if they do not use their
hands in this drill the medicine ball will end up
hitting them in the face or chest. after not firing
their hands and taking a medicine ball to the chest
or face a time or two they will understand how
important their hands are to not only this drill but
the position as well!

i hope these two drills are something you
can use for your defensive lineman whether in-
season or in your off-season training. i would
like to say thank you to the Wfca for the op-
portunity to share some insight and i wish all of
you the best of luck in your upcoming season!
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TEACHING YOUR LINEBACKERS TO EFFECTIVELY “FLOW”
THE BALL AT TOP SPEED

By: Greg Streit, Defensive Coordinator, Edgar High School

Greg Streit

Thank you to the Wfca for all you do and
for allowing us to have such a great organization
to lead coaches who lead young men. i am truly
honored to be a part of this organization and all it
has to offer to kids, coaches and the community.

recently i was asked the question, “how do
your linebackers flow to the ball so well? and
so well every year!?" i guess i never stopped to
think as to why they flow, rather have always
thought of it as an expectation to be able to play
for edgar. as we are all creatures of our habit, i
figured it must be because of the drills we do
every week in practice. These drills, which have
not changed much in the 13 years i have been at
edgar, teach flow and downhill work. We have
other drills that we do which are also important,
but these five i feel teach flow and running
downhill the best. in this article i will describe
and each drill we do on our defensive day which
is Tuesday. being the size of school we are, we
get about 30-35 minutes per week with our in-
dividual groups, so everything we do is fast

paced. The 5 drills will be shown in the exact
order we run them at practice.

Drills
1. step and read

each day we get to our indy lb drills we
line up in four lines depending on the posi-
tion you play and wear you are on our depth
chart. We first emphasize stance. if you
watch our film our lbs will have the same
stance for each position each year...this is
important. We then progress to a simple step
and read drill. i stand in front with the ball
and we do 5 plays (inside trap, power l,
power r, toss l and toss r. each lb has to
step in a certain way to do his job and have
the correct flow angles. This teaches two
things, 1.) forward steps on each play 2.)
correct angles. The best part of the drill in
my opinion is the younger lbs learn in the
footsteps of the older lbs as they are in the
same line and we may have 25 lbs or more
doing it all in unison by week 4-5.

2. Wave
This is a great drill for footwork for your
lbs. We stay in the same lines we were just
in and one group of 4 pops out facing every-
one else. Olbs may have to switch sides as
they are opposite facing now. i have a ball
in the middle that all lbs will follow for the
drill. at the end of the drill we have 3
coaches including me watching footwork
and throwing balls to kids. The progression
is like this....
a. step forward 
b. shuffle right
c. shuffle left
d. shuffle right

e. come forward for run
f. back for pass...catch a ball or recover a

fumble.
3. 7-man shiver and flow 

This drill is old and simple. hit the 7-man
and seat roll skipping one pad and then get
up, get in your stance and hit it again and
repeat the drill. You get 4 hits, 3 seat rolls
(which i feel teach body awareness) and a
nice rip and pursuit off the end.

4. bags
set bags on the ground in a downhill fash-
ion. have kids start and touch each dummy
with their hands to keep them low and mov-
ing downhill at the same time. end the drill
with a tackle, fumble recovery or intercep-
tion at the end. simple but great drill. Do it
both ways, add a shiver with a pad in the
middle of it for a change of pace.

5. rabbits
favorite drill of all time right here. This is a
total team drill we do before we start our
team period. line up your #1 defense on the
ball. have a Qb and split backs behind him.
Qb calls cadence and snaps ball. both run-
ning backs take off on a pitch route and the
Qb throws randomly to one of them. The
defense does an up down and then runs their
pursuit angle. We then run the number 2 de-
fense and repeat the drill 3-6 times depend-
ing on the day. a great drill to teach pursuit
and angles for all positions.
if you would like more specifics on these

drills i would be happy to elaborate, please email
me at gstreit@gapps.edgar.k12.wi.us and we can
talk some football!!

DEFENSIVE LINE DRILLS
By: Lucas Phelps, Assistant Football Coach, Spooner High School

Thank you to the Wfca for providing me
the opportunity to write this article. The Point
After II is a great resource for coaches and i am
honored to contribute. i want to share a few
things we do with our Defensive line at
spooner from an individual drill perspective. 

The biggest obstacle that comes with coach-
ing an individual position group in a small
school setting is the limited indy time during
practice. in order to make sure the defensive line
is ready for each friday night you must always
focus on the fundamentals. There are two big
things that i always remind myself and others
about coaching during indy time:

The most important thing about indy time is
to make each second count, maximize the time
you have! On good teams the coaches lead play-
ers, on great teams the players lead the players.

set a routine for your indy time so that each time
you have the opportunity to work with your po-
sition group your players know exactly what
drills they are doing and the players can jump
right in and get started even if you are not there.

make drills and concepts as simple as pos-
sible, the easier and simpler you can make it for
your players the less they will have to think and
the faster they can play. 

in this article i will talk about the two drills i
do each practice during indy that will maximize
the limited time we have as a position group
while also hammering home the fundamental
skills they will need to be successful on the field. 

Step Progression
The first drill we do as a defensive line is

stance and step progression. This simple drill is

absolutely fundamental for a defensive lineman.
We need to make sure we have a great stance
and quick feet to ensure we get to and win the
gap we are responsible for. most plays will fin-
ish how they start, if you start the play with a
poor stance and slow feet the play will most
likely end as poorly as it started resulting in
missed assignments and sloppy play. 

The setup for the drill is simple, have a ball
set with a coach moving it while giving hard
counts. i usually use three down linemen for this
drill. as soon as the ball is snapped they must
move towards their gap with quick feet and a
rip. in our defensive scheme our defensive line-
men slant to either the hip of the man to their
left or right. We will go through each set telling
them all to go either left or right. 
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What we are looking for in this drill:
• stance (must have a great stance each time)
• eyes! Their eyes should be on the ball and

then snap to their read (hip of man they are
slanting to) as soon as it is snapped

• Quick ball get off
• 45 degree first step towards gap and quick

second step getting vertical
• Toe placement of second step is critical - it

should point upfield. if not, D-lineman will
end up getting washed across the play. 

• hard rip to the gap (should be in unison with
the second step)
if a player is struggling with ripping we have

used a tennis ball or towel that they are forced to
pick up with their rip hand to make sure they are
getting the angle and depth they need with their
rip. finish through the gap- shoulders square

Read the Hip
This second drill should take up the majority

of your individual time. This drill simulates every
variety of block your men will face on game days.
it helps them focus on their assignment and exe-
cution while also building on the foundations
from our first drill we just went through.

i usually put my linemen into groups of four
(one defense against three offense) at the begin-
ning of the year to get them used to their respon-
sibilities and then progress to three defensive
linemen down facing a full offensive line. You
can choose whichever setup works best for you.

When they are in their groups face the of-
fense and give them the blocks you want to see

(down, base, pull, reach, pass) then tell the de-
fensive line which slant you want them to do.
Provide the offense with the snap count so that
the defensive line has to react. The defensive
line should slant to their gap with their eyes on
their primary read. This read is the hip of the
man they are slanting to, that is their gap. The
reason i teach the hip as the gap is because it
gives them a landmark and not just a patch of
grass. The gap is constantly moving based on
that hip so they need to rip to get to that hip and
then react based on what their primary read is
giving them. 

Primary Reads
if the hip goes away (pull or down block)

from them they need to chase because their gap
is now farther away. 

if the hip is to them (base) they must be
physical and fight through it and secure the gap.
We teach same foot same shoulder, using this
technique to fight through the pressure. 

if they get a pass block they must rip through
and get vertical to the quarterback. 

The final read is a reach block, if they get
their primary read trying to reach them they
must win the leverage battle and stay on that side
of the hip while also being physical enough to
squeeze it back down otherwise the gap is get-
ting bigger than it needs to be.

What we are looking for in this drill
• eyes! Their eyes should be on their primary

read so that they can react as quick as possible. 

• rip into their gap, getting vertical
• first steps and rip need to get them to the

butt cheek of the offensive linemen, other-
wise they will be beat 

• read and react to their primary read with no
hesitation
This will likely take time with your players

but by doing this during each indy period they
will gain confidence in their reads and will be
able to do it as second nature and play faster

Thank you for the opportunity to share some
of the things we do with our defensive line in
spooner. if you ever are interested in talking
more with our staff, please contact us. 

“Experience is not what 

happens to a man. 

It’s what a man does with

what happens to him.”

--Chuck Knox
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MEDFORD DEFENSIVE PHILOSOPHY
By: Greg Klapatauskas, Defensive Coordinator and Ted Wilson, Head Coach, Medford High School

Greg Klapatauskas

Our goal is to defend and stop the offense
we are facing every week. Which means our de-
fense needs to be flexible enough to defend a
Wing-T offense like antigo one week and a
spread team like lakeland the next. although
this flexibility is necessary, one aspect of our
defense will remain constant throughout the
season, we must be great tacklers. many big of-
fensive plays are due to poor tackling. We em-
phasis gang tackling and getting 11 helmets to
the ball on each play in order to help get our ath-
letes to rally to the ball, every defensive team
session is spent using a two whistle drill. in our
two whistle drill the first whistle kills the scout
offensive play the second whistle stops our de-
fenses pursuit angles. We force all of our ath-
letes to sprint to the ball after every play. The
two whistle drill helps us to instill getting 11
men near the ball during every play. although
each play in a football game is unpredictable,
we believe that with 11 players in rapid pursuit
to the ball we will achieve positive results at a
greater rate than negative.

Gap identification – We will use the follow-
ing for identifying gaps and gap responsibility.

D O c O b O a O a O b O c O D

each position will have basic techniques
and responsibilities to follow as listed below:
Defensive Lineman – Tackles & nose Guards
1. Get in a three point defensive stance, weight

on toes, more weight on your hand then an
offensive stance, with a z in your knee.

2. be quick off the ball and eXPlODe into the
man in front of you, press to control him.

3. read Pressure and fiGhT pressure,
neVer go around a block.

4. fiGhT to the ball carrier and TacKle!!!!!
Defensive Ends
1. Get in a two point stance, with your weight

on your toes and have your hands ready to
react.

2. be quick off the ball and eXPlODe into ½
the man in front of you.

3. alWaYs keep your outside arm free,
neVer get hooked.

4. Don’t let the blocker easily push you to the
sideline, be TOuGh!

5. fight to the ball carrier and TacKle!!!!!
Linebackers
1. Get in a two point stance, with your weight

on your toes, have your hands ready to react.
2. On the snap of the football always take at

least one step toward the line of scrimmage.
We want you to aTTacK the offense.

3. read your key and react to it.
4. Take on blockers with your inside shoulder,

always keeping your outside shoulder free.
5. fight to the ball carrier and TacKle!!!!!
Safeties
1. Get in a two point stance, with your hands

ready to react.
2. read your key and react to it. (Don’t PeeK

into the backfield)
3. Defend your area or man if it is a pass. (nO

One gets behind you in a zone situation)
We want all passes caught in front of us so
we can make a tackle and minimize the op-
ponent’s big plays.

4. if it is a run, fight to the ball carrier and
TacKle!!!!!

Corners
1. Get in a two point stance, with your hands

ready to react.
2. read your key and react to it. (Don’t PeeK

into the backfield)
3. Defend your area or man if it is a pass. (nO

One gets behind you in a zone situation)
We want all passes caught in front of us so
we can make a tackle and minimize the op-
ponent’s big plays.

4. if it is a run, fight to the ball carrier and
TacKle!!!!!
Our initial defensive front is the 5-2; with

the following alignment:   

The basic assignments for each defender in
the 5-2 (Position, alignment & responsibility
respectively) are as follows:
• Nose Tackle (n); head up on center; ex-

plode off the ball into the center, get sepa-
ration, and play to the ball

• Defensive Tackle (T); head up on the offen-
sive tackle; explode off the ball into the
tackle, get separation, and play to the ball.

• Defensive End (e); Outside eye of tight end;
explode off the ball into the outside edge of
the tight end, keep outside contain.

• Linebackers (lb); 3 to 4 yards off the lOs
head up on the offensive guard; On the snap
take a step towards the lOs read your keys
and play to the ball. lOs read your keys and
play to the ball.

• Safeties (s); 8 to 10 yards off the lOs, head
up on the tight end; On the snap you should
read the tight end, if it is a run play to the
ball. if it is a pass, defend your man or area.

• Corners (c); 3-5 yards off the lOs, if there
is a split end, you are head up, if not you are
outside the De; On the snap you should read
the #1 passing threat to your side. if you
read run, play to the ball. if it is pass defend
your man or area.

Basic Blitzes
• Nose Go, right or left – nose guard & line-

backer; n goes to the called side a Gap, op-
posite lb goes to the other a

• Okie right or left - Tackle and linebacker;
called side tackle crashes the b gap, called
side lb crashes the c gap

• Knife right or left – Tackle & Defensive
end; called side e crashes into the c gap,
called side T loops to outside contain

• Dog right or left – nose guard, Tackle and
linebacker; n crashes opposite a, T crashes
called side b, and lb crashes called side a

• Rocket right of left – safety, Tackle and
Defensive end; T will crash called side b, e
runs up field keep outside contain, s crashes
the c gap

• Missile right of left – cornerback & De-
fensive end; e will crash called side c gap,
c will go off the edge, keeping outside
contain
We can run a variety of fronts and coverages

out of our 5-2. Out of the 5-2 some of the fronts
we can run are:

DENVER

BRONCO
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MONSTER

3-2 (for spread offenses)

Position; Alignment; Responsibility (respectively)
• Nose Tackle (n); head up on the center;

explode off the ball into the center get sep-
aration, and play to the ball

• Defensive Tackle (T); head up on the offen-
sive tackle; explode off the ball into the
tackle, get separation and play to the ball

• Defensive End (e); inside eye of the slot re-
ceiver; if it is a run you are still playing out-
side contain, if pass you have the flats

• Linebackers (lb); 3-4 yards off the lOs
head up on the offensive guard; On the snap
take a step towards the lOs read your keys
and play to the ball

• Safeties (s); 8-10 yards off the lOs; On the
snap you should read your assigned key. if
it is run, play to the ball. if it is pass defend
your man or area

• Corners (c); 4-6 yards off the lOs, if there
is a split end you are head up, if not you are
outside the De; On the snap you should read
the #1 passing threat to your side. if you
read run play to the ball. if it is pass defined
your man area
PREVENT – in certain game situation we

will want to run a pass prevent defense.

Position; Alignment; Responsibility (respectively)
• Defensive Tackles; head up on the Offen-

sive guard; contain rush – we must push to
break down the pocket, and also play the
draw

• Defensive End; Outside eye on the Offen-
sive tackle; contain rush – we must push to
break down the pocket, but maintain an out-
side contain

• Linebacker; head up on the center; You
will spy the running back. if he releases for
a pass he is your man. if he stays in to block
you will blitz the Qb

• Cornerbacks; inside eye on your receiver,
5-7 yards from the lOs; We are playing
man under two deep. align yourself to take
away the slant first then cover your man.

• Safeties; Just inside the slot receiver, 10-12
yards from the lOs; We are playing man
under two deep. no one gets behind you in
your 1/2 of the field.
in regard to pass coverage, we will teach our

athletes to play man-to-man first. During the
season we will also employ cover 3, cover 4 and
cover 2. at times we will have our athletes
switch based on formation, but one adjustment
we have made over the years is to make sure our
athletes understand the weaknesses of each cov-
erage. by playing a coverage the opponent
doesn’t expect you can surprise them and force
errant passes. We have learned over the years
that giving the opponent the same exact defense
and coverage easily allows the opposing coach
to manipulate our defense into what they want.
sometimes you have to go with the defensive
play caller’s gut and allow your athletes to stay
in a coverage that seems to have a disadvantage.

The medford staff would like to thank the
Wfca and all of the football coaches in Wis-
consin for working to make our game the great-
est team sport in the world. Please don’t hesitate
to contact us with any questions you may have.
wilsote@medford.k12.wi.us or klapgr@med-
ford.k12.wi.us
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DEVELOPING SMALL SCHOOL LINEBACKERS
By: John Tackmann, Defensive Coordinator, St. Croix Central High School

John Tackmann

There are many key aspects to developing a
great defense and a great linebacker. here at st.
croix central, we take great pride in the prepa-
ration and development of our entire defensive
unit. from the techniques we teach to our big
boys up front, to the man coverage fundamen-
tals we stress to our defensive backs; all parts
of our defense play a vital role in our success.
sandwiched between those position groups, we
search for a unique type of player to be a part
of our linebacking core. most coaches are look-
ing for the fastest, strongest, and most physical
players to head up their linebacking unit, and al-
though those traits are ideal, it’s not always
what we have available in small school Wiscon-
sin football. here at scc, we are open to all
shapes, sizes, and types of athletes to compete
for a starting spot in our linebacking core. The
biggest thing we look for as a staff is a player
who is committed to our model of success,
strives for perfection in their daily preparation,
and has a love for the process of football as
much as they love the game of football.

We breakdown our linebacker development
at scc into 4 big ideas: 
1) mirror steps and fits
2) Tackling and Turnovers 
3) beating blocks
4) focus on film. 

Our student athletes know that in order to
earn a varsity spot, and compete at the highest
level within our state as a linebacker, they must
master the skills ingrained within each of those
categories.

Mirror Steps and Fits
The most important step any player on de-

fense takes is the first one. every man on the
field starts even with their opponent before the
snap occurs, if they remembered to line up cor-
rectly. however, the minute that ball is snapped,
if your man steps right and you step left, you are
now 2 steps behind them and already playing
catch up. This is why every day in practice, and
before each game, our linebacking core goes
through our read-step progression. it’s as simple

as eyes on a coach (running back) and matching
their steps as they work their way downhill. We
focus on understanding direction and path of
our reads. as linebackers, are they seeing a
level 1 path (behind guards), level 2 path
(tackle to tight end), or a level 3 path (pushing
lateral to the sidelines). each read triggers a dif-
ferent thought process to our linebackers and
tells them what’s going to happen based on for-
mation, scouting reports, and gametime situa-
tion. We also find it to be very important to train
our linebacker’s eyes to not only see the read,
but feel the lineman’s movement in front of
them. now being able to sense full flow vs. clut-
ter flow takes a while, especially for a young
linebacker, but through many reps in practice
and game situations on c team and JV, they
eventually get there. bottom line is, you can’t
expect them to learn or do something without
repeated practice and preparation to get there.

Tackling and Turnovers
We keep this one simple for all of our posi-

tion groups. if you can’t tackle safely and with
physical hips, arms, and feet you just won’t
play--period! That’s our expectation, and we
find that athletes will rise up to it. as a lineback-
ing crew, it starts and finishes with reading the
backside hip of any ball carrier. We train them
to always be a half step behind and play every-
thing inside out. There are various drills we do
each and every day to practice to master this
technique. linebackers must focus their eyes on
the hip while staying a half step behind to pre-
vent the cutback. Then as soon as the ball carrier
squares up to the line of scrimmage, they meet
them. The expectation is to hit with force, pop
the hips, shoot the hands, and run the feet. if the
ball carrier never does square up to the line of
scrimmage and continues on their level 3 path
towards the edge, they continue a backside hip
path and run them into the 12th defender. To us,
the 12th defender is an all-american on our
team who never misses a tackle, and we have
no problem utilizing him at any time; we refer
to him as the sideline. 

along with being great tacklers, we stress
creating turnovers just as much. Our lineback-
ing core works on some type of turnover drill
every single day whether it is a strip drill, tip
drill, scoop and score drill, or something else in-
fused within what we do. Turnovers are vital to
our success. it’s our goal that every day in team
defense, and every game we play, that 3
turnovers are created. but as a coach, you can’t
set that goal without doing something to achieve
it. This is why we drill into our linebacker’s
minds and work the skills needed every day to
find the ball and get it back into our possession.

Beating the Blocks
What’s the first thing an offensive guy does

when he draws up a play? They neatly draw all
their Xs and Os, and you can see the excitement
on their face as they create this perfect running

lane with all their Os making these perfect
blocks on our Xs. now let’s flip the table. for
the team you are playing against, do your line-
backers know who is responsible for blocking
them each play? Do they know it’s the strong
side tackle getting ready to ear hole them when
they run their lead kickout? This is one thing we
really focus in within our film study and scout-
ing reports. it’s important to not only teach your
linebackers how to defeat blocks, but also help
them understand who is going to be responsible
for blocking them. if a player always knows
who is coming to block him, he is going to be
much more likely to win that battle and beat that
block. now when it comes to defeating blocks
for our linebacking crew, it comes back to our
mirror steps and what level (1, 2 or 3) they are
seeing in their initial read steps. if a playside
linebacker gets a level 1 path with a fullback
coming right at them, we call this a hit and fill.
That linebacker knows he is  not going to be
making the tackle, but he will be making the
play.  linebackers are responsible for closing
the window before the offense can open it.  On
level 2 reads, it’s usually a hit and rip tech-
nique for our players. We train them to engage
the blocker, rip tight over the top, and continue
on their inside out (backside hip path) on the
ball carrier preventing a two way go from over
pursuit.  and lastly, we focus on a level 3 rip
and run path.  if their ball carrier is moving fast
on a level 3 path, we can’t waste time with any
blocker we encounter.  Our playside linebackers
are looking to avoid crack blocks first and then
ripping and running through all blockers they
encounter while busting tail on that inside out
level 3 path.

Focus on Film Study
The final part to our linebacker develop-

ment at scc is our dedication to film study and
becoming great students of the game. although
i want my players watching tons of film on their
own, i think of all that at solo time as supple-
mental hours. i want to, and reserve time to,
watch film with my players and train them what
to look for and how to beat it before it happens.
i find that most high school players are good at
watching film, but few are great at knowing
what to watch for on their own.  for us, it also
comes down to two types of film study: self
film and Opponent film. We breakdown our
own practices from Tuesday and Wednesday’s
team time and want to fix all problems before
friday comes. On the flip side, we sit down with
our linebacker crew throughout the week and
watch film of our opponent over and over again.
it’s our hope that they see the top 90% of our
opponents playbook hundreds, if not thousands,
of times through mental and physical reps be-
fore they line up and see it firsthand friday
night. so many players these days are physically
fast, but we find that it’s more important to be
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even faster mentally. for us, our number of
mental reps through film study during the week
needs to be in the thousands. That way we have
beaten each block and finished each play in our
mind many times before we actually do it in a
game. On game night, our linebackers do a
mental progression every play, and it starts
when the offense breaks their huddle. They first
reflect and analyze their current location on the

field along with down and distance. We then
think 5-2-4 as we identify the formation. all our
linebackers ask themselves, “Where are the five
linemen wearing 50 through 79 jerseys?”,
“Where are the two end men on the line of
scrimmage?” and “Where are the four backs in
the backfield located?” at this point, through
our film study and scouting reports, our line-
backers should have a good idea of what play

to expect based on the formation we see. The
second that ball is snapped, we can make that
first read step. it’s our hope that at that time, the
exact play is identified one step into their pro-
gression. if they trust their training all our line-
backers know what play is happening, where
the ball is going, who is supposed to be blocking
them, and have hopefully perfected the tech-
nique needed to win the play.

TAKEAWAY CIRCUIT
By: Josh Fizel, Head Football Coach, Spooner High School

Josh Fizel

Thank you to the Wfca for the opportunity
to share some of the specific takeaway drill

work we do at spooner high school to help put
our guys in the best position to be successful on
friday night. One of the things we put a great
deal of emphasis on at spooner is our takeaway
circuit. The turnover margin is one of the most
important stats each friday night and one we
believe a great deal in. We believe we get what
we emphasize, and our takeaway circuit is
something we do every week of the year with
all of our players. Our circuit is broken down
into (4) stations, with slight modifications to
each drill based on the specific positions of our
players. each station generally lasts 1:30-2:00
minutes. Our (4) stations are:
• rake / Punch
• 2 man strip
• Tip Drill / sack Drill
• clean / Dirty recovery

Rake-Punch
We teach our players two different ways to

strip the ball based on their position and the po-
sition the ball carrier is carrying the ball. 

Rake:We teach the rake when the ball car-
rier has his elbow tight to his body. We teach
our players to reach in to the top of the ball, as
far inside as they can, and pull the tip of the
ball away from the ball carrier. This is a great
technique to use when the ball carrier is carry-
ing the ball low. Our guys often use this tech-
nique in a pile, or as the ball carrier is getting
slowed. it can also be effective if in a chase po-
sition.

Punch: We teach the punch when the ball
carrier has his elbow away from his body. a lot
of times we see this when the ball carrier is
fighting for extra yards, or our defender is in a
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chase position. We teach them to violently
punch between the elbow and the rib cage and
try to pop the ball out. biggest mistake our
guys make is not being aggressive enough on
their punch. You get (1) chance to punch and
you must make it count. 

2 Man Strip
We do this in groups of (3). it is a drill that

can combine offensive and defensive techniques.
it also turns into a competitive drill with our guys.
The drill set-up is from sideline to the numbers.
The offensive player must stay on the yard line
and the two defensive players are attempting to
strip the ball from each side. We focus our defen-
sive players on making contact with the ball, not
the ball carrier. This drill creates a competitive at-
titude in both sides of the ball. 

Break Drill / Sack Drill
Our break drill is used for our linebackers

and secondary. They are working down a yard
line toward a coach and are reading the eyes of
the coach. The coach will break his shoulders to
one side or another and our players are to break
on the ball and make the play. The coach focuses

on throwing the ball high, low, in front of, or be-
hind the player so that he must adjust to make
the play. after securing the catch, we want them
to burst past the coach to simulate an inT and
attempting to score off it. Our sack drill is used
for our defensive line or linebackers who are in-
volved in a blitz. The coach is set-up to throw
and the defender is coming from behind and
looking to rake their arm down through the ball-
arm causing a fumble from the Qb. inside arm
is trying to secure the tackle, back side arm is
the rake arm, trying to club down violently.
Once the rake takes place, the defender is to lo-
cate the ball as quickly as possible and execute
a clean recovery attempting to scoop and score. 

Clean / Dirty Recovery
We work the recovery part of our takeaway

circuit because we want to maximize our
chances of gaining possession of the ball. 

Clean: This is a recovery in open area, in an
opponent's end of the field or when our guys
have surrounded the ball. We want to pick it up
and try to score. We will roll a ball at our guys
and have them execute a specific technique to

straddle the ball. We want them to bring their
feet to the ball and scrape their knuckles on the
ground (similar to a shortstop). They scoop the
ball up by getting their knuckles underneath the
ball. by bringing their feet with them to the ball,
we are better able to handle the ball as it bounces
off the turf.

Dirty: This is a recovery in traffic or in our
end of the field where a clean recovery may not
be possible. We want to approach the ball, slide in
from the side and pull the ball into our body. We
try to curl up tight in the fetal position with the ball
tightly secured and our knees pulled up tight. We
feel like this ensures our ability to recover the ball
and not lose it at the bottom of the pile. 

We know these are basic drills that many of
you already use, but we feel they are critical
skills in the area of taking the ball away. The
turnover margin is such an important statistic in
football and this circuit is one way we create op-
portunities to gain possessions on a friday night.
if you have any questions, or ever want to talk
ball, please don’t hesitate to reach out to our
staff. best of luck to all of you in the fall. 
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ALIGN, ASSIGN WITH MOTION ADJUSTMENTS
By: Andrew Selgrad, Secondary Coach, Fond du Lac High School

i would like to first thank my lord and
savior Jesus christ for blessing me with the
great opportunity to coach this great game of
football and to be able to impact the lives of
the young men that choose to play football
and put in countless hours of hard work to
make themselves better, not only as players,
but as people. i also would like to thank my
wife and family for their continued support,
the Wfca for allowing me to contribute to
our great coaching association, and the coach-
ing staff at fond du lac high school, who
truly make coaching a joy. 

This past season, we changed our defense
from an even front to an odd front. This not only
affected our front but our coverages as well. We
had to shift the way we thought about covering
and checking into the right coverages. The learn-
ing curve was steep because we had some very
good opponents on the front end of our schedule.
We needed to be able to get in and out of cover-
ages without skipping a beat. being less con-
cerned about the physical side of the game, we

decided that spending 20 minutes per practice on
alignment and assignment was necessary.We trot-
ted out 21 personnel formations for a 20 minute
session, then 20 personnel, 10 personnel, etc.

When we felt that we could handle static
formations, the next progression was adding
motions to the equation. We would line up in a
particular formation and run any possible mo-
tion so that our perimeter could react to the
change properly. We created a practice script
with the formation and motion diagrams, group-
ing them by personnel, so that we could get
through as many as possible.

(Start basic: By the end of the season we had over
40 different motion adjust plays in the script)

We motioned wide receivers, fullbacks, and
running backs. next, we would trade the tight
end, flipping the run strength, and then send a
motion. We would send a short motion, jet mo-
tion, orbit motion, return motion, and/or a mo-
tion through. at first, it was a slow process, but
as we got better, we were communicating mo-
tion alerts before the motion occurred and com-
municating what coverage we would check to.

Once we were comfortable with the motions
and the corresponding checks, we could shorten
the period by having two groups of offense run-
ning these formations and motions rapid fire. i
was also fortunate enough to be able to have my
complete secondary to work on these adjust-
ments during the offensive practice, using cans
and extra players to run the motions. in the end,
we firmly believe that by dedicating time to
“align assign with motion adjust” helped our
players play fast with less breakdowns in the de-
fensive perimeter. reduce thinking and panic =
better defensive football.

OFFENSE
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TRIPLE OPTION OFFENSE
By: Dan McCarty, Head Football Coach, St. Norbert College

Dan McCarty

Our offensive approach at st. norbert col-
lege is centered on option principles, specifically
triple option concepts. Our base run game starts
with three triple option plays; inside veer, mid-
line, and outside veer. We operate from the short
pistol where our quarterback is aligned with his
heels at three yards from the football, our running
back is in a three point stance with his hand at 5
yards from the football, our slot receivers align 5
yards wide from the offensive tackle on the same
horizontal plane as the quarterback, and our wide
receivers align near the numbers (we will adjust
based on concept or hash). The base center/guard
split is three feet, the guard/ tackle split is four
feet, and the tackle/tight end split (if a Te is being
used) is 3 feet.  

INSIDE VEER
Our number one run play is inside veer.  We

view the value of inside veer as a play where we
get three plays in one call as the ball can be dis-
tributed to the rb, Qb, or slot receiver depend-
ing on the reaction of a defender.  Our teaching
progression on our inside veer play begins with
each offensive player being able to define and
identify who the hand off key (hOK) and pitch
key (PK) are. We define the hOK as the first de-
fensive lineman on or outside of the playside
tackle. The PK is defined as the next defender
stacked or outside of the hOK. The next thing
we teach our offensive personnel is what defen-
sive looks are best to run inside veer to. We are
looking for a ‘b’ gap bubble. in other words, we
are looking for the absence of a defensive line-
man in a 3 or 4i technique. 

INSIDE VEER 
OFFENSIVE LINE PLAY

before i get into offensive line specifics, it
is important to note that we want our offensive
lineman sprinting off of the football with a flat
back, strike, fast, and physical style of play.  Our
playside tackle will first identify the hOK. he
is responsible for blocking the playside line-
backer either by veer releasing inside vs. a 4 or
5 technique, or short arcing vs. an odd front
where we often see a 4i technique. The playside
guard will base a 2/2i technique, or double team
a 0/1 technique with the center to the backside
linebacker. if the playside guard gets an ‘arc’

call from the playside tackle, he will base the
playside linebacker (this will only happen when
he is uncovered vs. an odd look.  The center will
double team a 0/1 technique to the backside
linebacker with the playside guard or vs. a 2/2i
he will step playside to protect the ‘a’ gap slant
first and climb to block the backside linebacker.
Our backside guard and tackle will use a ‘Wheel
and seal’ technique to cut off defenders in the
backside ‘a’ and ‘b’ gaps.

INSIDE VEER QB, RB, 
AND SLOT PLAY

The pistol provides easy pivot style foot-
work for our Qb. after catching the snap, the
Qb will pivot on his playside foot while stab-
bing the ball back as far as he can. The backside
foot will swing in front of the Qb so when the
foot is planted, the instep will align with the toes
of the playside foot – this should place the Qb
on a slight angle perpendicular to the line of
scrimmage. The Qb’s knees will be bent, chin
should squeeze against the front shoulder with
the ball as far back as possible, and his eyes
locked on the hOK. We call this the ‘Qb Pose’.
We give the Qb a  one way thought process on
the mesh and tell him to ‘give unless the hOK
can tackle the rb’. On a give read, the Qb will
carry out the pitch phase of the triple in order to
influence defenders and force them to defend the
perimeter. On a pull read, the Qb will bubble
and explode off of the mesh and progress to the
pitch phase. The rb will step with his playside
foot directly at the playside guard. it is critical
that he looks like a sprinter out of the blocks. he
should be as fast as possible through the mesh,
with a forward lean, and low pad level. The rb
will create a pocket with his near hand to the Qb
in his sternum with the elbow high and his far
hand at the naval.  The rb will soft seal on the
ball and only clamp down when he has the ball
past the Qb.  if the rb gets the ball, he will look
to cut vertical off of the block of the playside
tackle. The backside slot will go ‘go late and go
fast’ in orbit motion during the beginning of the
cadence.  We want the slot in a full sprint at the
heels of the rb when the ball is snapped. The
average slot takes three steps when the ball is
snapped.  When the slot gets to the rb, we flat-
ten our motion and begin to mold the motion to
the path of the Qb to get 4 yards width and 1
yard behind the Qb. We teach our slots to begin
yelling ‘ball’ repeatedly, once in pitch posi-
tion, to provide a reference point to the Qb.

When the ball progresses to the pitch phase,
the Qb must move his eyes immediately to the
PK. We teach our Qb that if the PK is attacking
the Qb, then the Qb must be soft and slow his
feet. if the PK feathers or hangs in the alley, we
teach our Qb to attack the PK. We give the Qb
the same one way thought process, ‘pitch unless
the PK can tackle the pitch back’. Our Qb will
pitch with thumb up thumb down mechanics,
heart to heart, and he will follow the pitch. it is
important to teach the Qb that he does not pitch
under any duress and to be happy with whatever
yardage we get. On a Qb keep read, the Qb

must get vertical in the alley and ‘s’ cut, work-
ing himself from the hash, to the numbers, and
finally to the sideline. if the slot receives the
pitch, we coach the slot to ‘dip in dip out’ in
order to set up perimeter blocks.  
INSIDE VEER PERIMETER BLOCKING

We teach a few different schemes to our
playside perimeter blockers and provide our
perimeter players the latitude to choose what
scheme fits the secondary look. The first
scheme we teach is our ‘chase’ scheme, which
tells our number one Wr to block the corner
and our slot to arc for the safety. We use this
scheme vs. 2 high with the near safety aligned
tighter to the line of scrimmage. The next
scheme is our ‘chase switch’ scheme, this tells
our number one Wr to crack the safety and our
slot to arc for the cornerback. We also use this
vs. 2 high when the near safety is aligned off of
the line of scrimmage. The next scheme is our
‘lewis’ scheme. The number one Wr will
crack the safety and the slot will work to secure
the playside linebacker to the safety. We use this
vs. a 2 high look when the PK is the cornerback.
for example, running inside veer vs. a 4-2-5
look away from the nickel where the 5 tech-
nique is the hOK and the next defender outside
of the hOK is the corner, who is the PK. again,
our perimeter players are taught these schemes
and communicate with one another to determine
what scheme fits the particular situation.

DRILLING TRIPLE OPTION
FOOTBALL

There are three drills that are a staple of our
practice plan in order for us to successfully run
triple option concepts. Those three drills include
veer drill, half line, and perimeter drill.  

VEER DRILL
This personnel within this drills includes our

slots, rbs, and Qbs. The equipment utilized
during this drill is a strip marked with proper
spacing of our offensive line, multiple footballs,
a rb chute, an agile pad, and hand shields. We
will set the chute on the strip where the aiming
point for the rb is for the particular triple play
that we are working on and we will put an agile
pad tight to the heels of the rb. for this exam-
ple, we will put the chute over the guard as we
are working inside veer. Our Qb and rb and
backside slot will align in their base alignment.
first, we have an extra Qb snap the ball and an-
other extra Qb (coach if you do not have
enough) serve as the hOK holding an extra ball.
On the snap, the hOK will provide a give or a
pull read.  if it is a give read, the hOK will flip
the extra ball to the Qb to carry out the pitch
phase so we are working the pitch on every rep.
if it is a pull read, we do not need to flip and
extra ball. The Qbs will rotate to play the hOK
and the center every rep. The rb will mesh with
the Qb, run through the chute while the rb’s
not in the drill will lightly hit the rb in the drill
with pads as he gets through the chute. The
rb’s will rotate every rep so a new rb gets a
mesh rep the next snap.  The slots will motion,
get in pitch position, and carry out their assign-
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ment.  as soon as they are done, they will turn
around and serve as the PK, while the slot that
was just the PK returns to the slot line and pre-
pares for his next rep. see diagram below.

HALF LINE DRILL
The next drill that we will use is our half line

drill.  This drill involves all of our offensive line-
man as well as our slots, rbs, and Qbs. The drill
is set up with a center on the hash at the 15 yard-

line facing the sideline so both groups are back
to back. On one side, we will have the right guard
and right tackle while on the other side we will
have the left guard and left tackle. Our backside
slot, rb, and Qb in the drill align in their base
alignment. Qb and slots serve as the hOK and
PK respectively just as we do in veer drill.  The
rotation is slightly different; after the slot per-
forms his rep as the pitch back and then serves
as the PK, he will then get in line on the other
side of the drill and continue to work that rotation
through the 10 minute period. The Qbs will stay
on one side of the drill and work their normal ro-
tation for 5 minutes before flipping to the other
side.  The rb’s will perform a rep to one side
(right) then flip to the other side (left) and get in
line to perform a rep. Our offensive line will ro-

tate every rep as well as serve as the defensive
front we are working against with the exception
of the hOK. for instance, if we are looking just
at the right side, the right guard will perform a
rep then take the place on defense of the other
right guard in the drill. They will continue this
for the entirety of the drill.  The center is the only
position that we will flip from the right side to
the left side after five minutes. as said earlier,
each group is back to back facing a sideline and
we will work this drill going into the endzone.
all offensive personnel that are waiting or in a
line are behind the 30-yardline. it is important to
note that only one group goes at a time. for ex-
ample, the right side is executing a rep while the
left side is getting themselves set up. When the
right side is done, the coaches turn around and
the cadence on the left side begins. The keys are
first teaching the drill so your players understand
the rotation as well as communicating fronts to
the offensive line so they can quickly get in and
out of fronts. We get approximately 8 to 10 reps
a minute during a 10 minute period.  

PERIMETER DRILL
The perimeter drill includes the Wrs, slots,

rbs and the Qbs. We will use extra Qb’s or
coaches to serve as hOK and to snap the ball.
We will set up different secondary structures
and execute our perimeter schemes vs. those
looks. for example, we will work the different
inside veer schemes vs. defensive looks while
stealing mesh and pitch reps with the Qb and
rb. We will rotate personnel every single rep
in this drill. This is different than 7-on-7, how-
ever we will include play action and quick game
concepts within the drill in order to get a realis-
tic reaction from secondary personnel. We have
found that the benefits of the drill begin to di-
minish if secondary personnel begin to fit into
run support on the snap without any threat of
throwing the ball.  

The decision to adopt the triple option phi-
losophy and approach should not be taken lightly.
in order to have success with this approach, there
must be a full commitment from the coaching
staff. There will be difficult times and rough
patches, but constant repetition and resiliency
will pay dividends when it counts. if you ever
have any questions or would like to talk in detail
about other aspects of our offense, please do not
hesitate to contact us.
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Mark Your Calendar Now! 
WFCA SPRING FOOTBALL CLINIC

April 2, 3 & 4, 2020  ~ April 8, 9 & 10, 2021
Marriott Hotel in Middleton, Wisconsin 

B.O.P.A. USING ZONE RULES TO RUN GAP SCHEMES
By: Scott McAuliffe, Offensive Coordinator, Racine St. Catherine’s High School

Scott McAuliffe

i would like to thank Dan miller and the
Wfca for the opportunity to write this article.

five years ago, i was in the off season trying
to find answers to how to run a blocking scheme
against every type of defense. The popular thing
that i had seen in nfl or college is just running
a zone scheme. The problem i had with this is
that growing up with a gap scheme and coach-
ing a gap scheme, i couldn’t get my head around
not blocking for a certain hole. for this reason,
i wanted to find a zone scheme with simple
rules that i could use for a gap blocking scheme. 

upon researching more and more about dif-
ferent zone schemes and how to run them,
whether it be a count system or staying on a
track, i really felt that the b.O.P.a. system re-
ally had the answers to my questions about run-
ning a zone style offense in a gap scheme. 

b.O.P.a. stands for backside, On, Playside,
anything else. This is something that the O-line
can say to themselves every time they step up
to the line. all players have to know is which
way the play is going so that the b.O.P.a. rules
go the other way. This has really helped us be
able to block the first level of defensive players

as well as any late shifts or blitzes. i will go
through every example of b.O.P.a. in the next
few paragraphs.

(Play direction is going to the Right,
B.O.P.A. rules to the Left)

Backside – This is the first rule that trumps
every single other rule. backside is your back-
side shoulder to front side shoulder of the next
lineman.  in the slide above the defensive tackle
is in a backside shade. This gives our left
Tackle a backside rule. he takes a 6-inch short
step with his backside foot then gathers a sec-
ond foot getting square on the defensive tackle
and pushing him towards the end zone. We al-
ways want to get vertical push and stay square
on the block not one side or the other. When get-
ting into a double team the backside rule player
will be responsible for the defensive lineman. 

On – This is where the defensive player is
head up on O-lineman. The O-lineman will pick
up and put down his backside foot then block
vertical on the defensive lineman. 

Playside – defensive player is in an outside
shade to an inside shade of the next lineman
over. The o-lineman will take a six-inch step to
his playside and get vertical push on his targeted
d-lineman. When getting into a double team the
playside rule player will be responsible for the
targeted linebacker. 

Anything Else – The offensive lineman will
step backside looking to either combo block or

go to the next level.  This is when there is no
defensive player backside, On or Playside. 

in the first example we have designated the
right end as lava and will not include him in the
b.O.P.a. rules. The rules get us into two combo
blocks to the next level. again, blocking vertical
and forcing the linebackers to choose either to
give ground and go over the top or try to slip
through backside.

in the last example we have designated the
right end as lava for the right side of the line
but is ultimately the left guard’s responsibility
on trap. The right side of the line still uses
b.O.P.a. rules to get to their blocks and
combo. The left side of the line is the only ones
who change responsibilities. 

i hope that this helps you as it has helped
me and our team bring consistency and simplic-
ity to our offense. if you have any questions
please do not hesitate to email me at smcauli-
ffe54@yahoo.com.  
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Steve Jung

i would like to thank the Wisconsin foot-
ball coaches association for this opportunity
to present some of our offensive philosophy at
neenah high school. i have always liked op-
tion football since my time with rick coles in
the mid 1990s at lawrence university. We run
power at neenah and have added the option
game to give us a misdirection look, get the
Qb involved in the run game  and gain an extra
blocker at the point of attack. The option read
off of power also allows us to attack both sides
of the formation every time we run the ball. 

here are our fundamentals of power:
• basic insiDe TO On rules on the play side.
• Double/combo vs even shades. Double has

b spot.
• Vs. blitz/stunt/slant sTaY On YOur

PaTh. block any wrong colored jersey that
crossed your path.

• center has nose to replace.
• bsG = back-step pull/square shoulders

looking for Pslb or a spot.
• bsT has replace-hinge on power/2nd level

on power opt.
• receivers; play-side = push to seal back

side = cut off (unless rPO) (Power option
could go either side)

• stink-back can kick out or log.
• Puller lOOK insiDe, DOn’T run

PasT PeOPle anD DO nOT chase!
We can either read the front side or the

backside of this play.  The power option play
we will run power and read the backside end or
tackle. This is very similar to zone read. The
Power veer play we will mesh with the rb but
open play-side just as we are running a gap
power and read the play side emlOs (end man
on line of scrimmage). We block power but the
stink back will not kick out, but block the hang
player/alley fit player.

We will handle the Power option play first:   
Power Option Rules.

Identify the READ MAN.  
We will read the end man on the line of scrim-
mage (emOl). This can and will change de-
pending on scheme from one game to the next
or one series to the next.
• The reaD KeY - Key the upfield shoul-

der.  if his shoulders are square to the lOs
give the ball.  if his shoulders are perpendi-
cular to the lOs and chasing down the rb
then pull the ball.  This read is much easier
and takes much less practice time to perfect
than a true play side option read. This is not
an expensive addition to your power
scheme.

• mesh - Qb must keep his eyes on the read
and not look at the rb.  it is the rb’s job to
get into the proper mesh position.  The Qb
will open at 45 degrees and stab the ball
back as far as he can so that we get a nice
long ride.  The Qb can then read the key
from the stab position all way to his front
hip.  Work the timing of the mesh so that the
ball is covered by the rb as soon as ball is
stabbed back. Timing is critical on a give
read, the Qb must carry out the fake to oc-
cupy the backside defender.  Give ground to
avoid taking a big hit.

THE POWER OPTION/POWER VEER/POWER TRIPLE
By: Steve Jung, Head Football Coach, Neenah High School
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• rb - running back’s rule on pull is to run
three steps hard as if he has the ball to keep
the read key in chase mode or tackle mode.
if the running back stops then the read key
will go back to the Qb.

• Qb - When in doubt give the ball.
• auTOmaTics. if there is an unblocked

defender outside of the read key then it’s
an automatic give.eif the read key has
aligned himself wider to take away the
rPO or the slant then this is also an auto-
matic give. if the read key is a certain
player and can be isolated as the backside
read and your Qb is a better athlete than
that defender then automatic pull.  
Power option versus an even front with a

spun down safety. The backside Olb is the read
key and we will pre-snap read his location.  if
he is apexing the receiver and the tackle and not
a factor in the run game our Qb knows that this
is an automatic give.  

however, we can read the read key in the
apex position if he starts playing the rPO or
slant.  The rPO threat has changed how teams
align defensively. The backside read with an
rPO threat puts even more pressure on a de-
fense. if the read key jumps out, the Qb will
pull the ball. figure below shows a pull read.

if he is on the line of scrimmage or not in the
apex position we will read him. The followng fig-
ures show give and pull reads respectively.

Give read

Pull read 

if we are having issues blocking the back-
side 3 or 4i we can read him as well.  When we
read the backside defensive tackle our tackle
fan (out) blocks on the hang player rather than
hinging. This sets up a nice running alley for
the Qb against an overly aggressive 3 or 4i
technique tackle.

You can game plan many backside reads off
your base plays. combine the option read with
your rPO game and you will put a lot of pres-
sure on a defense. The defense now has to pre-
pare to stop rPO and option football on every
run play.

next we will handle the power veer which
is reading the play-side kick out read on power.
We call this play power veer and it requires
more time with the mesh as front side reads are
harder to master. The bonus regarding this play
is that nothing changes for the offensive line.
The only blocking change is for the stink back
as he blocks the alley defender rather than kick-
ing out the emOl.  

Power Veer Rules 
Identify the READ MAN. 

• We will read the end man on the line of
scrimmage (emOl). This can and will
change depending on scheme from one
game to the next or one series to the next.

• The reaD KeY - Key the upfield shoulder.
if his shoulders are square to the lOs give
the ball. if his shoulders are perpendicular to
the lOs and chasing down the rb then pull
the ball. This read is much easier and takes
much less practice time to perfect than a true
play side option read. This is not an expen-
sive addition to your power scheme.

• mesh - Qb must keep his eyes on the read
and not look at the rb. it is the rb’s job to
get into the proper mesh position. The Qb
will open at 45 degrees and stab the ball
back as far as he can so that we get a nice
long ride. The Qb can then read the key
from the stab position all way to his front
hip. Work the timing of the mesh so that the
ball is covered by the rb as soon as ball is
stabbed back. Timing is critical on a give
read, Qb must carry out fake to occupy
backside defender. Give ground to avoid
taking a big hit.

• Qb - When in doubt give the ball.
• auTOmaTics. if there is an unblocked

defender outside of the read key then it’s an
automatic give. if the read key has aligned
himself wider to take away the rPO or the
slant then this is also an automatic give. if
the read key is a certain player and can be
isolated as the backside read, and your Qb
is a better athlete than that defender then
this is an automatic pull.  

AIR RAID
By: Joe Hauser, Head Coach and Jeremiah Vangen, Offensive Coordinator, Palmyra-Eagle High School

Joe  Hauser

first off, as always i’d like to thank the
Wfca for reaching out and giving me this op-
portunity. as a young coach The Point-after II is
one of the resources i turn to quite often so it’s a
honor to be asked to contribute. When i was
asked to write an article based on the success of
our passing game i felt there was no way i could
do it without including my offensive coordinator,

Jeremiah Vangen who did a fantastic job for us
this year. so the following will be a compilation
of a few of our thoughts and opinions.

This was our second year as a primarily pass
based offense and first year as a true all out air
raid system. While we thought we would have
success, we would all agree when the season
started we didn’t imagine our Qb would lead the

state in passing yards or that we’d put a Wr on
the all-state Team. While it worked for us, we
know as with everything it might not work for
everyone but we figured we would share a few
points on why we decided to go with this style
and why we had some success.

It’s Awesome!
Who doesn’t wanna fill the air with foot-

balls on a friday night? as a small school like
many coaches who have written articles in this
magazine we struggle to get kids to come out
and play football. We found that the air raid
was a system that kids enjoyed playing in and
in most respects enjoyed practicing. We believe
running this system has helped increase our
numbers. in fact after our first varsity home
game this year we had a handful more kids
come out for our ms team. it’s a system kids
see most often on TV and in video games.
While coaches might think that's silly, it's some-
thing the kids could go home and identify with.
it is something they can relate to.

Personnel
While i love our linemen, they are by far the

hardest working position group we have and the

Jeremiah Vangen
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most important part of our team, we just don’t
have a ton of them. We don’t have a bunch of big
strong lineman type guys walking the halls. Thus
we didn’t feel we were going to line up and be
able to maul people around on our way to wins.
That style just didn’t fit us. however, we did have
athletes. We have a good amount of talented skill
position guys and we had a couple Qbs we
thought could get the job done. While they went
on to exceed our expectations, the air raid fit us.

Balance
Washington state hc mike leach gave a

quote this year about balance after winning a
game with zero yards rushing that we felt really
rang true for us when he said: “There’s nothing

balanced about 50% run-50% pass, ’cause that’s
50% stupid. What is balance is when you have
five skill positions and all five of them are con-
tributing to the effort in somewhat equal fashion
— that’s balance. This notion that if you hand
one guy 50% of the time and then you throw it
to a combination of two guys the other 50% that
you’re really balanced. You probably pat your-
self on the back and tell yourself that. People
have been doing that for decades. Well, then
you’re delusional.”

We couldn’t have agreed more. The system
allowed us to spread the ball around to everyone.
During the season we had 4 players have over
40 touches, 7 players score TDs with 4 of them

scoring more than 5, and including our Qb we
had 5 offensive players earn all-conference
recognition. We found that the more everyone
got the ball, the more they played for each other
and advocated for each other and the less they
were worried about getting the ball. all of our
players were really focused on helping each
other and the stereotypes proved to be opposite.

While every system has its positives and
negatives, and some might work for some but
not at all for others, these were just a few points
about why we chose to run this system and
where we found success. Thanks again to the
Wfca and thanks to everyone for reading! Go
Panthers! #airraid

Contact the WFCA
office at:

Phone: 608-635-7318 
Email: office@wifca.org

PO Box 8 • Poynette, WI  53955

OFFICE HOURS
8:00 - 4:00, Monday - Thursday

8:00-12:00 p.m. on Friday
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GETTING BACK TO THE BASICS: BALL SECURITY
By: Kyle Ranum, Running Backs Coach, Medford High School

Kyle Ranum

in a predominately run-heavy offense, run-
ning back production is pivotal in maintaining
an efficient attack. in the last decade medford
football has greatly benefited from having
many skilled athletes come through our ranks.
in 2017, my first year with the program, i was
hired on as a running backs coach and was
tasked with continuing and sustaining this pre-
established success. as a young coach, i ad-
mittedly was naïve to the fact that all the
production in the world was worth nothing if
you cannot hang on to the football. Painfully,
as a result, our ball security severely lacked
and we ended the season with 17 lost fumbles.
Obviously this was unacceptable.  

after such a humbling experience, it was
time to re-evaluate how and what we practice. i
determined we needed to get back to the very

basics. as an inexperienced coach, i took for
granted that something so fundamental as ball
security needs to be reintroduced and consis-
tently reinforced on a daily basis. This even in-
cludes high school level athletes. i think for
many coaches, including myself, it is all too
easy to overlook this.  looking back, this is not
to say that ball security was neglected. it was
simply not prioritized or emphasized as it
should have been. currently our practice format
allows for 7-10 minutes of indies for each of-
fensive group. During this allotted time we
would go through hand-off exchanges, agility,
hole recognition and contact drills. We then typ-
ically transitioned into 7-on-7 and then into
team. With limited time to work with it was im-
perative that i adapted my coaching philoso-
phies to address our biggest need.  

in the summer of 2018, i scraped my old reg-
imen and implemented new drills to re-empha-
size the importance of ball security above all else.
Disclaimer: These “new” drills are by no means
revolutionary. matter of fact, many of them are
taught on a regular basis by many coaches
throughout the country. i spent the entirety of the
summer camp visually demonstrating and break-
ing down the proper mechanics of carrying the
ball. This was broken down into 5 steps:
1. claw (split pointer and middle finger over

nose of ball)
2. 3-points of contact (forearm, bicep, chest)
3. Wrist over elbow (promotes high and tight)
4. ball Tight to chest
5. Tuck elbow in (eliminates ball exposure

which prevents punch outs)

after the visual demonstration the kids
would duplicate each step themselves. This
would be done repeatedly to help establish mus-
cle memory. next drill would simply involve
taking hand-offs from a quarterback or taking
direct snaps out of pistol or shotgun and tucking
the ball in the proper  carrying position previ-
ously listed. again, very basic, simple drills
when coupled with daily repetition, provided
the kids necessary muscle memory and a foun-
dation for fundamental ball security. finally, we
would practice ball security through contact.
This was achieved through a variety of drills but
the basic principle remained.
1. Off hand on top of ball through contact
2. lower pad level

long story short, getting back to and focus-
ing on the basics and re-establishing the funda-
mentals of ball security from the ground up paid
off. it took some trial and error and constant
repetition but our backs significantly improved
their ball security from 17 lost fumbles from the
year before to only 2 lost fumbles in 2018. un-
surprisingly, our production also increased from
the year before. as a team we finished with
nearly 2,700 yards rushing, and had two 1,000
yard backs. We also improved win/loss record
3 to 5 wins. i believe the legendary chuck noll
says it best, “champions are champions not be-
cause they do anything extraordinary but be-
cause they do the ordinary things better than
anyone else.”

EFFECTIVE PERIMETER BLOCKING
By: Walt Tenor, Assistant Football Coach, Luxemburg-Casco High School

Walt Tenor
i would like to thank the Wfca for the op-

portunity to share my thoughts. i’m grateful to
the many coaches through the years who have
guided me and shared their expertise with me. if
i have anything of value to share, i’m happy to
give back. also, i want to express my gratitude
to the many great guys i’ve had the opportunity

to coach with. each of them has contributed to
making me a better man and a better coach.
Thanks to all.

i’d like to share some thoughts on effective
perimeter blocking and some of the things that
we’ve found to be effective over time. One of
the first things that we coach our blockers to do
is explode off the line of scrimmage regardless
of the play. We want to have at least three steps
from the receiver that are indistinguishable to
the defender every play. nothing will kill an ef-
fective perimeter game faster than the player
who jogs off the line without energy seemingly
because they think they are not in the play. That
brings to mind the second major point. no
player is ever out of the play. On inside runs,
we’ve seen time and again how defenders make
touchdown saving tackles in the secondary be-
cause they easily escaped the blocker who was
assigned to them. Part of our vocabulary in-
cludes the terms touchdown cuts and touch-
down blocks. if a runner can cut off an energetic
downfield block by a perimeter player, he will

usually score. On some of your inside runs, you
will want the outside receiver to stalk the mid-
dle of the field safety in order to set up this kind
of cut for the runner. On others, the outside re-
ceiver will stalk block the cornerback. if he
takes that job seriously, he will often contribute
to a big play. emphasize to your perimeter play-
ers that this whole process will help set up the
big pass receptions throughout the game. it’s
natural for a young man to want to have oppor-
tunities to be the target of a big play. use that to
sell the total package. Tell them, truthfully, that
wearing down a defender with blocking will
make it easier to beat him on the big pass routes.

regarding technique, i like to start by teach-
ing body position. first, we want to emphasize
the athletic position. Knees bent, back straight
and feet wider than shoulder width are impor-
tant cues. hundreds of times a year you can hear
me shouting “low and wide” to the open field
blockers. One of the most common reasons a
block gets defeated is because the blocker did
not have a wide enough base. another key
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teaching point is to emphasize that the chin is
over the toes. The second-most common reason
a blocker loses is that he lunges forward with
his upper body or that he sits back on his heels
and gets blown up by the defender. chin over
toes, with bend in the knees is the best ap-
proach. from this position the first thing we
want to do is fit the blocker up to the defender.
he needs to be lower than the defender with his
eyes focused on the strike point, the inside of
the lower half of the numbers. The blocker
should strike with the heels of his hands. i’ve
experimented with hand position over time. i’ve
found that if i teach the players to block with
their thumbs up and elbows in, similar to an of-
fensive lineman in the trenches, this makes the
blocking surface too narrow and we tend to lose
a lot of defenders slipping laterally off the
blocks. if we teach elbows up and thumbs down
on the other hand, defenders can get inside of
us and control the blocker. We also risk more
holding penalties. We struck gold when we split
the difference. i tell the blocker to point the
index finger up and put the hands at 2 and 10
o’clock the way you teach someone how to
properly hold a steering wheel. from there, you
have to determine how to deliver the strike. Tra-
ditionally, receivers have been taught to strike
the numbers with two hands at once, then retract
the hands to strike again. There is some sound
reasoning behind that, but i have broken with
tradition in how i teach it. i found that the two
hand strike had blockers lunging off balance

and gave the defender the opportunity to either
defeat the block when the blocker lunges and is
off balance or it gives the defender the chance
to separate from the blocker between strikes and
escape. instead, have your receiver deliver a one
hand strike and while he is retracting the first
hand, punch with the second. in this way, the
blocker makes a drumming motion on the de-
fender, applying constant pressure and prevents
himself from lunging and getting off balance.
When each blow lands, it is important that the
feet are on the ground or the strike will have no
force. Think of a boxer. if his lead foot is off the
ground when he punches, he will not hurt his
opponent. Of course, the blocker must reset his
feet and stay in position as well. i used to cue
this action by telling the blocker to buzz or chop
his feet, but i no longer do. i found that the
blocker was focusing on moving his feet and
never planted to deliver a blow. i now alternate
between telling the athlete to “Pound ground”
if i feel that he is striking from a good base but
maybe not moving his feet fast enough or, i
sometimes will cue that as “reset your feet” if
i feel that he is not timing his footwork with the
strikes well enough. always cue the athlete to
keep his chin over his toes to prevent lunging
and getting off-balance. additionally, we teach
the blocker to “frame up the defender”, mean-
ing to keep his back pointed straight at the spot
where he expects the ball carrier to be and keep
the defender’s midline between his feet. he
should constantly reset to keep that defender in

the middle of his frame. The best blockers i
have ever taught almost look like they are hop-
ping a little when they are really blocking well.
The first drill i suggest you work on, therefore,
is one designed to fit up the blockers into the
perfect blocking position and practice deliver-
ing those blows and resetting the feet. Teach
the blockers what that feels like and remind
them to always try to get back to that perfect
position. Once they have that down, you can
focus on the approach.

as i wrote earlier, it’s important that the
blocker explode off the line every time. We
want the first steps to be the same every time.
We tell the blocker to break down and get low
and wide, under control, at about 3-4 yards from
the defender. he should adjust this spacing as
the game goes on. if he has a quickness advan-
tage on his opponent, he can creep in a little
closer. at this point, the blocker must react to
the defender. i like to put a lot of practice into
this reaction skill. We start by sending the re-
ceiver out to the defender to practice the spacing
and react to frame up the defender. i will stand
behind three or four widely spaced lines of
blockers. a defender will be 6-7 yards out and
start the drill slowly backpedaling. On my sig-
nal, the defender must break right, left, hard for-
ward or keep bailing backwards. The blocker
must react to this simple action and break down
for the block. We start with a tap out drill in
which the drill is over when the receiver gets
both hands on the center mass of the defender.
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This is a simple drill in which we can get a
bunch of reps fast for an important skill. after
this, we run a full contact blocking drill from
the same set up. The defender gives one action
based on a signal from the coach and then the
blocker executes a perfect open field block. The
most complex drill in this series is what i call
the towel drill. instead of the defender reacting
to a signal from me, i will throw a hand towel
to a spot on the field that i want the defender to
fight to. it becomes a competition, the defender
wins if he gets to the towel. The blocker wins if
he keeps the defender off the towel. This works
best with a lot of space and one towel for each
line. as with most drills, you get what you em-
phasize. if you are looking for a lot of reps,
blow the whistle quick. if you want to empha-
size tenacity, let each rep go longer. i’ve seen

some really impressive reps in this drill over
time and i consider it a key point in the effec-
tiveness of the blockers i’ve coached.

There is one other aspect that i think is im-
portant to open field blocking. athletes must
get used to the idea that you never give up on a
block. Play to the whistle. i will frequently run
what i call the wash out drill which emphasizes
this ethic. On almost every block, a critical
point will happen when the defender gets lever-
age on the blocker. The blocker must convert
from a stalk block where he has the defender
framed up into one where he does not. We will
practice this skill frequently. We tell the de-
fender to pick a side and commit. let’s say the
defender commits to the outside and gets out-
side the frame of the blocker. The blocker must
now drive the defender into the sideline. it

doesn’t matter at this point where the ball will
go, the blocker’s main objective is to maintain
contact with the defender no matter what. ide-
ally, he would run the guy out of bounds. We
call this process “Washing out” and we expect
that nearly every block will end this way even
though we have a goal of keeping the defender
framed up for as long as possible.

These skills and drills represent the heart of
what i’ve tried to do to develop some really out-
standing open field blockers. We try to set up
specific scenarios and practice them. These
would include blocking down inside, rocket
screen blocks and blocks on press corners. i feel
that, if the guys are prepared and understand
what they are being asked to do, they will ex-
perience success with these techniques.

KEYS TO A SUCCESSFUL RUNNING BACK SEASON
By: Tom Fitzgerald, Offensive Coordinator, Mosinee High School

Tom Fitzgerald

although wide receiver screens are becom-
ing more and more popular, nothing beats a good
screen to your best running back. Offensive co-
ordinators around the nation are trying to find
ways to get the ball to their best runner, espe-
cially in the open field. The rb screen that i am
going to show you is nothing cutting edge, but i
want to give you some tips that can make this a
big play for you every game and sometimes mul-
tiple times in one game. 

The key points, beside the play itself, that i
want to make are: 
1)  how to disguise the play  
2)  When to run this play 
3)  The timing of the play. 

let’s start with the play (see figure 1). 
We call this: right, h-screen left. The 2 re-

ceivers and Te run go routes, which can be

modified, but just run them deep. The 2 backs do
what they normally do on a 3 or 5 step passing
play and that’s block the edge player.  The left
tackle, left guard, and center block their inside
gap for a 3 count and then release left. Typically,
the lT blocks first man in the flat area, the lG
looks for the first player in the alley, and the c
looks back inside to a hook/curl player or even
backside pursuit. The Qb takes his normal 3 or
5-step drop, invites the defensive lineman up-
field, then bails back hard and throws to the
waiting running back. 

if you look at figure 2, this is the disguise.
The play needs to look exactly like we are run-
ning a 3 or 5-step passing play. Just like you
want any of your play-actions to look exactly
like one of your running plays, we want our
screen to look just like one of our passing plays.
The other beautiful thing about the disguise of
this play is that it can be run out of any forma-
tion, even empty. 

The second point is when to run this play.
The classic time that offensive coordinators will
run this is 2nd or 3rd and long.  although many
times it works, if the defense is well prepared,
they can be ready for the play based upon down
and distance.  i believe, what can make this a big
play is the element of surprise. 1st and 10, 2nd
or 3rd and short. maybe after you’ve thrown a 3-
step route 3 times in a row. another time i con-
sider running this play is when i feel i need to
slow the rush down and we are having a hard
time blocking rushers and/or blitzing lbs. 

The last point i want to make is the timing
of the play. i have sometimes taken this for
granted and felt that our Qb, rb, and line
should automatically have the timing down. in
reality, this play, like most in your offense, takes
many repetitions to perfect the timing of the
blocking, releases, and throwing. We will have
a “screen session” built into our practice just so
we can rep the play multiple times. This can be
done during individual, group, or team time.
here’s a good teaching point. Think about the
many multiple offenses out there. ask yourself,
are we running these plays just to be multiple,
or are we going to run these plays to be good at
them? maybe coordinators should consider tak-
ing some plays out of the offense instead of al-
ways adding more. 

i would like to thank Ted Wilson and the
Wfca for asking me to write this article. if you
have any questions about this play feel free to
contact me at tfitzgerald@mosineeschools.org.

HAVE YOU MOVED
OR CHANGED YOUR 

EMAIL ADDRESS?

let us know. Drop us a line at: 
P.O. box 8, Poynette, Wi 53955
or by email at: office@wifca.org

THANK YOU!
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SOMETIMES IT IS ABOUT PLAYS
By: Ryan Wundrow, Assistant Offensive Line Coach, Stanley-Boyd High School

Ryan Wundrow

if you could run what ever you wanted to on
offense without a worry about what your head
coach might think, or the crowd, or the parents,
or the administration – what would you run?
What is in your treasure chest of plays you al-
ways wanted to try but never had the time, play-
ers or guts to run. Over the last 16 years of being
involved in high school football i have watched
a lot of film and a lot of games. We are in quite
the evolution of football in almost all aspects
from strategy to technology. as we keep com-

bining tried and true offenses of the past like the
Wing-T and single Wing, with new thoughts
and ideas of present-day football we are really
only limited by our own creativity. in this article
i offer you some of my plays i would love to try
and by no means are any of them completely
original as all coaches “borrow” from other
smarter coaches.  i have lumped some ideas to
create plays that could be run as a package or
just as a stand-alone based on their options. i
know its not always about plays but creating
plays is one of the fun parts of this job, so enjoy. 

before i get into the plays just a couple of
caveats. if you have the gist of the play and
have a better way to block it, great. even better
please share it with me. i drew up all the plays
with just a little thought into the defensive
fronts and alignments. Obviously, you would
have to adjust what you do and what you see to
make it work for you. i drew these up to get the
main idea of the play, you may have to come
up with your own nuts and bolts. When in-
stalling plays, i use the r4 terminology. r4 is
a great way to communicate efficiently with
your players and coaches on both sides of the
ball. i just want to give credit here if you read
about cap, cushion, rhythm throws etc., most of

that i learned from studying r4. if you haven’t
had a chance to read about it, i highly suggest
it. Dub maddox and Darin slack, the authors,
have been very influential in my thoughts and
ideas about football. lastly, i kept the names
very simple and basic to my verbiage. Don’t get
to caught up on what a belly or counter is, just
look at the play for its usefulness and if it can
fit what you do already then rename it to make
sense for your players. most of the verbiage
used here is not the “stanley-boyd Way”. 

F-Counter Lookie

There are a couple of pre-snap reads here
for the Qb which could also just be called from
the sideline. first option is to hand the ball off
to Z on the Jet sweep. in this look it wouldn’t
be a great call with the two over hang defenders
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lined up. The second pre-snap option is quick
game to the h. usually i always had a system
when the one receiver was backside of the rPO.
he would have an option to run a slant, hitch,
fade, or quick out. here the c is a little tight so
his real option should be a fade and depending
on your team that might not be the highest per-
centage of plays. next comes the read after the
snap. by now the line should know if they are
running the jet sweep or counter. The Qb is de-
ciding to throw the post or run the counter on his
own. he must sell the jet sweep hoping the
safety to take the bite down into the box. X must
get a clean inside release if he does not then it
becomes a run automatically. Qb eyes go from
receiver release to the safety and if he can cap
the route. This is why Z started his motion from
outside the X. most corners will not bump over
and either get in a good position to reroute or
gain inside leverage hopefully creating this free
inside release. When checking the safety, he is
looking for hip commitment. if his hips are fac-
ing toward the direction of the jet sweep and the
receiver has broken into his four-yard cushion
the Qb can throw into the seam for the post
route. i know you are probably thinking, “What
about men down field?”. Well as most rPOs we
don’t really worry about that until they start con-
sistently calling it also if this ball is being thrown
it should be about 2 seconds if timed well. if the
Qb doesn’t get a clean release from X or is in
doubt of his read on the safety then it is a run.
feels like a longer “pop pass” with more space.

Y-Slip H-Break

if you are a Packer fan at all you would rec-
ognize this quick screen to the Y. They have run
this play for a long time and it can be really suc-
cessful against soft coverage. it is really just a
different way to run a bubble.  i like equating

this read to a pick and roll in basketball. When
f goes in motion and settles just outside the edge
player, i hope he can pin him inside and make
him go upfield on the block.  if the edge de-
fender stays outside then the Qb hitches to the
“go” route splitting the safeties here. On his re-
lease Y should almost bucket step to get away
from defenders and create space for f to make
his block and for the edge defender to commit
to his path. The Qb knows pre-snap if he is
going to throw to the Y on the slip. he still must
look at it even if he knows he is not going there
in hopes he will open the middle of the field for
X. if there is only one hi safety then the X should
stay on his seam route. Qb is looking to for a
collision on X then the read is off. if he gets a
free release then he is looking to see if the safety
can cap the route. if the X is not there then the
Qb should take another three step drop to create
room to throw the screen underneath to the h. so,
i would teach the Qb footwork to be punch step
to Y, hitch to X, three step drop for the screen. The
O-line is engaging for two counts then getting
downfield. i would send any unengaged linemen
down the line of scrimmage towards h after his
pass set to cleanup any defender trying to come
underneath h’s path. h is taking three hard steps
upfield and then working his way back to the
quarterback at the line of scrimmage. i know it
seems like the Qb won’t have enough time but he
can cycle through his progressions pretty quickly
just based on pre-snap alignment. also, he has to
trust his footwork. 

Banana Jett

i hope i get to run this play sometime in the
near future. at the very least it should make the
other team call a timeout. Guards and centers
all lineup on the boundary side of the center.

This play is meant to be run when the ball is on
the hash, preferably the hash that your sideline
is on. if i were to run this play it would be out
of a huddle and snapped within three seconds.
The Qb is under center here so he can get the
ball to the Z very quickly. Z bubbles back a little
and is trying to out run the corner to the field
sideline, if not we hope h can kick him out and
we can cutback. The other option is for the Qb
to fake and keep the ball on the counter follow-
ing the pulling lineman. here i drew a pin and
pull or you could pull uncovered.  i love the sim-
plicity of this play. There would not be time to
make any reads post snap but i would have the
linemen run the same thing for a false read even
if we were giving the jet. 

Pirate Bash 

i caught some of a Washington state game
and saw mike leach run a play with his Y as the
center and the rest of his O-line lined up into the
boundary like this, much like a swinging gate
play. he ran a zone read play, i have drawn it up
as a pin and pull.  The Y would arc around the
edge player. if the edge player comes hard inside
keep it and run option. if the edge player con-
tacts the Y on his path then give it to Z on the
pin and pull sweep. if the defense truly lines up
correctly and actually covers all the gaps, i
would keep Z in and run load option to the field.
You could also have the Qb keep it and follow
the Z in to the boundary. 

i coached in altoona for 13 years, volunteered
at immokalee, florida for two and spent the last
year with the amazing staff in stanley-boyd. i
look forward to working at stanley-boyd for a
long time. if you have any questions please feel
free to contact me at rwundrow@s-bschools.org.
i want to thank the Wfca for this opportunity to
share a little of my creativity and knowledge. 

CHANGE OF ADDRESS? WFCA NEEDS TO KNOW
Please send  your new home address to: 

WFCA Office • PO Box 8 • Poynette, WI 53955
Phone: (608) 635-7318 • office@wifca.org

The Post Office will not deliver bulk mail to an incorrect address yet we pay the postage and the books 
are discarded. Please help us control costs by keeping us up to date! Thank you.
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GENERAL FOOTBALL
FILM DOESN’T LIE

By: Matt Dunlap, Co-Head Football Coach, Luck High School

Matt Dunlap

On behalf of the luck coaching staff, i
would like to thank the Wfca and the Point
after-ii for their continued support of high
school football throughout the state. i would
also like to thank them for their efforts and pa-
tience as the 8-man version of our sport grows.
i really believe that they see the benefits of re-
duced man football in our state. its continued
growth and support from the Wfca will only

help our small community athletes.  a special
thanks goes out to my mentor, 2019 Wfca
hOf inductee Don Kendzior, who gave me the
opportunity to start coaching with him nineteen
years ago. he has taught me more about the
game and life than i sometimes want to realize. 

When i became co-head coach of the luck
program before the start of 2016 i was in search
of a way to make sure that i did everything pos-
sible to ensure that the highest of standards were
kept for luck football. To do this i knew that
the status quo would not be enough. The answer
to what was going to be new for the luck foot-
ball program came to us via north central high
school in the uP when our film exchange came
via hudl. up until that point we knew of hudl
but had not really dug into what it could do for
our 8-man program.  after scouting the north
central Jets that week our coaching staff sat
down and decided that we were going to have
to figure out a way to get hudl asaP; we did,
and we have not looked back since.

at luck we have come to the conclusion
that after about 95 minutes of practice our ath-
letes are mentally exhausted. in order to keep

practices to this time the coaching staff realized
that we were going to have to change the way
we operated on the practice field on a daily
basis. Our change came with the use of hudl on
Tuesdays and Wednesdays. On these days we
film every play that we run during full team; on
both sides of the ball.  We initially started using
a ladder that was set up behind our offense or
defense and filmed using an iPod. This worked
quite well until we were able to upgrade into an
endzone camera. We purchased our endzone
camera before the 2018 season. That, along with
our purchase of hudl every year are the best
purchases we have ever made.  Our program
would not run the same without them.

in 2018 we filmed every offensive and de-
fensive set that we ran during practices on Tues-
days and Wednesdays. This has allowed us to
bring in something that we like to call “no coach
sets”. These are offensive and defensive sets
where the coaching staff will only communicate
with the scout team to ensure that they are doing
things the right way. This forces the 1’s to com-
municate with each other and solve any issues
that they have amongst themselves. These no
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coach sessions make our 1’s transfer the assign-
ments they were given during monday’s chalk
talk to the practice field the next day. not an-
swering questions allows the practice to keep its
flow and moving along.  filming every play al-
lows us to not have to re-run a play to fix an as-
signment.  We can fix any of our alignment and
assignment problems that we have on hudl.

The filming of practice has definitely short-
ened the amount of time that our coaches and
players are on the practice field. however, it
does ask that our coaches and players put in
extra time off of the practice field.  Our coaching
staff will breakdown every scripted play that is
on film. We will look at everything from align-
ment to assignment to angles of pursuit, and ef-
fort on defense, while on the offensive side of
the ball we look at alignment, motion, assign-
ments, fakes, and again, overall effort. Our staff
does a wonderful job of giving positives, and

things to work on, for every single play.  To
make this happen for us, it takes two coaches
breaking down the  28 filmed plays every night
after practice. This job takes each of us roughly
one hour. Our coaching staff promises the play-
ers that film will be up before the start of school
the following day. 

Our players really appreciate our program’s
use of hudl film during practice. When asked
about the use of film in practice, one varsity
starter said: “film has allowed us to not waste
any time during practice….we really don’t have
to stop and waste practice time for too many cor-
rections...it’s just more efficient.” a second
starter when asked about the impact of film on
practice said “film allows us to watch our prac-
tices and see what we need to work on. i think
film holds us all accountable....if you screw up
or don’t give full effort, you can’t hide on hudl.
film doesn’t lie!” 

When coaching today’s athlete it seems to be
all about buy-in, and in luck, our players have
100% bought into the idea of watching not only
game film, but practice film too. Our varsity
starters watched on average  2.5 hrs of film per
week during the 2018 season.

a cornerstone of the luck football culture is
to use time efficiently. We have found that if kids
know that practices will be short and intense, the
effort will rise significantly. To accomplish this
goal, and still get the teaching in that we need
to, using hudl, and filming every day has be-
come necessary in luck. if asked what the two
most important tools that we use in the luck
football program, the answer is easy; Our end-
zone camera and hudl. Without them, we could
not be us.  if anyone has any questions on how
to make hudl a portion of your weekly practice
schedule please do not hesitate to contact me at
mattd@lucksd.k12.wi.us.  Good luck to all of
you next year,  have a great season.

PRACTICE TIME; BE EFFICIENT
PLAYERS, COACHES & SPOUSES WILL APPRECIATE IT

By: Ryan Humpal, Co-Head Football Coach, Luck High School

Ryan Humpal

i would like to thank the Wfca and The
Point After II for publishing a great coaching re-
source and for asking me to write this article. i
want to publicly thank Don Kendzior, for asking
me to be the head coach of the 2018 north 8
man all star Team.  it was a great experience
and venue put on by uW-Oshkosh, Wfca and
children’s hospital of Wisconsin. it is an expe-
rience that i hope to have the privilege to be a
part of in the future.   another huge thank you
goes out to the Wiaa, for supporting the 8 man
football programs. last year with the imple-
mentation of a playoff series; added excitement
to the school districts and communities of those
teams involved.

lastly, i would like to thank my wife,
rachel, for always being by my side through
this journey and putting up with me during the
season and all the out of season commitments
that come with being a football coach.

Over the past 20 years in high school sports
we have all noticed the decline in participation
in every sport.  This can be attributed to numer-

ous things; fear of injury, work commitments,
time with family, rather be hunting/fishing or
any other type of an excuse student athletes can
come up with.  Yes, i understand some student
athletes have no control over commitments
away from athletics, but i believe as coaches we
can make it more feasible for our student ath-
letes to be able to participate by taking a look at
our practice times and how efficient we are dur-
ing those times.  

One thing we did at luck about 6 years ago,
under the direction of hall of fame coach Don
Kendzior, was cut practice time way down once
we hit the regular season. Our old schedule was
3:30-5:30, which meant out of locker room at
the earliest would be 6. We reduced that to 3:30
to 5 at the latest, and our players were ecstatic
about the new schedule for the year. many com-
ments were, “coach now i can get into my tree
stand by 5:45,” or “great, now i have a little
more time to make money after practice.” 

since we implemented this practice format,
we have had many questions, with the most
popular questions being, “how do you fit every-
thing into practice?” “When do you lift?” and...
“When do you game plan with the players.”  my
answers always are, there is no wasted time dur-
ing practice and we put a lot on our players for
lifting and game planning.

first to take a look how we get practice
done by 5:00; the easy explanation, we are real
efficient with our time. This was not an
overnight change for us, it took some work on
the front end to make sure we could be this ef-
ficient. as coaches the first thing we looked at,
what can we shorten and what is the biggest
down time? The first area addressed was the
start of practice. We used to do warm up lines,

go through form running, stretching and core
body; added up to 20 minutes. We dramatically
changed that into a dynamic warm up with 3 to
4 stations at 2 minutes per station. This cut out
10 minutes of warm ups and seemed to get our
players in a better place physically and mentally
to begin practice.

The second area we noticed we could gain
time from, was how long we ran breakdowns. in
our old practice format breakdowns were any-
where from 7-10 minutes, we cut that down to 5
minutes. This was the biggest adjustment as a
coach; this really limits the amount of explana-
tion time during breakdowns. how we addressed
this as a coaching staff was during our training
camp in august we made sure to add a variety of
drills through the first two weeks of practice to
make sure the explanation time is held to a min-
imum during regular season practice. Get to your
breakdown, give the name of the drill and players
are already lined up ready to begin. 

a little more on the 5 minute breakdowns.
There are many positives that have come out of
these; the two that stand out the most are, it puts
more responsibility on coaches to have break-
downs ready to go and the intensity level of
practice never has a chance to fall off, the play-
ers are always on the move and getting after it.
When you add up the minutes saved from short-
ening breakdowns, you are gaining 10-15 min-
utes of practice time. add that to the total of the
10 minutes from the start of practice you are al-
ready up to saving between 20 and 25 minutes
of practice time. 

now onto the last push to get to the 30-
minute mark of gaining time. my advice to you
is be overly prepared for practice. have a plan
down to the minute and stick to the plan. Do not
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let one more rep at a breakdown or during team
time throw your plan off. many schools have
gone to using segment timers, which is a great
way to keep practice efficient and moving
quickly. my suggestion to those of you with
segment timers; take a look at how long your
segments are. Do you need them as long as they
are? is there down time during practice that can
be cut out?

another possible way to gain time is to cut
out conditioning once regular season practice
starts. Keep players moving with high intensity
as much as you can. in recent years, once regular
season hits we have not conditioned during prac-
tice. Keep practice moving quickly and the car-
dio takes care of itself during breakdowns and
team time. it is fun to see players jog off the prac-
tice field more tired than they are on friday
nights after a game. set up drills they need to go
hard in and keep the intensity up throughout
practice in order to make sure practice is more
grueling on the body than a game. 

now that i have given you a way to shave off
30 minutes of practice time, i also want to give
you another possible way to make your practice
real efficient and have variety; a 5-minute prac-
tice. The 5-minute practice is roughly an hour
long, with 5 minute stations that rotate between
a defensive and offensive station. We run this
type of practice at two different times of the
year; the first saturday of training camp in au-
gust and every monday during the season.

Quoting Dennis brule, 2018 8-man Offensive
Player of the Year finalist, “5-minute practices
are a great start to the week; they test your mental
and physical readiness for the week.” i would
have to agree with him; this is a great way for
varsity players to finally get all the soreness out
from friday night and for JV players to get game
like work in if they do not have a game on a par-
ticular monday. The best part is being done with
practice at 4:30. as coaches this gives us an op-
portunity to go watch a home JV game or get
home to have supper at a decent time with the
family.  

as you can see from above there is no
wasted time on the practice field any day.   a
couple other questions we are asked; When do
these guys lift? When do they game plan?  first
to address the lifting aspect.  We do not lift dur-
ing practice time.  We recommend to all of our
football players to make sure they sign up for
weight training class during season, if they are
not put into weight training we have a great re-
lationship with our physical education depart-
ment. so athletes are able to get their lifts in
during this class period the majority of the time.
When neither of these options work, players are
able to attend weight room sessions at 7 am
three days a week during season.  

The second question of, when do you game
plan? The answer to that question is, we put a
lot of responsibility on the players for this. On
sunday evening the defensive and offensive

game plan is sent out via google slides. along
with the slides, is the breakdown of film on hudl
for that week’s opponent. With our breakdown
we are detailed on each clip as to what the play-
ers need to be taking a look at. Players are ex-
pected to look at both film and game plans
before school on monday and come with any
questions they have. i really like this method,
players find out quickly they do not want to be
the one that did not look at the game plan on
sunday evening. This also, gets them to think for
themselves and become a better football mind.
This simple way of game planning has amazed
me at how easy it is to make adjustments on fri-
day nights during games. my suggestion is to
find a system that would work for you and your
program and stick with it.

hopefully by this time i have gotten you to
think through your practice plans and figure out
ways to minimize the down time and become
more efficient. Whether it be shortening up
breakdowns or cutting out a segment of prac-
tice. i am not saying we have all the answers
with how to run a practice, but this type of plan
has worked great for us in recent years. if you
are looking to change up practice, my sugges-
tion would be first look at the length of practice
and go from there. You will be surprised at how
efficient practice can get with some minor ad-
justments as a coach. i can promise you, if you
are able to cut down practice time, your players,
coaches on your staff and your spouse will be a
lot happier throughout the season.
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EIGHT-MAN SAVES SMALL SCHOOL FOOTBALL
By: Mike Schradle, Athletic Director, Clayton High School

Mike Schradle

clayton high school has had competitive
football for over 50 years.

Ten conference championships, twelve play-
off appearances, and two sectional teams, have
all made this small community in northwest
Wisconsin very proud of their football program. 

The lights at f.m. robey field illuminate the
sky on friday nights, a reminder for the com-
munity residents in this small town that the
game is on and another season is underway.
With a population of only 571, clayton sits right
on u.s. highway 63, where many vacationers
frequently pass by; however, there is no vaca-
tion going on in clayton when the bears are in
town.  The players are working hard for a vic-
tory, and the sidelines are usually full of loyal
fans cheering on the team!

many coaches, players, and fans have en-
joyed their home town football over the years.
Way back in the 50s and 60s, clayton played 8-
man football. The program changed to 11-man in
the mid 60s, and the clayton bears have been
playing it ever since until 2015. 

it is certain that the fall football season is
something that marks the start of another school
year. it is something that many look forward to
each year, and it also sets the tone for the up-
coming athletic seasons for all of the schools
sports teams.

after the 2015 season, when there was talk
of not having football in clayton any longer, you
should have heard the uproar! many reasons for
cancelling football were presented to the clayton
school District’s administration and school
board. several questions were asked like: do we
have enough talent to compete with larger
schools, do we have enough size, or why are the
participation numbers so low? There was even
talk of saving the football program through the
start of a co-op with another school. 

The bottom line, when the dust finally set-
tled, was all of these excuses and/or reasons were
not really valid at all.  in fact, the proposed solu-
tions would most definitely not end positively.

so clayton football hit rock bottom.
coaches, parents, and players left the school dis-
trict and the football program to attend neighbor-
ing districts. community residents were divided,
the high school coaching staff was in turmoil, and
even some families were split apart.  Only a few
people remained in place to pick up the pieces of
the football program, and their top priority was
to start rebuilding it.

in 2016, clayton cancelled their 11-man
game schedule and played a modified schedule
with some 8-man football games on a trial basis.
The team finished with a 0-6 record.

in 2017, clayton requested membership into
the 8-man lakeland conference and played all
8-man games. The team finished with a 2-5
record. clayton also played 8-man football at the
middle school and junior varsity levels.

in 2018, clayton played a full 8-man sched-
ule and finished 6-3 at the varsity level and
played 8-man football down through 6th grade.

Why the short turn around?  The short turn
to success can be attributed to one thing, and
one thing only. That is work ethic, which in-
cluded teaching the importance of athletic val-
ues. Parents and athletes, along with a dedicated
coaching staff, dug in and went to work to save
a program they all believed and took pride in.

everyone within the program decided to not
let football die in clayton and thus began a
process which started with off-season workouts
and camps. The setting of team goals and work-
ing together to achieve those goals were life les-
sons that were learned by all. Quitting, when the
future looks grim, was not the right answer and
not an acceptable option.  The old saying, “when
the going gets tough the tough get going” could
very well be applied in this case.

it took a lot of hard work and guts, but those
players, parents, coaches, and fans that stayed
in clayton and stuck together to save football
here have a lot to be proud of now and even
more to look forward to in the future.

as most enthusiasts of the sport of football
know, football games can be played with 6-
player, 8-player, 9-player, and 11-player teams.
some may argue and say that 11-man football
is the only way to play.  i for one challenge this
way of thinking 100% given everything we
have experienced at clayton. 

Throughout many years of coaching and
teaching at clayton, i have seen freshmen thrown
into varsity games when they are not ready phys-
ically or mentally, and the only reason is because
of the lack of upper class numbers.  i have seen
JV seasons cancelled because JV players were
needed to play back up positions on the varsity
team and could not play the monday night JV

game. i also have seen lower level players in 6th
grade forced to play against 8th graders in order
to fill an 11-player team roster.

all of these examples are not beneficial to
anyone and usually contribute to the lack of fu-
ture participation due to the lack of players de-
siring to stay with the sport.  We also know that
participation in athletics at the high school level
is dropping. Greater demands are being put on
a committed athlete, and it takes more time now
than ever to be successful.  as coaches and ad-
ministrators, we need to look for solutions that
will encourage participation and result in posi-
tive playing experiences.

What are the benefits of 8-man football?
The biggest benefit for clayton during the
changeover from 11-man to 8-man has been the
ability to field four different football teams in-
stead of two in the middle school and high
school. We now have the option to have a
6th/7th grade team along with a 7th/8th grade
team in middle school. at the high school level,
we can play a full JV schedule with our
9th/10th graders and a varsity schedule with
our 11th/12th graders. This benefit is huge for
the development of a football player at their
proper age/skill level, which promotes more
participation and ultimately leads to a success-
ful experience.

The second benefit of 8-man football, be-
sides age appropriate development and partici-
pation, is the speed of the game. even though
the field is smaller, the athletic abilities of each
player are able to shine with their performance.
The game has the ability to include smaller and
quicker players, along with the traditional big
and strong guys, all on the same team with the
same scheme.

football is football, and what are we really
trying to teach our young athletes? maybe one
of the top priority items should be to not be
discouraged by your age, size, speed, or skill
level, but rather to join together with a group
of guys that are all willing to work toward a
common goal.  at the end of the day, they will
have many good learning experiences to share
and remember.

Where is 8-man football going?  i can defi-
nitely say that without 8-man football, it would
be difficult to continue a football program here
at clayton. as we know, no community wants
to lose its hometown football team. some peo-
ple say that this is just a trend and will go away
in a few years, but for the sake of our
student/athletes now and down through the
grades, i hope it is not. i see 8-man football as
a viable alternative for small schools to offer a
competitive and awesome sport even with lim-
ited resources.
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2019 UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-WHITEWATER FOOTBALL SCHEDULE

Date  Opponent   Location  Time  
Sept. 7  DUBUQUE   Perkins Stadium 2 p.m.
Sept. 14 at Concordia-Moorhead Moorhead, Minn. 12 p.m. 
Sept. 21 at St. Xavier   Chicago, Ill.  1 p.m.
Oct. 5  UW-EAU CLAIRE  Perkins Stadium 2 p.m.
Oct. 12  UW-PLATTEVILLE  Perkins Stadium 2 p.m.
Oct. 19  at UW-Stevens Point  Stevens Point, Wis. 1 p.m. 
Oct. 26 at UW-River Falls  River Falls, Wis. 1 p.m.
Nov. 2  UW-LA CROSSE  Perkins Stadium 1 p.m.
Nov. 9  UW-STOUT                Perkins Stadium 2 p.m.
Nov. 16  at UW-Oshkosh     Oshkosh, Wis.  1 p.m.

tickets.uww.edu // uwwsports.com

Promotion
Senior Day

Family Fest
Homecoming

Shriners Day

A LOOK AT EIGHT-PLAYER FOOTBALL
By: Kevin Hoffman, Coach and Athletic Director Magazine

Dwindling participation and safety risks
have made it harder for hundreds of high
schools to play football in its traditional form.
but when one door closes, another one opens. 

The drop in participation for 11-man foot-
ball has given new life to the eight-man game,
which for decades has flourished in some
states but is still largely unfamiliar to the ma-
jority of fans. since 2011, nationwide partici-
pation in eight-man football has grown 15
percent, while 11-man football — still amer-
ica’s most popular high school sport — has
lost close to 13,000 players. concerns over in-
juries, primarily concussions, are just one of
the reasons for the decline. 

at bishop Grimes high school in new
York, the change was a long time coming. ath-
letic Director John cifonelli said his predeces-
sor began pushing for eight-man football 12
years ago, and this fall the school will compete
in a four-team league culminating with a cham-
pionship game at syracuse university’s carrier
Dome. it’s a small step, but one that cifonelli
believes could ignite rapid eight-man growth
throughout the state. 

“football is one of those sports where there
are purists and traditionalists, and it’s almost
blasphemous to speak outside of tradition,” he
said. “but finally, we’ve broken through.” 

Playing the game 
numbers aside, eight-man football is not all

that different from what fans are accustomed to
watching each fall. fields are typically short-
ened to 80 yards and the sidelines are brought
in by 13 yards. in moving from 11 to eight play-
ers, coaches usually take two players off the line
and one from the backfield. 

The biggest change comes on the score-
board. With just one safety and fewer defen-
sive linemen, skill players like receivers and
running backs are primed for big games. it’s
not uncommon for eight-man teams to run the
no-huddle offense and score more than 60
points in one night. 

“in 11-man, if you’ve got a tremendous wide-
out you can do things to take him away,” said rod
brummels, head football coach at Osmond senior
high school in nebraska. “in the eight-man
game, that’s almost impossible. You just don’t
have the bodies to spread around.” 

nowhere is eight-man football bigger than
in nebraska. brummels, who also is president of
the state’s eight-man football coaches associ-
ation, played the game in high school and last fall
finished his 39th year coaching it. Throughout
the state, he’s seeing more programs switch to
eight-man football because they can’t get enough
kids to safely field an 11-man team. 

brummels said for transitioning coaches
raised on traditional football, the learning curve
is mild. Playbooks and schemes must be modi-
fied, but at the end of the day, it’s still football.
brummels called eight-man football a great
training ground for young coaches, because the
Xs and Os are simpler and there’s an emphasis
on fundamentals. 

“You can transition pretty effectively,” he
said, “as long as you don’t think that you have
to change everything.” 

cody caswell made the switch in 2013 after
five years as a head coach in the 11-man game.
Participation at lawrence high school (michi-
gan) was on the decline, and caswell said the
team was forced to start freshmen and sopho-
mores, players who otherwise might spend time
on the bench to develop physically and learn the
game. administrators eventually had enough. 

“Kids were getting hurt,” caswell said. “it’s
our job as the authoritative person to do what’s
best for the kids, and that’s what we came up
with — going to eight-man.” 

caswell was reluctant. he was a “football
purist,” and he wasn’t sold on whether the eight-
man version would resemble the traditional
game. he immediately reached out to a high
school eight-man coach in Oklahoma, who
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shared film, playbooks and tips on managing
the game. it took some time, but once caswell
overcame his own insecurities, he started to
warm up to the new challenge. 
Making the switch 

most schools adopting eight-man football
today arrived there because they could no
longer meet the demands on the traditional
game. for some, that meant participation num-
bers and, for others, it was about safety.

at bishop Grimes, not only was participa-
tion declining but players were significantly
outmatched. cifonelli said 160-pound players
would line up across from opponents 70 pounds
heavier, so a change was critical to keep athletes
safe.

“it’s still football, so we don’t like to use the
word safer,” he said. “but it seemed logical to
go this route, and for our student body it seemed
to fit perfectly.”

schools don’t easily come by the decision
to switch. eight-man competition can be hard
to find in some states, making it difficult to
build a full schedule. There’s also pressure from
the community and those within the schools
who are loyal to the sport’s traditions. 

Winning student-athlete support is critical,
and it’s not as difficult as some might think.
caswell recalls some players who were turned
off by the change, but the majority welcomed it
with open arms. One showed up to a school
board meeting to speak in support of eight-man
football, and he shared his experience being
taken away in an ambulance after playing
against a bigger 11-man team.

caswell said the change probably helped his
program gain more kids than it lost. One student
who broke his arm in a middle school football
game wasn’t going to play, but he changed his
mind after the switch. he was eventually named
an all-state quarterback.

Participation growth is certainly a possibility
with eight-man football, with kids attracted to its
explosive nature. lawrence high school couldn’t
field a junior varsity team with an 11-man pro-
gram, but it’s now able to do so every year.

“it’s been a great switch for us,” caswell
said. “i don’t envision us ever switching back
unless we’re forced to.”

another obstacle is overcoming the myth
that recruiters are not interested in eight-man
athletes, but that’s not the reality at lawrence.
college coaches scout players as often as they
did with the 11-man team. caswell said a re-
cruiter’s greatest interests are whether a kid
can run, hit and play the game at a high level,
regardless of what type of football they’re
playing.

“We had a kid who was reluctant at first,
and he’s playing at elmhurst (college) now and
almost won the starting job as a sophomore,”
caswell said. “recruiters don’t care if you play
eight-man or not.”

brummels said that’s also the case in ne-
braska. because eight-man players often fill
multiple positions, their versatility is viewed as
an asset by college coaches. 

“eight-man players tend to play both ways
because they don’t have the numbers,” he said.
“They’re multifaceted, and they aren’t afraid of
that work going to the next level. so, in some
ways, it’s an advantage for them.”
Future of eight-man

coaches believe eight-man will continue its
nationwide growth, but obstacles remain. foot-
ball is typically a school’s most popular sport,
and some athletic administrators fear dropping
traditional 11-man football will not only turn
away players, but fans too.

in brummels’ experience, the sport has the
opposite effect. high-scoring games and no-
huddle offenses tend to attract large crowds, and

schools are taking notice. The bigger challenge,
he believes, is convincing coaches and athletic
administrators to abandon their traditionalist
views and give it a chance.

“i think there’s an audience for it,” brum-
mels said. “There have been some schools in
northeast nebraska that have fought it forever
and would play 11-man with 18 kids and have
110-pound cornerbacks. Then they went to
eight-man and said, ‘Why did we wait so long?’
“The stigma is still there.”

caswell said gate revenue for some games
at lawrence nearly doubled when the school
switched to eight-man, and he believes the
faster pace is part of the reason. There might be
leaders within schools that resist transitioning
to a new game, but caswell encourages them to
consider what’s best for the young athletes in
their programs.

“This can help you build your program,”
he said. “The game is still blocking, tackling
and teaching life lessons. The only thing that’s
different is making those adjustments in the
Xs and Os.”

cifonelli is just months away from seeing
his school play its first eight-man game, and he
believes by the end of the season more schools
across new York will consider a switch. for
others, it’ll take time, but he’s confident eight-
man football will eventually win over athletic
directors who are uneasy about its place in high
school sports.

“There are going to be some people who
cross their arms and turn their backs to this,
probably for a long time,” he said. “but i think
this (season) is going to generate a lot of buzz
for those who haven’t seen it. People fear that
it’s this awfully different thing — it’s not.”

BUILDING AN 11-MAN PROGRAM AT A SMALL SCHOOL
By: Ryan Olson, Head Football Coach, Royall High School

Ryan Olson

first off i would like to thank the Wfca for
the opportunity to write an article and share some
of what has worked for us at royall. i would also
like to thank the Wfca for all they have done
and continue to do for the game of football!

Over the past few years there has been a no-
ticeable decline in the number of 11-man pro-
grams in the lower levels, with many schools
either canceling seasons/programs, co-oping or
going to 8-man due to a lack of numbers. how-
ever at royall we have been able to grow our
program in the last 5 years from 21 players up
to 43 during this period, enrollment has gone
from 164 down to 146. i believe the following
factors are the reason we have been able to build
our program and increase our numbers when
most are dropping.

Buy in – Yourself
When you first start your program, you must

first believe in yourself. You have to figure out
what values are important to you and what your
vision is for your program. This is something you
need to reevaluate all of the time. Your vision
needs to be a living breathing document that you
can adapt and change when needed. You must be
the compass for your program. The rest of your
program will change and your staff will change.

During my 5 years at royall we have had a total
of 9 different assistant coaches, but we were able
to maintain our numbers and program because as
the head coach you must be the one to lead your
program where you want to go.

Buy in – Coaching Staff
as a small school coach in a rural area your

staff is ever changing due to many factors. This
means you have to constantly find guys who
will buy into your program. You have to find
ways as a head coach to take the ideas of your
assistants and work them into your program, if
you don’t your assistants feel as if they are just
a warm body to hold a bag at practice. You need
to get your staffs vision for the program and
your vision for the program to align. Take ad-
vantage of as many professional development
opportunities, go to clinics, do film study on
your own, and most importantly get you and
your staff together to have fun and become bet-
ter friends!
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Buy in – Players
To get buy in from your players is the most

time consuming, but most rewarding task you
need to do with your program. first and fore-
most you have to show your players that you
care about them more than just as a player. You
need to get involved with other parts of the
school, whether that means coaching other
sports, announcing at basketball games or just
showing up to games, concerts, etc. showing up
at these events will show your players that you
are invested in all aspects of their lives. sec-
ondly, you need to make your program elite. We
strive at royall to give our players the best of
the best. We have football player only apparel,
we strive to get the best equipment and uni-
forms, we brand our program throughout the
school and we sell T-shirts for cheap to kids K-
12 along with staff. Our goal as a program is to
have at least one person wearing a royall foot-
ball shirt every day. We do whatever we can to
make our player stand out above the rest of the
school we also do things like making motiva-
tional highlight videos, creating a team song,
team bonding trips, team camps, study tables,
among others. all-in-all you have to show your
players that you care about them and want them
to feel elite in every aspect of their lives!

Buy in – Parents
Getting parents to buy in is one of the hard-

est tasks you will have to do as a coach. You will
need to get parents to understand that everything

is done for the team and that “we” is greater than
“me”! You need to show parents that you care
about their children in all aspects of their lives,
especially when it comes to academics. most
parents don’t care about athletic scholarships
they care about their children enjoying the sport,
staying healthy, getting good grades and becom-
ing better men. it is our job as coaches to show
that we are capable of providing these things to
their sons, which is why we try to make our par-
ents feel involved in the program as much as
possible. The first way we do this is by having a
mom’s clinic. let’s be honest most moms are
the ones who rule the roost, so as coaches we
must relate to them. We do this by having a day
just for them where moms can come in and see
what it means to be a royall football player.
During the clinic we talk about rules, techniques,
positions and any other topics the moms want to
bring up that they might be afraid to ask their
sons or anyone else. We also take the moms onto
the field and have them run drills, plays and be-
come part of the team. This is an awesome day
for our moms (or any female that has ties to the
program) along with our players. We also have
our players write letters to their families mid-
season thanking them for all they do and have
done for them. This is something that really
shows parents that not only do we appreciate all
they do, but so do their sons. finally we ask par-
ents to volunteer within the program, whether it
is cooking a pre-game or Thursday meal, or buy-

ing snacks for the guys in camp. We want all
parents and families to be a part of the royall
football family!

Buy in – Community
in small towns across Wisconsin friday

nights in the fall mean two things: fish fries and
friday night lights. at royall we have tried to
renew the friday night feel. We have done this by
getting our kids out in the community as much as
possible! We volunteer for our fire and ambulance
departments as patients, we shoveled sandbags
during the flood and helped clean out houses,
among many other volunteering opportunities.We
want to brand our program as much as we can, so
we go for runs through town or hold an open prac-
tice. Our goal is to get as many people to our
games on a friday night as possible! The more we
are seen the better it is for our program!

Buy in – Teaching Staff
We want teachers to buy in to our program

and to be a part of the program. We feel that the
more that teachers can connect with students
the better they will do in their class. One big
event we hold at our school is a teacher appre-
ciation game. We have the players ask teachers
K-12 to wear their jersey during the day on fri-
day and then during the game that night. We
also have them write a letter thanking that
teacher for all they have done for them through-
out their time at royall. This really helps staff
and students connect and make for better rela-
tions in the classroom.
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DOES YOUR PRACTICE SCHEDULE STILL WORK?
By: Matthew Wolf, Assistant Football Coach, Homestead High School

When we are young children we are prone
to asking the same question over and over
again… WhY? as coaches sometimes we are
averse to change. We like to believe that our
plans are well thought out and there is a reason
behind everything we do – “intentional design”.
This may have been true, but sometimes over
time the reasons why we do something changes.
Therefore it is important to ask that simple
question.  WhY?

at homestead, we had practiced 6 days a
week ever since i joined the staff in 2001 and
likely for a long time prior to that. During that
time, we had made that schedule work. how-
ever, some members of the staff feel the grind
more during the season than others. early morn-
ings and late nights to attend practice, and watch
film, and a lack of family time can take their toll
over a 16-week season on players and coaches.
following the 17/18 season the football staff en-
gaged in a conversation about WhY we practice
6 days a week and would there be benefits to
going to 5 days a week?

This idea was thrust into our heads after lis-
tening to a round table session at the Wfca
clinic, where coach labuda shared that he
spent his saturdays in his stand hunting, not on
the practice field.  

structural changes: monday was our short-
est day in the old 6-day a week schedule, it be-
came our longest day in the 5-day schedule.  We
lift 2 times a week all season, we had to account
for losing saturday’s lift by extending Wednes-
day practices slightly. but, we now had satur-
days off to spend time as we see fit.

some concerns we discussed about the 5-
Day week: Players might make poor decisions
on fridays after games, should we wake them
up early? Treatment for injured players, would
we not know about injuries until monday?
coaches liked the clean separation of putting
one opponent to sleep on saturday and starting
fresh on monday. how would we make the
midweek lift work?

What we learned: Players are going to do
what they are going to do, friday, saturday
whenever they chose to, it was not an issue.
Players came in for treatment saturday morning
on their own and communicated via text with
coaches. The lack of separation of opponents
does pose an interesting challenge. starting
monday reviewing the last week’s opponent
and ending it introducing the new opponent
seemed a bit odd at first. but, the benefit of
added time for players and coaches to evaluate
film allowed for much better feedback on

monday vs. saturday mornings.  On Wednes-
days, we chose to split the lift, having the line-
men begin in the weight room while the level 2
and 3 players ran 7-on-7 and did inDY.  at the
end of practice the linemen continued on the
field, ran trap drills, inside run and inDY while
level 2 and 3 players lifted.  Our coaches and
players never felt fresher and more engaged.  

We will continue to ask WhY in other
areas. however, the decision to move to a 5
days a week schedule allowed us to reevaluate
our current structures and forced us to ensure
what we are doing is meaningful and manage-
able. The health and stress levels for players
and especially coaches improved significantly.
Without a doubt this was the healthiest and
most enjoyable experience i have had coach-
ing at homestead. Great players don’t hurt,
buT the atmosphere and workload were
greatly improved.  

Week DAy 6 DAy (OlD SCheDule) 5 DAyS (NeW SCheDule)
SUNDAY OFF-Independent film study OFF-Independent film study
MONDAY Run/Lift/Install for New Opp. Review Film from Previous Weeks

Opp./Run/Lift/Install for new opp.
TUESDAY Full pads Heavy Work Day Full Pads Heavy Work day
WEDNESDAY Full pads Heavy Work Day Full pads Heavy Work Day/Lift
THURSDAY Pregame Pregame
FRIDAY Game Day Game day
SATURDAY Review film from previous OFF-Independent film study

Night’s Opp./Run/Lift Training Room open for Treatment.

FILM STUDY: THE TWELFTH MAN
By: Donavon Nathaniel, Defensive Line Coach, University of Wisconsin-Platteville

Donavon Nathaniel
We’ve all heard the cliché, ninety percent of

sports performance is mental and ten percent is
physical. most athletes and coaches do the total
opposite. They spend ninety percent of their
time lifting and running to prepare their bodies,
then only designate ten percent of that time to-
wards mental preparation.

as a player i was guilty for misusing this
percentage rule. i believed the faster i ran and
the more weight i could throw around, the bet-
ter i would become as a football player. it was
not until i started studying film efficiently that
my performance on-field started to improve.
This allowed my instincts, “the Twelfth man”
to take over.

Make film important! film sessions are no
longer a time to relax and disconnect. Our ses-
sions do not start without everyone having the
essentials: a note pad, pen, and clear mind.
every guy turns off their phone and places it
face down on the desk. This helps create disci-
pline. We’re watching film to get better! We
eliminate as many outside distractions as possi-
ble. We want guys writing down the teaching
points that we’re discussing in that session for
two reasons. One, they have those notes to refer
back to when they are watching film on their
own. secondly, we believe in the philosophy
that if you write something down you are more

likely to remember it. Writing things down al-
lows you to actively summarize and synthesize
information that is being presented. it is a more
thorough thought process. many players have a
hard time with film because they don’t under-
stand the purpose of it. if they don’t understand
the purpose, they more than likely don’t under-
stand how to watch film. They have no clue
what to look at and what to look for. coaches
eyes are already well trained to see the big pic-
ture. Players often train themselves to focus on
only their individual performance. They skim
through film to the plays only they are in, or just
pay attention to their matchup. The goal of film
is to of course dissect and analyze what you see,
but the most important thing is to identify things
you don’t see in real time. referring back at the
mental to physical ratio of sports, football is
played with your eyes and feet. Where your
eyes go, your feet will follow. Through watch-
ing film, players create this visual playlist that
repeatedly plays over and over. When they see
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what they’ve seen repeatedly in their head on the
film, it builds confidence. They start reacting in-
stead of responding on the field.

We start off with a film study sheet when
teaching guys about film and how to identify the
purpose of the session. The figure below is an
example of ours.

first, we determine if we are studying our
opponent or evaluating ourselves. if studying the
opponent, we are making sure our guys are not-
ing any tips first. Does the opponent for example
tip off run or pass by being in a two-point stance
versus a three-point? Then we take a look at how
a lineman sets, the back field, and personnel
packages to get mental reps with different pro-
tections or blocks our guys will see. Those are
just a few things we want guys taking note of
and mentally processing. When evaluating our
play, we are having guys mainly taking notes on
technique issues. for example some of the most
common technique issues we see are spilling
kick-out blocks or defeating a double team by
throwing their hips to their pressure key. as a
player, techniques like these do not seem to be a
big deal, but film does not lie. spilling or defeat-
ing a double team correctly can be the difference
in our linebackers having to make a tackle in
five yards of space or to ten. We also have them
take note on the responsibilities for every posi-
tion on the defensive line and technique they are
playing. This holds guys responsible for each
other and allows us to be flexible. Our left end

should be able to play right end on any given play.
We value this mostly because the player is seeing
the big picture in terms
of why the technique
you are asking them to
play benefits our entire
defense. it gives us a
competitive edge be-
cause preparation as a
whole creates confi-
dence as a whole. con-
fidence as a whole
allows our guys to fly
around and let their in-
stincts take over - “the
Twelfth man.”

in closing, i
would like to thank
the Wisconsin foot-
ball coaches associa-
tion for the opportunity
to contribute this pub-
lication. i have played
my high school and
collegiate ball here in
Wisconsin. so, this
means a lot to me.
also, thank you to
head football coach,
mike emendorfer, and
the rest of the univer-
sity of Wisconsin-Plat-

teville football staff for all their support and
guidance within the early stages of my career.
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HOW TO MAKE YOUTH PROGRAMS AN ASSET
FOR THE HIGH SCHOOL

By: Tom Price, President and Coach, Mequon-Thiensville Cardinal Youth Football

Tom Price

cardinal football is a youth program for kids
in 5th-8th grade in the mequon-Thiensville
school District and is the feeder program for
homestead. We play in the all-american Youth
football league. i have coached football, base-
ball, softball and wrestling at the youth level and
wrestling at the high school level. next season
will be my 13th year coaching cardinal.

Given the readership of this article will pri-
marily be high school coaches, i would like to
share several steps how high school coaches can
influence the youth program to make it a greater
asset for your high school team. Working with
the youth program will require a time investment
on your part, but be appreciative of the fact that
for most high school teams, there is one commu-
nity-based youth football program. You don’t
have to deal with travel teams or aau teams
which means you can have a great influence!
Steps
1. Develop relationships with youth leadership
2. establish objective
3. support youth coaches
4. Generate excitement for youth players
Develop relationships with youth leadership

if you are an experienced coach with a
strong relationship with the primary influencers
at the youth level, congratulations! until you ac-
complish this, no reason to work on steps 2 and
3. as high school coaches, it is challenging to
understand the pride and ownership youth
coaches feel for their program and teams. To
you, how important can 5th-8th grade football
be? To us, it is important or we wouldn’t spend
countless hours coaching for the only wage
lower than yours. if the youth leaders have been
around longer than the high school coach, re-
spect the time they have put in and start devel-
oping a relationship. it may take a year or two
to develop, but it will be worth the effort. if you
come in and immediately demand the youth
level runs your system, good luck! it doesn’t
matter if you are correct if you don’t have their
respect and trust.

Establish Objective
There are two potential primary objectives:

win youth championships Or develop as many
players as possible for the high school team.
unfortunately, these objectives are typically
mutually exclusive. The homestead coaches
have told our youth leadership that their top ob-
jective is for us to produce numbers at the fresh-
men level. The second objective is skill
development.

how does this influence our youth pro-
gram? Our goal is to have two teams per grade.
numbers are starting to make that difficult, but
we will have two teams when feasible even
though that splits our talent and makes winning
more challenging. second, our coaches are ex-
pected to make sure everyone plays, and not
just in running clock situations. We all have
stories of the player who peaked in middle
school and the late developer who was a sig-
nificant contributor on the varsity. Playing
time is not equal, but let everyone participate
at the youth level. finally, coaches are willing
to spend more practice time on skill develop-
ment over schemes if winning is not the pri-
mary objective. We measure the success of our
youth coaches by how many players return the
following season, not by record. 

in the past 25 years, the cardinal program
has one championship, while homestead has six
state championships.

Support Youth Coaches
The amount of support you need to provide

will depend on the experience levels in the
youth program. We are fortunate that we have
several “veteran” non-parent coaches that have

worked closely with the homestead coaches for
years. The amount of time the high school staff
needs to spend with youth coaches will decline
as “veterans” are developed at the youth level.

high school programs typically prefer to see
youth programs run similar offensive schemes
with common terminology. create an age-ap-
propriate playbook for your youth program.
start with a scaled down version for 5th grade
and then introduce additional formations and
plays each year. Does the high school scheme
work at the youth level? The answer is more
likely to be yes if the high school offense is run
oriented. my teams will only take snaps from
under center, and i would recommend the same
for everyone at least until 7th grade. You need
to consider that nobody develops when half the
shotgun snaps hit the ground! long yardage
plays are even tougher and do you consider
punting to net 5-10 yards? The youth game is
different than high school.

heavily pass-oriented offenses can be diffi-
cult to execute for younger kids even if each
team has a strong quarterback, which is not typ-
ically the norm. my acronym for youth passing
is “siic,” and it doesn’t have the positive con-
notation when kids call something “sick” today.
siic is short for sack, incompletion, intercep-
tion and completion. These are the four com-
mon passing outcomes and at the youth level,
they are equally likely resulting in a 25%
chance of a positive outcome. if your high
school offense is pass-oriented, consider in-
stalling a run-based offense with similar con-
cepts at the youth level that will ease the
transition in later years.
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Off-season clinics led by the high school
staff are a great opportunity to develop rela-
tionships with the youth coaches while sharing
drills and techniques, discussing the playbook
and practice organization, and letting them ask
questions. many youth coaches dream about
coaching at your level. Treat them like mem-
bers of the high school staff during the clinics.
They will appreciate it and be more willing to
support your team. 

Youth programs should have hudl accounts
if budgets allow. Off-season clinics are a great
time to show youth coaches how to watch film.
most watch as a fan, not a coach.

even if you share objectives with the youth
leadership, do not assume the parents do as
well. i would recommend the varsity head
coach speaks to the youth parents and explains

the importance of the youth program and devel-
oping all players. hopefully, this will alleviate
some of the pressure from parents on youth
coaches to win. Get the community to buy into
an 8-year program!

in-season, invite youth coaches to attend
your practices. not only is it a great learning op-
portunity for them, it will make them feel
greater connection with your program.

Generate Excitement For Youth Players
Youth players dream of playing under the

“friday night lights” and idolize the high
school players. What can be done to encourage
the connection between the youth players and
high school players? The homestead varsity at-
tends one of our summer practices. The players
introduce themselves and then run position
drills. Our youth players love it. We also have

our youth players wear their uniforms and form
the player introduction tunnel at one game each
season. Our youth program doesn’t practice at
the high school except on rare occasions, but if
yours does, the high school practice ending
when youth players are arriving is another great
opportunity to build the connection and create
aspirations for the youth players.

One final recommendation. high school
coaches should attend home games for the
youth program if schedules allow. You don’t
need to be at every game, but at least one home
game per team, and stand on the sideline where
you are easily identified. it will go a long way
with youth parents, coaches and players, and
make sure the youth program is an asset for the
high school team.

THE 2018 WFCA ALL-STAR GAME’S RING OF FIRE
By: Ron Grovesteen, Head Football, Hall of Fame Coach, Evansville High School

Ron Grovesteen

back in april 1963 Johnny cash recorded
and released this hit song which was actually
written by his would-be wife June carter de-
scribing what it was like falling in love with
what was at the time a very wild Johnny cash.
While you may think that song is too old for
today's youth, some things have proven to with-
stand the test of time.

an example of this “greatness” standing the
test of time is what the Wisconsin football
coaches association (Wfca) has been able to
do through the fundraising efforts associated
with their summer all-star Game. back in 1975
the Wfca was created and began organizing
and delivering a high school all-star game with
a focus on raising money to help children
throughout the state of Wisconsin who have
been afflicted with terrible diseases and ill-
nesses. since the Wfca all-star charity Game
has partnered with the children’s hospital of
Wisconsin (chW) more than $3,000,000.00 has
been raised and donated. most recently with the
2018 campaign now in the books, the Wfca
contributed a record $417,000.00 in additional
donations. The continued success of this game
and of the extraordinary fundraising efforts is
an example of the passion that Johnny cash

sings about in ring of fire. The Wfca believes
no child should suffer at the hands of these ter-
rible illnesses and no parent should have to
watch their child suffer. The desire to wipe out
these childhood illnesses creates a fire that
burns within all of us and the Wfca has figured
out a way to capture that drive, that desire, that
fire, in ways that create positive changes!

each year the Wfca all-star charity Game
process begins in the same way with the selection
of the all-star teams’ head coaches at the no-
vember all-state meeting. These coaches then
select their staff which consists of seven assistant
coaches, a couple of managers and a couple of
ball boys. a certified athletic trainer is provided
for by the Wfca and the student athletes are se-
lected by a nomination process with over 400
nominees being received each year. each coach-
ing staff must evaluate and select a total of 46
players to make up their respective rosters, with
a total of only 220 student athletes being selected
and recognized for this tremendous opportunity.
each year these coaching staffs work very hard
to have every conference represented by players
who consent to participate and agree to give up
time out of their summer, and to dedicate a sig-
nificant amount of their time and effort in sup-
porting our fundraising cause.

in exchange for not charging participants
any fees, each coach, assistant, and player
agrees to raise donations in recognition of the
honor to play in this game. more importantly to
recognize the privilege this opportunity pro-
vides to make a difference in the lives of some
very sick children. each participant is asked to
raise a minimum of $750.00 and there are some
incredible prizes offered as extra incentive for
those who seek to raise the most in donations.
The players provide their own equipment by
working with their high school coaches and
staff and make their travel arrangements as nec-
essary to ensure their attendance and participa-
tion to the fullest extent possible.

The first event at which their attendance is
required is the annual march kick-off event
where each participant is provided with all of
the details that their all-star charity Game ex-
perience entails, and all of the information re-
garding the fund-raising campaign.

representatives from the chW and the
Wfca get together with each team share heart-
warming details regarding how those valuable
funds are put to tremendously good use. The at-
tendance at the march kick—off event by the
coaching staff, the players, and their families is
really just the start of an exciting journey toward
a very worthwhile cause.

The march 2018 campaign for the south
large school (divisions 1-2-3) took place in Jef-
ferson and provided the forum for the introduc-
tions of our coaching staff and players, as well as
a meet and great for all of our participants and
their families. We listened to the history of the
Wcfa partnership with chW and watched a
presentation showing how the donations received
by chW are put directly into research, treatment,
and care for the patients and the families of these
patients facing serious medical concerns. This
presentation opened the door for the south
squad’s focus on “Kids first” and our common
goal of helping chW be able to provide the very
“best care”. in addition, keeping with the spirit
of competition, the south squad was also
charged with the goal of betting the north
squad’s level of fundraising and beating the
amount raised by the previous year's south
squad. in this case, last year’s south squad had
raised $110,000.00 and our goal therefore, be-
came to raise more! at that moment, this group
became a team, and with a Team, “Together
everyone achieves more!”

The south squad coaching staff consisted
of myself, ron Grovesteen, as head coach,
from evansville high school, offensive assis-
tants: steve Tenhagen from burlington high
school, mike beck from franklin high school,
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Garth coates from evansville high school, Jeff
Wallack from bay View high school, and de-
fensive assistants: Toby Golembiewski from
monroe high school, al raebel from Waukesha
south high school, and Jay hrdlicka from
evansville high school. 

With the Wfca all-star charity Game
being played every year on the third saturday in
July, our coaches report to the Wfca selected
training sites on the saturday before the game,
with the players reporting on that sunday. When
the players show up, they are dropped off with a
“no player vehicles allowed” policy which en-
sures that the players stay with the team and stay
engaged in the work that is to take place during
that week.

The 2018 south squad assembled at the
university of Wisconsin-Whitewater campus
with their equipment, their snacks, their
Gatorade, and their helmet stickers. The process
of earning and in this case, exchanging helmet
stickers reinforces the tremendous memories that
come with the making of new friends and this
very unique football experience.

Our coaching staff put in many hours plan-
ning and preparing for this experience in order
to ensure that each participant would leave be-
hind their own individual contributions to the
history of this event as players and the knowl-
edge that their efforts made a very real differ-
ence in the lives of children in Wisconsin for
years to come. so when we were finally able to
meet together in July as one united team, we fo-
cused on playing as one team and challenged
each other to make this game one of their great-
est memories of their entire high school experi-
ences. Our south squad experience was
immediately enhanced as we found out that we
had the privilege of being the first team to use
the uW-Whitewater, Warhawks’ brand new
locker room! 

During our week in camp, we started and
ended each day together. We ate together, we
practiced together, we challenged each other,
and we probably frustrated each other. however,
we always picked each other up, even after we
spent the day trying to knock each other down
on the field. The coaching staff was introduced
to the music the players liked to hear, but the
coaching staff also introduced the players to the
music they liked to hear. There weren't too many
songs that both sides enjoyed, but one that
seemed to strike a chord in everyone’s heart was
the good, old Johnny cash’s ring of fire.

On Wednesday of our camp week we had
the privilege of meeting some of chW chil-
dren’s champs. The experience of meeting,
getting to know, and getting to play with some
children who may never have the opportunity
to enjoy so many of the experiences  we had
been able to experience was beyond words, but
was life changing to say the very least. The
players were able to cap that day off with visits
from their own family and friends reinforcing
just how fortunate so many of us are.

although the dorm room accommodations
were no-where near 5-star ratings, there was a
bit of sadness with packing up at the end of the

week. however, before this chapter would close
we had a game to play and an opportunity to
showcase all of the hard work that had been
done. Our all-star weekend began with our all-
star banquet, which was an opportunity for all
of the participants to clean up, dress up, and visit
with our families, and to meet the families of our
new friends. During the course of the banquet
our staff was able to thank the parents for sup-
porting these players throughout their football
careers and to thank those players and their fam-
ilies for their fund-raising efforts. We were also
able to thank the Wfca for continuing to host
this all-star charity event in support the chW.
finally, we were able to thank the chW for their
focus on providing the very best care possible to
the children of Wisconsin.

so as the game itself drew near, we practiced
again, and ate lunch together and headed to the
stadium together as one team, made up of repre-
sentatives from all around southern Wisconsin
individuals at one time, but a team at this time,
a team with victory on its mind!

Our south squad was fortunate to earn the
win over the north. The months of preparation,
the hours of practice, and the battles over what
music would be played and when, built a team
that will forever remember the ring of fire and
the experiences that came with it. The contribu-
tion made by this group to the chW will go to-
ward the greater goals being “children first”
through providing the “best care”.

June carter and her husband Johnny cash,
knew that with passion comes fire and with fire
comes warmth. football and the Wfca all-star
charity Game capture the warmth and energy of
a fire that burns inside the hearts of the players
and coaches. in order to keep the fire going, it
needs oxygen which comes in the form of
voices. The voices of a coach who works hard
to bring out the very best from each player. like-
wise, the voices from those doing great things at
the children’s hospital of Wisconsin sharing
their stories, their goals, and their plans for serv-
ing the children of Wisconsin.

however, the fire also needs fuel and that fuel
comes in the form of the support that families
show to their student athletes and in challenging
them to go beyond whatever "game" and look to
make a positive difference in this world. That fuel
also comes in the form of the generous contribu-
tions of time and money to be directed to worth-
while causes like the work being performed at the
chW. When that oxygen and that fuel combine
with the heat of passion, its no wonder how much
warmth is seen in the smile of just one child who's
benefited from the amazing care they have re-
ceived at chW.

We are beyond proud to have been partici-
pants in the 2018 Wfca all-star charity
Game’s ring of fire and are pleased to pass the
torch on for generations to come!
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HOW DO YOU MEASURE SUCCESS?
By: Travis Zajac, Head Football Coach, Wahlert Catholic High School, Dubuque, Iowa

Travis Zajac

Thanks to ev Wick, head football coach at
De soto high school, for asking me to write
this article. ev and i became college football
teammates in 1997 at mount senario college in
ladysmith. ev is one of my best friends and a
role model to me and many other great coaches
in Wisconsin. i grew up in brussels, graduated
from southern Door high school, and played
for brent claflin. coach claflin, coach rich
fahey, and coach mark lecaptain coached me,
pushed me, and helped me become a better per-
son at southern Door. coach Vince brautigam,
coach Jay Davis, and coach Karl fager at
mount senario helped me mature and grow into
manhood. i was fortunate to spend time at uni-
versity of Dubuque coaching for coach stan
Zweifel, along with coach mike schmidt and
coach mick miyamoto. i am a direct result of
all these awesome coaches, and even better men,
guiding me on my coaching path. Thank you to
all of them!

The 2018 season was my sixth as head
coach at Wahlert catholic high school in
Dubuque, iowa, and my 18th season coaching
overall. We have had some moderate win/loss
success in my tenure at Wahlert. We have qual-
ified for the playoffs (2014 and 2015) and had
the first back-to-back winning seasons (2016
and 2017) at Wahlert in over 15 years.

unfortunately, we really struggled in 2018,
finishing 0-9. We didn’t have a lot of players,
caught the injury bug, and struggled to find a
practice surface that wasn’t under water or a
basketball court. it was a trying season for
everyone associated with Golden eagles’ foot-
ball. There were a lot of disappointed players,
coaches, and families.

from the outside looking in, our season was
dismissed as a failure. When things didn’t go
the way i had planned, i try to discover the rea-
sons why those plans didn’t work. When i really
dig to find those reasons, i’m usually reminded
that my focus wasn’t where it should have been.
Whether you’re coming off a state champi-
onship season or a season like ours, it’s impor-
tant for us, as football coaches, to remember

how to properly measure our success. here are
some of my take-aways from the 2018 season
and how i choose to measure success.

Remember Your Why
it goes without saying that we coach because

somewhere along the line we fell in love with
the game. Whether it be the competition, game-
day, our teammates, coaches, or the hard work,
we absolutely love football. Don’t ever lose sight
of, and proper perspective on, what an awesome
responsibility we have for our young people.
football is the vehicle that we have chosen to
help teach, guide, lead, and mentor young peo-
ple. There isn’t a day that goes by that i’m not
reminded of why i teach and coach. i want to
build into young people in a meaningful way. i
will teach and coach with passion, enthusiasm,
and love. remind yourself why you do what you
do. it can sustain you through the peaks and val-
leys of a season and serve as “true north” on
your spiritual compass.

Focus on Relationships
Whether you’re a young coach who is still

a bachelor, a newlywed, have a young family,
or an empty nester, remember that you need to
continue to maintain those loving relationships.
it’s really hard to be a football coach’s signifi-
cant other, a coach’s kid, or coach’s best friend.
We work hard, spend a lot of hours on the sport,
and pour ourselves into our programs. You must
save some time for your loved ones! Grow and
support your assistant coaches and give them re-
sponsibility and autonomy. They’ll appreciate
it. cut them some slack when necessary. Do you
really need to have a six-hour staff meeting on
a sunday afternoon? let those guys go home
and rejuvenate. They will coach that much
harder for you. remember that some of them
have families and lives outside of teaching and
coaching, too.

remind your players how much you respect
and appreciate their effort. Whether you won or
lost on game-day, they need to hear from you
that you care about them. Take a minute to ex-
press gratitude to parents. some of them spend
almost as much time as a coach, behind the
scenes, helping make your program successful.
They’ll appreciate hearing thank you from their
child’s coach.

Lean into the Process
i’m guilty of being a football junky. Twitter

is an awesome thing, and i follow a ton of really
smart football coaches. Our staff loves going to
clinics together, sitting down with other coaches
to chalk talk, and growing our knowledge of the
game. learning more about Xs & Os isn’t really
work to me, and probably not for you either.

Through all of that, don’t forget to focus on
the process of developing good people. spend
time getting to know your players and what mo-
tivates them. have a clear picture in your mind

about what you want your team to look like
when they play. Teach them to block and tackle,
every day. stress the importance of and practice
how to secure the football and how to take it
away. coach football situations and don’t forget
to use adversity to remind young people that
sports are a microcosm of life.

it’s all about the process of getting to your
destination. We spend too much time, due to so-
cietal pressure, focused on the product. all the
work leading up to that product is where true
joy lives. make it fun! sometimes breaking up
the monotony of preseason practices with a
coach versus player field goal contest can really
brighten the mood. Play rock-paper-scissors and
give the winner a Gatorade. Do whatever it
takes to make the process fun.

Leave a Positive Legacy
Did you leave the place better than how you

found it? honestly, if you did, then what more
can be asked of you? This is the challenge i
issue to our players and coaches every august.
based on our 2018 record, the outsider would
say that our program is worse off than it was be-
fore we started. from my perspective, i couldn’t
disagree more. We learned a lot about ourselves
from the 2018 season. not a single kid quit the
team. We played hard. We fought for each other.
We finished.

Don’t get me wrong, we have a lot to work
on, and it starts with me. The head coach sets
the tone for his program. my leadership and
guidance were not enough last season. i must
get better. Our coaching staff must be better.
Our players must be better. You see, the legacy
of last season is that we learned so much about
ourselves that we did leave the place better than
how we found it.

The 2019 season is right around the corner,
and we cannot wait to get started. This is what
i choose to focus my energy on. how will we
respond? i’m confident that we will continue
to learn and focus on our legacy. i want my
players to be better for having played football
when i was their head coach. That’s my legacy.
What kind of students are they and will they
grow into? What kind of professionals will
they be? What kind of husbands and fathers
will they become? What are you doing to leave
a legacy with your program? Please be that
beacon of hope for our young people. They
need men like you!

Thank you for taking a few minutes to read
this article. i’m humbled to have been asked to
share these insights with you. The Wisconsin
football coaches association is a fantastic or-
ganization, and the sport is in good hands in my
home state. best of luck in your 2019 season and
remember your why, focus on relationships, lean
into your process, and leave your legacy.
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A JEWEL IN THE WISCONSIN FOOTBALL CROWN
By: Alec Raebel, Head Football Coach, Waukesha South High School

Alec Raebel

i still remember the first time i heard about
the Wfca all-star game. Growing up in illinois,
we didn’t have anything like it. as soon as i got
to Whitewater, a group of freshman already
seemed to be good friends, and know one an-
other. They had all played in the all-star game
together. at the time, i was jealous. it sounded
like a fun celebration with great football play-
ers. but after being fortunate enough to get an
invite last year, i learned that it’s so much more
than that. it’s about celebrating the game of

football, reflecting on how lucky we are to be
able bodied and healthy, and using our talents
and status to help others around us that are less
fortunate. This game is a Wisconsin jewel that
everyone in the state should celebrate. 

from evaluating game film in february,
through checking out of the dorms in late July,
the whole eventis a blast. at first it’s a little un-
comfortable and awkward. You have rivals,
strangers, and teammates all com-
ing together. at first you can feel
the tension as these boys are all
eying each other up, trying to fig-
ure out who’s the best. it’s a com-
plex social situation that can be
difficult for a coach to navigate, but
after a couple of quick meetings,
the players realize that this event is
not about playing time, depth
charts, or college exposure. This
event is about loving the game of
football, and helping raise money
for kids who admire them for their
talents, and having some fun. 

The Wfca does a phenomenal
job organizing the whole event. it’s
a perfect mix of football practice,

team building events, media events, and down
time. Kids quickly become close, and because
of the uniqueness of the event, became lifelong
friends. in the picture, you can see the smiles on
those faces are genuine. They all loved their ex-
perience. anytime you can challenge yourself
to grow as an individual, help others, and have
fun doing what you love, you’re going to be this
genuinely happy. 

A RARE OPPORTUNITY
By: Chad Ashman, Offensive Coordinator, Kaukauna High School

Chad Ashman

Thank you to the Wfca for a valuable plat-
form and to coach, matt binsfeld, for asking
me to contribute to The Point After II.  i’d also
like to thank my wife, carmen, for understand-
ing my passion for this game. Without her sup-
port none of this is possible.

2018 was my first season as a Varsity Of-
fensive coordinator and it was a long wait to
get this opportunity. i’ve been a coach at many
levels, youth, high school, and college over my
20 plus years.  as a private sector coach, mak-
ing time is a challenge all its own. so when i
got this opportunity from coach binsfeld i was
ecstatic! i’ve been a position coach and called

plays as a JV coach but this is different, this is
friday night. Knowing how rare of an opportu-
nity this is i needed to take advantage and
sought advice. i’d like to share this with any as-
piring coach looking to advance.
1. reach out. The very first thing i did was

reach out to my mentor and other experi-
enced coaches. There was a common thread
among all of them and it was to make sure
you understand your situation. in my case,
this was a senior heavy team and starting
from scratch was not best for the team ap-
proach. it was going to be easier for me to
adapt to them than to have 80+
players/coaches (consider youth develop-
ment program) change. i began researching
their terminology, watched the previous sea-
son, and developed relationships with peo-
ple in the program.

2. be flexible. fit the offense to your talent and
consider upcoming classes.  i did a lot of lis-
tening in year one and received great input
from all the coaches involved within the
program. make sure you take advantage of
their experiences.

3. Organize. You’ve heard the phrase, “Work
smarter, not harder.” i’m big into streamlin-
ing so we are as efficient and effective as
possible. Organize your coaches meetings,
player meetings, non-contact days, camp

practices, and in-season practices, etc. as
early in the off-season as possible; don’t
wing it week-to-week. be sure your position
coaches have copies of schedules and play
scripts too. afterwards keep those practices
and notes so you can evaluate during the
off-season.  

4. emphasis execution. maximize your
player’s reps and make sure they match
what you and your staff game planned. by
emphasizing execution and maximizing rep-
etitions your players naturally become more
confident. They play faster and understand
any adjustments made during the game.
also, within your allotted practice time pre-
pare for situational events like a last shot
play, 2 point conversions, 30 yards in 12
seconds, etc.

5. Defined roles for assistant coaches on
Game Day. Gather quality information dur-
ing the game.  You have to decide prior to
the game what that information is, how this
information should be presented to you, and
assign those roles like charting plays, look-
ing for certain defensive coverages, align-
ments, personnel changes etc.  
if you are going into your first year as an

Offensive coordinator i wish you the best of
luck. #Kaukaunastrong
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GREENDALE’S LOWER LEVEL HS FOOTBALL PHILOSOPHY
By: Rob Stoltz, Head Football Coach, Greendale High School

Rob Stoltz

Thanks to executive Director, Dan brunner
and the entire Wfca organization for allowing
me to share a few ideas here related to our phi-
losophy with high school football at the lower
levels. specifically, i will be sharing an idea we
use with our JV football players. 

as we know, football is a numbers game. i
remain interested in ways to help our players
build pride and understanding of their critical
roles in our program, from all-state players to

seniors who have been vital scout team players
for three years. how we communicate this is an
evolving process. The following letter is one
way that we do so.

Note: Greendale’s JV/Varsity reserve team
plays their conference games on mondays

To: Greendale JV football Players
Welcome to the proving ground! as some

of you know, our JV team is, historically, a fluid
situation, where need and circumstance may
dictate the needs of the team on a week-to-week
basis. Thus, based on the Varsity situation, you
may be playing in JV games one week, but not
the next. We work immediately after friday
games to identify JV needs for the following
week, but we may need to make day-of deci-
sions, on occasion. as a member of the JV foot-
ball team, you have been identified as a player
who may be:
• a very important back up at your varsity po-

sition (or positions)
• showing good skill and ability, as well as

the need to demonstrate play-making con-
sistency in game competition

• Playing a new position
• coming off an injury

• building skill and/or stamina
• filling in on JV, on a week-to-week basis,

due to need
• building needed physicality in a contact

sport such as football
• learning and showing increased mastery of

our offensive and/or defensive schemes and
techniques
Please take the time to speak with either cur-

rent, or recent years’, seniors. They are a great
source of information and perspective as it re-
lates to JV football. most of these guys are
players who were in your position in the very
recent past, and their experiences will help to
provide you with specifics as you embrace this
extremely critical role in our football program.

Players, if you would like to discuss further
or should you have any questions, please see me
directly. 

This simple letter, as well as follow up with
each individual player, has given us very strong
retention in our program. Please feel free to con-
nect with me if you’d like to talk more about any-
thing related to these ideas. i would greatly enjoy
being able to learn about how you currently do
things in your program, as well.

SOME VALUES AND PURPOSES OF PLAYING FOOTBALL
By: Scott Tolzman, Assistant Football Coach, Dodgeville High School

Scott Tolzman

as a coach going on 35 years, some as an
assistant coach and some as a head coach, i
was thinking about something to write about
that is more than Xs and Os. so i thought what
does football teach young athletes? With chang-
ing times and the feeling of what is in it for me
attitude, we as coaches need to instill some val-
ues and purposes for playing football. We need
to let athletes know playing team sports builds
skills to be used later in life. here are some
ideas that could be taught.
1. The player will learn to take on duties which

will help them in the future when they are
working and earning a living.

2. To have success they must be working hard
on the practice field which will teach them
to work hard in school and later in life.
cutting corners will not get you where you
want to go.

3. learning to work together on a team will cre-
ate a degree of self-discipline, they will learn
to sacrifice their desires to help others.

4. They will learn to be on time as the team
counts on them.

5. as a player they want to be accepted by the
team so they must conduct themselves in a
manner to be accepted. This does not allow
them be that “i know everything” or “i’m
better than everyone else so i don’t have to
work as hard” kind of guy.

6. They will learn skills to get along with many
different types of individuals which they can
use later in life.

7. They will take pride with how they look and
will take care with how they treat their body.

8. They will learn to be disciplined in order for
the team to have success.

9. They will face many challenges during the
season and how they deal with them will
be carried on later in life.

10. as a player they become role models to
younger children and they will realize how
they act is important.

11. have them understand everyone on the team
is equal and as important as the next.

attitudes have changed over my years as a
player and a coach to a point that coaches need
to teach values all over again. some players
see the picture but others do not. it is these
players that we need to reach out to and help.
There are many values and purposes that come
from playing sports but hopefully these 10
ideas can be a start.

“A hundred years from
now it will not matter what my

bank account was,

the sort of house I lived in, 

or the kind of car I drove... 

but the world may be 

different because I was

important in the life of a child.”           

--Forest E. Witcraft
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JOIN THE WFCA TODAY
TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THESE BENEFITS:

   •  $2,000.000.00 LIABILITY INSURANCE POLICY (details on page 63)
   •  Three issues of The Point After II newsletter
   •  All-Star games, nomination rights and free attendance
   •  All-State nomination rights
   •  Scholarship nomination rights
   •  Hall of Fame nomination rights
   •  All-State Championship rings
   •  Annual awards and recognition including Regional
   and State Coaches of the Year.
   •  WFCA membership enhances professional growth and gives you the opportunity to
    contribute to the improvement of your profession
   •  A professional network of new contacts, a line of communication and a forum for the
   exchange of ideas and information within your profession.
   •  www.wifca.org, our professional website with the latest information about football in
   Wisconsin which provides unlimited resources to meet the needs of member coaches.
  •  Eligibility to participate in the WFCA Grant Program

REMEMBER TO RENEW YOUR MEMBERSHIP

A WALTZ WITH COACH KROLL
By: Rob Nelles, Defensive Coordinator, Cambridge High School

Rob Nelles

a few weeks ago, i was presented with the
opportunity do something that just does not hap-
pen anymore. my cousin, lyle lang, Owner of
lang furniture in marshfield, Wi, asked if i
would be interested in watching some old marsh-
field columbus Don’s film with coach Walt Kroll
at the helm. i said that i would love to and we fi-
nally found the perfect opportunity to watch it.  

The only way we saw fitting to do this the
correct way, was to make sure we had some
coach Kroll essentials. The essentials included:
miller lite, Old fashions, frozen pizzas, a pro-
jector, and of course the eight mm film.  for the
young coaches out there, eight mm was the only
way coaches watched film. There was no hudl,
no DVDs, and no Vhs tapes. if you watch any
of the old movies, rudy for example, coach
Parseghian was watching tape on a projector. To
be honest, this was the first time i had the luxury

of watching game tape this way.  One will never
forget the sound that it makes too. classic stuff!!

When the day started and after the cocktails
were poured, we went through a bunch of
coach Kroll’s playbooks and letters he wrote to
some of his former players. for those of you
who don’t know who coach Kroll was (or do
know him), we will just say he is a legend.
coach Kroll was the head coach for many years
at a small catholic school in marshfield, Wi
called columbus catholic now. coach Kroll
was a Wing-T genius. he played schools all
over the midwest, a lot of them triple the size,
if not more.  at one time, coach Kroll was in
the top ten of the winningest coaches in Wis-
consin and is in the Wfca hall of fame. cur-
rently, coach Kroll is 20th  on the list. my
cousin, lyle lang (nicknamed alzado by coach
Kroll), played offensive guard for coach Kroll
back in the glory days. how he ended up with
the film and playbooks, i am still not sure.  

back to the day... after we looked through
a lot of old memorabilia, we started watching
some film. The first film we watched was prob-
ably the best rivalry that coach Kroll had,
stevens Point Pacelli. These two teams had
some great battles against each other and this
ball game was no exception.  

The second film we watched was one of of-
fensive highlights. coach Kroll put this film to-
gether for a coaches’ clinic. if you are a Wing-T
kind of guy, this is the film for you. holy smokes,
could coach Kroll’s teams execute. The film ba-
sically consisted of four plays (and you know the
plays): buck sweep, counter, Trap, and belly. it
was unbelievable how fast his players would get

off the ball and run downhill.  We all want our
players to do it and some do and some don’t. ac-
cording to what i saw on film, all of coach
Kroll’s players did.  if there was one thing i could
take away from the highlight film, it would be
the pure execution of the offense. The thing is,
everybody knew that the buck sweep was com-
ing.  if they stopped it, good luck with the other
three plays.  if they didn’t stop it, “forget about
it”. i was simply amazed.  

The last game we watched, we saved the
best for last, was the epic battle at beell stadium
in marshfiled, Wi. The 1980 state champi-
onship game was between columbus and
Waukesha catholic memorial. from the looks
of it, it appeared that catholic memorial would
get the best of them, but in overtime, columbus
came out on top. my cousin “alzado” said that
coach Kroll always had a play in his “hip
pocket” and would use it when needed. The
play would be run early in the game, and if suc-
cessful, would hang on to it until the very end.  

The following day, while at church, i ran into
my old high school football coach, hall of fame
member, Tom Knauf. coach Knauf played for
coach Kroll when coach Kroll just started. i
shared with him the memorable day and he re-
members those days of watching and breaking
down film with the ole’ 8mm. We shared some
memories and some laughs as well.  

now that a few months have passed and
reminiscing about the events that day, i finally
realized that i am part of the Walt Kroll coach-
ing tree. although i don’t run the Wing-T or the
52 monster, i feel a bit of coach Kroll in me.
and what a great feeling it is.
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A MAN FOR ALL SEASONS
By: George Machado, Quarterback and Passing Game Coordinator, Brookfield Central High School

George Machado

although the announcement was sad to hear,
it seemed fitting that bart starr “slipped the surly
bonds of earth to touch the face of God,” on a
weekend set aside to celebrate our heroes.

bryan bartlett starr was the 200th player se-
lected in the 17th round of the 1956 national
football league Draft. never has an organiza-
tion reaped so much benefit from a player cho-
sen so late.  Green bay struck gold on that draft
day and number 15 quickly became the face of
the Packers. bart starr was a man of integrity
and class, who possessed both the fire of a fierce
competitor and the heart of a champion. he was
the consummate leader and epitomized what
coaches meant when they described a “team
player.” he is the only quarterback in nfl his-
tory to lead his team to three consecutive league
championships.  

starr was a shining example of consistency.
functional more than flashy and a leader by ex-
ample more than a fire and brimstone vocal one.
Often starr was at his best in those pressure
filled moments that overwhelmed the average
player. he was somebody his teammates looked
to and rallied around when the game was on the
line. he was positive, productive, and profes-
sional. he was a man you could count on and a
player who never pointed the finger of blame in
his entire career. he had broad shoulders, thick
skin, a calm confidence, and an amazing foot-

ball intelligence. he was Vince lombardi’s
coach on the field and his hand-picked team
leader. Golden boy Paul hornung was the flash,
Jimmy Taylor the hard-nosed warrior, max
mcGee the comical court jester, and Jerry
Kramer, fuzzy Thurston, forrest Gregg, and
Jim ringo the bulldozers in the offensive line.
but make no mistake, it was starr who was the
glue that kept the whole thing together.  

his humility and quiet demeanor often un-
derscored his amazing individual and team ac-
complishments. here was a two-time super
bowl (nfl championship Games 1 and 2)
mVP, 5-time nfl champion, 4-time Pro bowl
selection and the mVP of the entire national
football league in 1966, yet he never sought
out praise or recognition. bart starr would
rather heap accolades on his teammates and
coaching staff. he was not someone who found
contentment or validity in the spotlight of fame.
it was always about team!

and as successful and accomplished as he
was on the field, it was his stature in the Green
bay community that really set this man apart
from so many of the other excellent players. his
charity work, volunteerism, generosity, and un-
selfish dedication were as much a part of his
daily life as was football. he was a devoted hus-
band to his wife cherry for over 60 years and
the father to two sons and grandfather to three
granddaughters. his youngest son bret died in
1988 at the age of 24 from a drug overdose. This
showed all of us that even our heroes are not im-
mune to tragedy and heartache. his rawhide
boys ranch, Vince lombardi cancer founda-
tion, and starr children’s fund form a legacy of
his willingness to help others. There is no better
example of man who understood the right ways
to utilize his notoriety and fame.  

When asked which accomplishment in life
was his favorite, he did mention his induction
into the nfl and Green bay Packer’s hall of
fame, having his famous number 15 jersey re-
tired, or being named to the 1960s all-Decade
Team. he took his greatest pride in being a good
husband, father, grandfather and community
member. he was simply a great human being.

in 1982 while attending a high school foot-
ball clinic in Green bay an assistant coach and
i approach then head coach bart starr to get an
autograph for our special-needs manager
Orville Pickle. You can imagine my initial
shock when this legendary icon handed us back
our slip of paper and said “no!” What followed
next was pure bart starr. he asked us to write
down our school address and the proper spelling
of Orville Pickle. it wasn’t lost on us that the
name alone was unusual enough to send up red
flags of suspicion. none the less, it was a short
five days later that we received an 8x10 framed
photograph with a heart toughing personalized
message and autograph for one very excited
high school manager.  included in the box was
also a signed official football, and a Packer T-
shirt. i wish i could adequately describe the size
of Orville’s smile, the level of his exuberant and
unrestrained excitement and the tears of happi-
ness that welled up in his coaches’ eyes.  for
you see, what had occurred in a small football
office in the southwest corner of our state was
a microcosm of what bart starr created through-
out the entirety of Wisconsin. i am sure there
are literally thousands upon thousands of appre-
ciative fans that would have liked to have said,
“thanks bart,” one last time. There are not that
many famous people we encounter in life that
we feel comfortable to call, “our friend.” bart
starr was one.  he was pure magic. he was as
authentic, genuine and down-to-earth as any
super-star i have ever met. his warm smile, soft
eyes, and approachable manner always made
you feel good inside. Just being in his presence
made your day better. he will forever remain a
treasure to Green bay as well as to the entire
state of Wisconsin. On behalf of the Wisconsin
high school football association i wish to ex-
tend our condolences to his wife, cherry and the
entire starr family.  Thank you for sharing your
amazing husband, father, and grandfather with
us.  he was indeed a man for all seasons.  but
wow, did he make football season the absolute
best for all of us!

THANK YOU to all of you who so generously submitted articles for 
“The Point After II.”

If you do not see your article in this issue, please look for it in a future issue! 
Articles may be emailed to the WFCA office at office@wifca.org, or send paper copy to:

WFCA, PO Box 8, Poynette, WI 53955. Please include the title of the article, and the name, school 
and title of the author, along with the author’s photograph. Again, our thanks!
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